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1, Queen Victoria Road, 
NEW DELHI 

8th January 1951. 

FOREWORD. 

It gives me great pleasure to write this 

foreword to the handbook of Indian Fisheries, which 

is being brought out on the occasion of the third 

Annual Session of the Indo-Pacific Fisheries Council 

in Madras. 

The development of fisheries is one of the most 

effective means of increasing food production. If 

properly explOited, the supplies are almost inexhaustible. 

Fish are, besides, the least expensive source of 

protein and, as such, are of the highest importance 

from a nutritional point of view. Inadequate scientific 

data, old fashioned techniques and depressed condition 

of the fishermen have, however, restricted development 

in the Indo-Pacific region and I hope the Madras 

SeSSion of the Indo-Pacific Fisheries Council will 

succeed in finding a solution to these urgent problems. 

AL-..~ 
- -=-.!L--~ 

(K.M. Munshi) , 
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INDIA AND THE INDO-PACIFIC FISHERIES COUNCIL. 

The development of fisheries in all areas for augmenting food suppl1e: 

i a. view to meeting food shortages that were becoming more and more acute: 

~,... parts of the world at the end of Second World War was rightly regarded a: 

one of the important items in the programme of the United Nations. Special 

stress was laid on the conservation and development of fishery resources in tl 

inaugural Session of the Food and Agricultural Organisation of the United Nat: 

at Quebec in 1945. It was, however, felt by the Indian Delegation to this COl 

ferenc~ that too much stress was being laid by the representatives of most 

European and American countries, where fisheries were well developed, and eve] 

over-exploited through the use of mechanised craft and gear, on the conservat: 

'of the resource by controlling production, laying down standards and so forth 

The Indian Delegation, together with the representatives of other areas where 

fishery resources were far from developed, on the other hand felt that the! 

problells of fisheries for -such under-developed areas were so radically dUfer! 

trom those in well developed areas, that it was essential to consider these 01 

zonal basis in accordance with the state of development of their fisheries ani 

the needs of these areas. The Indian Delegation, therefore, suggested that it 

would be desirable to institute regional councils for various areas, on the 1: 

of the North Sea Council which had proved so valuable for the conservation anI 

development or the fisheries resources of the North Sea and the adjacent areal 

The Indian representative pressed this view in the Fisheri~s Advisory Committ4 .. 
meeting at Bergen in 1946 and at the second session of the F.A.O. at CopenhagE 

1n the same year. The question was also pursued in a conference of fisheries 

interests which was called at Singapore under the aegies of the Special 

Commissioner for South East Asia in January 1947, and as a result the proposal 

for the establishment of a regional council for fisheries work in the Indo

Pacific area began to take a tangible shape. The recommendations of the Sing. 

pore Conference were communicated to the Director General, F.A.O., and, as a 

result, the Food and Agricultural Organization of the United Nations convened 

conference at Baguio in the Philippines in February, 1948, to draw up the rule 

and regulations for the proposed Indo-Pacific Council as also the Agreement 

which the Member nations of the Council were to subscribe to. An Indian 

4elegation took part in this Conference also. 



The Indo-Pacific Fisheries Council came into being in December 1948, 

after notifications of acceptance of the Agreement by France, Philippines, 

United states of America, Siam and India were received by the Director General 

of the Food and Agricultural Organization of the United Nations. It was then 

decided to hold the first meeting of the Indo-Pacific Council at Singapore from 

24th to 31st March 1949. In addition to scientific meetings, the main work of 

the Session was in connection with the drafting and adoption of rules and 

regulations and the rules of proce~re etc. In th1s meeting the leader of the 

Indian Delegation was elected as the f1rst Chairman of the Indo-Pacific Fisheries 

Council, not only for the Session at Singapore but also for the second Session 

which was proposed to be held in Australia in 1950. It was unfortunate that 

owing to various reasons no Indian Delegation could attend the second meeting of 

the Council in Australia, but from the brief outline given above it is obvious 
~ 

that India has played a very important part in connection with the formation of 

the Indo-Pacific Fisheries Council. It is hoped that the third Session which is 

being held in India will result in still closer ties between India and the Council 



Part I - General 

--1... 
GENERAL SURVEY OF INDIAN FISHERIES. 

INTRODUCTION. 

~:? India has considerable marine and inland fishery resources, but the 

extent of these resources has not been properly assessed so far. Judged by the 

fact that there is a coast line of some 29,0~ miles; a continental shelf, from 

the shore to the lOO-fathom line, of more than 1,00,000 square miles, into which 

numerous large and perennial ""!'ivers discharge their silt-laden waters; two wide 

arms of the Indian Ocean, the Bay of Bengal and the Arabian Sea; a number of 

smaller gulfs and bays all along the coast; a large number of small oceanic 

islands with their innumerable creeks, bays, mangrove swamps and extensive coral 

reefs, the marine fishery resource must be fairly extensive. Similarly the 

extensive backwaters, tidal estuaries, lagoons and swamps scattered along the 

entire coast line, a large number of rivers, streams and channels and an 

enormous number of perennial and semi-perennial lakes, beels, reservoirs, tanks, 

ponds and other stretches of water, most of which though culturable, are almost 

fallow at present, are a rich potential source of inland fisheries. Both these 

resources, apart from being unestimated, are at present far from fUlllexploited 

or developed. 

The total annual production of fish in India was estimated in 1948 at 

142.1 lakh maunds (1169 million pounds), of which two-thirds consists of sea 

fish. Fish is eaten by nearly 50~ of the population of India, but the R!!

capita consumption is estimated only at 3.36 pounds per year, which is much 

less than that of many other countries. It has been roughly estimated that 

production of fish in India must be increased by about 10 times if the people 

are to have an adequate supply of this highly nutritious and protective tood. 

Judging by the extent of our resource, such an increase should not be very 

difficult. 

It is estimated that the population of adult fishermen in India is ot 

the order ot 5,00,000. The total number of boats, dugouts, catamarans and other 

craft has been estimated at more than 70,000. The boats are generally small and 

the nets and other tackle used are also more or less primitive. With the craft 
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and gear available, f'ishermen are able to fish only in inland waters and 1n a 

narrow coastal belt. 

The management and administration of fisheries in the various States in 

India has always been the direct responsibility of the State Governments con

cerned. Although fisheries are a source of revenue, very little attention was 

paid in most of the States to the development of this valuable resource. The 

state Governments concerned themselves mainly with administeririg':1;he Fisheries 

Act and issuing licences for fish1np, or leasing out government-qwned fisheries. 

Separate Fisheries Departments exi sted only in a very few St4t~' 

was generally done through various departments, such as those c '.: ed with 

Revenue, Irrigation, Agriculture, Veterinary or Forests, e~c. Even in the new 

Consti tution of the Indian Republic, the managemf>nt and development of fisheries 

~f the country is on the "State" list. The Central Government are responsible 
~, 

for fishing and fisheries beyond territorial waters and for, fiS:iii;; research 

and these subjects are on the "Union" and "Concurrent" lisJs'~ r, ' >" ively. 

On account of the preva1linp, food shortage in the country towards the 

end of the last war, the Government of India began taking an active interest in 

the development of fisheries in 1944. A Fish Sub-Committee of the ,Policy 

Committee No.5 on Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries was appointed t(Freview 

the position of fisheries and to report on the measures necessary for the improve 

ment and development of fishery resources of the country. The recommendations 

of this Committee received immediate consideration by the Government of India 

and steps were taken to implement them as far as possible. 

In the meantime, a Fisheries Development Adviser to the Government of 

India had been appointed in the Ministry of Agriculture and subsequently a 

Deputy Fisheries Development Adviser and an Assistant Fisheries Development 

Adviser were also appointed. These Officers carried out a rapid survey of the 

areas where fisheries could be developed and suggested measures to the various 

State Governments for developing these areas. Technical and financial assistance 

was also provided by the Central Government for the implementation of suitable 

schemes of fisheries development in the various states. In addItion, the Central 

Government set up agencies for carrying out research and exploratory work under 

their direct control. All these steps have resulted not only in increasing fish 

production in the country but have also made the Governments and people of India 
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&ore fish-conscious. Small Fisheries Departments have also been established in 

'many States, in which such departments did not exist previously. 

RESEARCH. 

Extensive scientific investigations and surveys are necessary for under

taking proper measures for the conservation, development and exploitation of the 

fishery resource of any country. As research and exploratory work of this kind 

'is a long-term and expensive proposition, the Government of India, in the Ministrl 

of Agriculture, have assumed responsibility for this work so far as basic problemi 

of all-India importance are concerned. They have set up two Fisheries Research 

Stations, one for research on fresh and brackish-water fisheries and the other 

for that on marine fisheries. 

The Central Inland Fisheries Research Station was established in 1947 and 

is located at Barrackpore, near Calcutta. There is a SUb-station at Cut tack in 

Orissa. The Station is under the charge of a Chief Research Officer, .who is 

assisted by a band of research workers properly qualified in different branches 

Of fisheries research. The work is broadly divided into three main sections, 

Estuarine, Pond Culture and Riverine and Lacustarine. Investigations are in 

progress on the rearing and transport of fish-seed, food habits, growth, maturity 

breeding habits and on many other problems of fresh water arid estuarine fishes 

of commercial importance. The Cuttack Sub-Station is speCially engaged on invest: 

gations in connection with the unduly high rate of mortality in fry, fingerlings 

and stocked fish in the State. 

Researc/.h~station The Central Marine Fisheries was also established in 

1947 to carry out research on marine fisheries with a view to estimating our 

resource, the rate of present exploitation, the possibilities of increasing 

production and adopting methods of conservation, if necessary. This Station is 

located at Mandapam (S.India), with Sub-Station at Calicut and Karwar. The 

Station is under the charge of a Chief Research Officer who has a team of trained 

zoologists, botanists, chemists and others to assit him. Work has been in 

progress on the survey of (fish and fisheries ~ biology of fish, factors contro1l1nl 

fish populations, physiology and adjustment of sea fish to brackish and fresh 

waters and a number of other problems. 

The Indian Couneil of Agricultural Research have also been taking keen 

interest in fisheries research. During the last several years, they have 

sponsored and financed many ad-hoc schemes of State Governments and Universities 
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etc. They are also awarding scholarships for fisheries research at a number of 

Universities. 

Many of the States Fisheries Departments are also engaged on research, 

mostly on problems with which they are immediately or directly concerned. A 

number of them have set up research stations and laboratories, where useful wor~ 

is being carried on in connection with biological and technological problems. 

Reseapch Centres at Lucknow (Uttar Pradesh), Calcutta (West Bengal), Cut tack 

and Chilka (Orissa), Bombay (Bombay), Trivandrum and Cape Comorin (Travancore

Cochin) and Calicut, Krusadai, Ennure, Tuticorin, Tungabhadra, Madras and 

Ootacamund (Madras) deserve special mention. 

Preliminary enquiries had indicated that on account of the greatly 

scattered and unorganised nature of the fishing industry and lack of suitable 

administrative machinery, it was difficult at present to obtain reliable statis

tics and data about fisheries and fishing industry of the country. Though the" 

Central Marine Fisheries Research Station and the Indian Council of Agricultural 

Research are collecting fisheries statistics and some States have also begun to 

take interest in the collection of statistics about their inland fishery 

resources in order to assess the possibilities of their development, the methods 

followed by different agencies are not uniform and the data collected by some of 

them far from standard. To remove these drawbacks a Fisheries Statistics 

Committee was set up by the Government of India in 1949 for suggesting standard 

forms and means for the collection of fish and fishery statistics on a uniform 

basis. The Committee has submitted its Report and its recommendations are now 

under the active conside.ration of the various Government'!! concerned. 

A Fisheries Research Committee was also set up by the Government of. 

India in 1949 for co-ordinatlng research on Indian Fisheries carried out by the 

Central Fisheries Research Stations, Fisheries Departments of the State Govern

ments and the Universities. Though a large mass of valuable information 

regarding research work that is being earried on at present by different agen-ci~ 

has been collected and is be ing analysed, the work of this Commit tee is still in 

an initial stage. 

OFF-SHORE FISHING. 

Fishing In the Indian seas is generally confined to a narrow coastal. 

belt of 5-7 miles only and the rieh off-shore and deep-sea waters" are left 
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ractically unexploited. This is largely because the equipment used for sea 

mostly of small boats, canoes and catamarans and small nets 

. d tackle which cannot stand the rigour and requirements of off-shore or deep

fishing. In recent years some private companies have made sporadic efforts 

off-shore fishing with power-propelled vessels but have not met with 

ch success, partly on account of lack of adequate finance s and trained personnel 

and partly for want of essential data regarding fishing grounds, types of. craft 

and gear suitable for Indian conditions, kinds of fish that may be available in 

different parts of the sea in different seasons, etc. With the object of 

collecting data of this kind, carrying out other exploratory work and training 

personnel, the Gov~ent of India established, in 1946, a Pilot 

ep-Sea Fishing Station at Bombay. The Station is under the charge of a 

perintendent Engineer. Experimental deep-sea fishing operations were started 

reconverted steam trawler 'Meena'. This vessel was, however, 

ommissioned in 1949 as her running and maintenance expenses were unduly h,1gh 

account of her large size and coal burning engines. The operations are being 

entinued with four new fishing vessels imported from Europe, two Dutch Motor 

tters, M.T. 'Ashok' and M.T.'Pratap', and two Reekie Boats, M.F.V.'Bumili' and 

A part of the sea off Bombay coast has been charted, but the 

Large quantities of fish, which could be made avatlable to the 
~t~ 
f",~onsumers 1n hresh condition, either perish and have to be converted into manure 
~i.~ L' 

t·orhave to be dried or otherwise processed. It is estimated that 49.3~ 01' the 
~?' 
i\:t'total production of fish is sun-dried or processed and 1n 1949 nearly 6.6% 01' the 
f~' 
°stotal catch was converted into manure. The methods of ~uring range from drying 

the sun to sal ting and pickling, but the product is generally of a SOmewhat 

The Governments of Bombay and West Bengal have Introducec:' in' re,oent years 

~;~"Cart'ier Motor Launches for transporting fish from t~e catching centres to the 
~. , 

.J 
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Bombay and Calcutta markets, respectively. In Bombay these launches operate 

over long distances and as they carry adequate quantities of ice, spoilage that 

occurred previously during the transport of fish from the fishing grounds to the 

shore in undecked country craft has been considerably reduced. Madras has also 

introduced a number of insulated and other motor vans for the quick transport of 

catches by roads from the fishing centres to consuming markets. Most of the 

Indian Railways have now made arrangements for the quick transport of fish from 

large catching and assembly centres to some of the larger towns. They are also 

providing special facilities for the transport of fish-seed at reduced rates. 

After the acute shortage of ice during the last war, the supply of ice 

has been steadily increasing in most parts of the country, though it is still 

insufficient to meet the demand. Cold storage facilities for fish are utterly 

inadequate, except in one or two large towns. The Government of India are putting 

up a freezing and cold storage plant with a total capacity of 300 tons and, with 

financial assistance of the Government of India, Madras Government are also insta: 

ing two, similar but smaller, plants at Calicut and Nangalore on the West Coast. 

TRAINING. 

The development and management of fisherIes of a country of the sIze 

of India require a large personnel trained in the methods of conservation, 

development, exploitation and administration. In order to meet this demand, 

the Government of India established, in 1944, two centres for training in marine 

and inland fisheries. The centre for training in marine fisheries, which was 

originally at Madras and subsequently shifted to Nandapam has since been closed, 

but the inland fisheries training centre is still functioning at the I~land 

Fisheries Research Station, Barrackpore. More than 150 Officers deputed by 

various States and private candidates have so far been trained for inland and 

marine fisheries work and most of them have been employed in the Fisheries 

Departments of different State Governments. Besides, some States have been 

training independently their own subordinate staff an~ giving short courses on 

fisheries management to private individuals and demobOlized soldiers. 

For training personnel for work on modern power fishing vessels, a number 

of candidates were sent for a short course of preliminary training to Grimsby in 

the United Kingdom. Five of them have subsequently received praetical training 

for two years on vessels .of the Pilot Deep Sea Fishing Station and are now 
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as Mates and Bosuns on these vessels. In addition, about 50 Indian 

been trained in the use of trawl and other power fishing equip

are now being made to employ and train fishermen as far as 

DEVELOPMENT. 

consciousness of the importance of fish in the food of the 

financial assistance from the Central Government, most of the 

:overl~lnts have undertaken schemes for increasing fish production in 

schemes and their results are becoming 

In addition, short-term fishery schemes ha"";i~"n' 

ambit of the "Grow More Food" campaign of the' O~"~J_iiti c, •. ' 

assistance is being given by the Centre to the $tate 

these schemes. upto date about 50 IUch SC!1l8lIllUtt-l''' 

'Oc?8t of Rs. 1,30,00,000/- have been launched 1n val~CU' 

so far to the States am~unta to~,~~~:;;Jt~,\IIJVI 

subsidy. Considerable addit1o.na3,~4_U~e8'n.t(' 
. .. ""," .~:;'. 

implementation of this.,,schemesql-: 
." -~,,--. E..-' 

the total additional production w111 

These schemes are of various kinds and a very 

important kinds 1s given in the following J!&ragptphl 

Sources of spawn and fry of carps, wh1eh 

1n India, have so far been located in a few 

. o~e of the biggest handicaps in the exten,sion of pisciculture 
- . ~ - . 

the count~~hasbeen the lack of fish-seed. To overcome this, 

the collection and supply of spawn, fry and 

.ul~Lus States to deficit states or deficit areas within the 

of Madras have set up machinery for 

01'500 lakhs of fish-seed of carps and 

.".0 e~tet! to deriei t areas 11ke' J(adhi~ Pr~deSh, BOmbay etc •. 
'. . 

quanU~i~~ot,tl'7 are collected both for internal stocking 
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and export. The Government of Indla have also set up a flsh-seed supply 

at the Central. Inland Flsheries Research Statlqn, Barrackpore. 

year nearly 44 lakhs of flsh-seed has been-supplied to defla1t areas. 

S,tocking of Inland waters. As a result of the efforts 

India and the States concerned, large areas of tallow waters have been 

and converted into productive fisheries. The extent of stocked areas 1n 

Bengal, Orissa, Blhar and Assam, which are among the most i~rtant 

it~ as pisciculture is concerned, is not known, but trominf'ormation 
::;': -: ., - -.~ -

'ri-OIII mOst of the remaining States, it appears that nearly ~ 

semi-fallow waters have been stocked upto date. 

The Government of Madras have been carrying 

with eight motor fishing vessels. 

have been employed for towing country craft to 

fishing vessel,"Tapase", had 

sh1n~ for some time but has recently been engaged 1n 

,:j!l:lJis O~fl~~lS boat is now belng op~rated by a' prlva,t-" 
:-::'-~-~~'., ~:.-"-~-'··:.~.i:ffiti;;~~?,,,---~~>:. - . 
~~~:rvU!on' of~e ,'Bombay Government. In Tr.vancor-e-Cochln, one' 

'~;V~lng 'utllized as a "Mother" vessel. Ten "t9 twelve " 

crew a~ towed to offshore fishing grounasand,t'ish1ng is 
- -.. ' . 

boats, mostly with long lines. Government of Bengal havefr!lported two"Il&lI\1.ishl 

qutters with Danish crew for operations 1n the Bay of Bengal. 

W!fVDElfl' IN TljE QUALI'l'Y OF CURED FISH. In order to improVe 

oured fish both tor export and internal consumption, better faoilities 

provided at the Fish Curing Yards. Financial 

of the maritIme States to improve their ya~ds 

~t up at Cape Comorin in Travancore-Cochln. Subsidies 

the supply of salt at conaessional rates tor the ctlrlng or t'ish In the;:"" , .... '1'11*[.:'" 
'-0";. 

The Government of ),!a«tras have started 

transport of flsh and the fishermen rr.the 
..... . -""'~;; '., .~: '~ 

centr-es to some of the ~arg. consumil'lf markets. -Two Cttl'l 

put up for thebettel" PJ"8sel'Vation and uttl1pU 
~: 
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to the fishermen at subsidized rate for increasing their catches and 

so~io-economic condition. 

ORGANISATIONAL SET UP. 

Fisheries Development Adviser, who is assisted by 

Fisheries Development Adviser, has already been referred 

to advise the Government of India on all matters connected 

s development and research. Whenever requ1red, they also g1ve 

Governments and public bodies in connection with 

activities. 

the state Governments also have set up large or small Fisheries 

or these, the Fisheries Department of Madras is the olde~t and the 

by the Director who has two Deputy Directors and a num~r 

and other staff to help him. The programme of work'tifthe 
z~_::::,~_>;5"':· -

~L.'J'it.,S Department is very comprehensive and comprises conser'ation,""';"'" 

marketing, research both biological and ;technologicat, 

of Bombay ana West Bengal have also Directors of 

technical and other starr. In Bombay, special stress 

increased exploitation of sea fisheries while in West Benga~ , 

"1'I_~'4'" is on stook1ng operations. 

Departments in many other States are under the charge of 

Irl!C1:0%'S, Fisheries Development Of ricers and Wardens or Deputy Wardens 

Orbs., sJ)ecial work is being done in connection with the collection of 

In Bthar, Ma~hya Pradesh, Uttar Pradesh, 

other $tates, stocking of impounded waters is being given 

In the Punjab, stocking operations have been started recently 

.V4~'.~ •. uu or fisheries and marketing of fish are receiving particular 

very intensive fIshIng Is carried on in 

,'1Qlt'tr1>S and the State Fis~er:te. Department Is paying special 

or their t1s~l~s and culture of brackish-waters, 

rt.herles of India, as th~ are at present, have been br~tlj 

in the preceding pages. Ifany of the subjects referr~d ro In this 

dealt with in greater detail in subsequent chaptir.$'6f'the Ha~book. k 
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-L 
GEOGRAPHICAL AND CLIMATIC FEATURES OF INDIA AND THE HYDROLOGY 

OF THE SURROUNDING SEAS. 

The peninsula of Indie. can be divided into three distinct segments: 

(1) the great alluvial plains of north India, (2) the peninsula of Deccan, 

south of the Vindhya mountains and (3) the great mountain barrier which surron 

the plains to the west, north and east, known as the extra peninsula. Climati 

India presents as great contrasts as any area of similar size. In the north-w 

lies the Rajaputana desert with an average annual rainfall of less 

and at the north-east in Assam is Chirrapunji with an average of about 430 inc 

Temperatures as low as -49~ in Kashmir and as high as 12loF at Jodhpur have be 

recorded several times. Humidity practically zero in November to 100% in 

ber may Qe present in some places like Kashmir. The mean annual range of 

temperature, 200F in several places at the southern tip of India is less than 

daily range at many places in north India and is only about one-third of their 

annual range. Northern India alone presents the greatest possible contrast ot 

dampness and dryness and if we compare this with the most southerly part sucha 
I 

Travancore we have in the former a climate of extreme summer heat alternating ~ 

winter cold that sometimes sinks to freezing point, and in the latter an almosJ 

unvarying warmth in conjunction with a uniformly moist atmosphere that is 1 
characteristic of the shores of the tropical seas. 

Although several theories have been put forward to explain the origin of 

the seas around India, at the close of the Mesozoic Era the Indian Ocean was 

composed of a northern and southern part, while from east to west a circum

terrestrial sea, the Tethys, passed to the north of India and Arabia, terminatl 

in what is now the Bay of Bengal. At the begi~ning of the Kainozoic Era, the 

Tethys sea began to be interrupted by the upheaval of the Alpine-Himalayan rang 

and at the same time the uprising of the Central Asian plateau caused the 

obliteration of the northern part of the Indian Ocean. How far south this 
\ 

upheaval affected the Indian Ocean, is not yet determined but it see\llS probable 

that at the close of the Miocene a mass of land occupied the area between India 

Arabia and north-east Africa and Similarly a vast tract of land again extended 

eastward from India to the Andaman Islands obliterating the Bay of Bengal. At 

present, India forms a triangle of-land thrusting southwards into the Indian 



Plate 2 

Fig. 1. Bathymetric chart of the Indian Ocean and 
adjacent seas. 
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its northern area into two parts, the Bay of Bengal on the east 

the Arabian Sea on the west. Each of these areas is again subdivided i~to a 

and a subsidiary region by a range of islands; to the east of the Bay 

the chai~ of Andaman-Nicobar islands forms the western boundary of the 

the south-west of India the Laccadive-Maldive and Chagos 

the western limit of the Laccadive Sea. The slope of the 

ntinent is generally rather steep and consequently the continental shelf is a 

about twenty to fifty nautical miles in width. The bathymetric 

in figure 1. 

'<t' The weather in India is characterised by an alternation of seasons known 

During winter, the dry surface air blows from land to sea in the 

resulting in the north-east monsoon which is followed in 

r by a complete reversal of these conditions with the moist winds of the 

monsoon blowing from sea to land. The precipitation accompanyin~ the 

monsoon is small and during this period the rainfall is heaviest in 

north-west and decreases towards the south and east. The humid winds of the 

monsoon burst on the Mala~ coast early in June, gradually extend 

and establish in most part of India by the end of June. Between these 

year there are transitional periods of hot weather months 

"irof the retreating south-west monsoon. From January to Mayor June the 

more or less steadily, and is followed by a steady decrease 

rom June or July to December. 

Our knowledge of the oceanography of the waters around India is derived 

~inlY from the observations of the Challenger (1872-76), Investigator (1884-1925), . 

~hlaz (1886-1909), Egeria (1894), Valdivia (1898-1899), Gauss (1901-1903), 

}llea1ark (1905), ~ (1906), Dana (1920-22), Snell1.1s (1929), Discovery II 

Z(1929-31), and Mabahiss (1933-34) and also 'from observations taken mostly by the 

~.urveying ships of the British Admiralty. 
"s:,· f In the Indian Ocean, the southernmost limit of which extends, oceano1!raphi-

~ccal1y approximately to lat. 4008 1.e., the region of the Subtropical Conver1"E'nce. 

't;below the surface waters three or even four water masses exist and each stratum \-::, 

ris 1n a stage of continual movement. At subsurface depths, three large water 

masses, the Indian Ocean Central water, the Indian Ocean Equatorial water ano the 

the Deep water, have been shown to exist below a depth of approximately 2000 
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meters. In addition to these, there are two types of water at mid-depths, the 

Antarctic Intermediate water and the Red Sea water. The boundaries of the uppe 

water masses of the Tndian Ocean are shown in fig. 2. The influx of the cold 

Antarctic bottom water, referred to above as the Deep water, from the south 

polar region through the Indian Ocean to the Arabian Sea a~d Bay of Bengal has 

great significance in the organic productivity of the water masses influenced b 

this. According to Sewell, there are three main tongues in this drift, the fir 

ending on the east coast of Madagascar while the second and the third can be 

traced into the Arabian Sea and Bay of Bengal respectively. The second tongue 

strikes against the Carlsberg ridge and is deflected to the surface where the 

presence of this cold water of low salinity and rich in nutrients can be detect 

at the surface. The third tongue, part of which enters-the Bay of Bengal, gets 

subdivided into two branches; one travels northwards between Carpenter's and 

Andaman-Nicobar ridges and the other meeting the obstruction of Ceylon gets 

divided into two, one portion continues into the Laccadive Sea while the other 

flows up north along the east coast of Ceylon (fig.3.) 

The presence of Red Sea water in the Arabian Sea is well known and it is' 

believed that this water penetrates southwards in depths around 500 to 1000 

meters but stops its advance almost at the equator where it meets the Antarctic, 

current. These different water masses have characteristic hydrological featurel 

~ature and salini!~of surface waters. 

Within the surface waters, temperature increases rapidly towards the 

north from the Subtropical Convergence and, in the equatorial regions, it is 

uniformly high (250 to 30.50 C) during the greater part of the year. Temperatul 

as low as 220 C have been found, in August, as far south as the equator, in 

consequence of the upwelling under the influence of the prevailing south-west 

monsoon. In February, lower temperatures are simtlarly found in the Bay of 

Bengal owing to the effect of the north-east monsoon. According to Schott, the 

range in annual flUctuations in temperature of the surface waters of the Bay of 

Bengal increases from 20 to SoC from lat.lO~ to 20~ whereas, off the Ganges 

Delta there exist a narrow belt with temperatures ranging from 50 to 10°C. 

Similarly, within the same latitudes the fluctuations are within 3° to SoC in 

the Arabian Sea and within 50 to IOoC in the Gulf of Oman. In the central 

portion of the Indian Ocean, between lats. lOON and 100S, is a region where th 



Plate 3 

Fig. 2. The approximate boundaries of the upper water 
masses of the Indian Ocean. Squares indicate the regions 
in which the central water masses are formed; crosses 
indicate the lines along which the Antarctic intermediate 
water sinks ••. (After Sverdrup et a1., The Oceans, 1942). 

Fig. 3. showing the probable distribution of the 
Antarctic bottom water in the Indian Ocean. (After Sewell, 
1932 with slight modifications). 
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of temperature varies from less than 10 to 20 C showing typical equatorial 

But surrounding this area on the west (towards the east coast of 

surface water has an annual range from 20 to 4°C. Between lats. 300S 

• , stretching from the east coast of Africa to almost the west coast of 

, the surface temperatures show the greatest range, from 40 to more than 

It is a common experience that in low latitudes insolation warms the 

of about 100 meters there is usually a layer of 

decreasing temperature, the discontinu!1l ~ or thermoclin~. In 

places 1n the Indian Ocean, approximately between Chagos Archipelago and 

the water temperature falls from 2SoC at the surface to 20°C at about 

100 fathoms. Somewhat similar results have been 

the Bay of Bengal which have also been confirmed by 

salinity of the surface waters in the equatorial and northern regions 

to considerable annual variations which can be related to the monsoons 

in precipitation. The extent to which rainfall w11l 

the salinity of sea water varies from region to region and also 

to the number and size of the rivers opening into it. 

36.0 to 36.5~, are found at all times of the 

to intense evaporation under high temperatures 

the influence of high salinity water from the Red Sea and the 

Further the rainfall does not appear to be heavy and there are no 

it, except for the Indus, Narbada and Tapti opening at 

angle. But at the time of the south-east monsoon, the current 

south and east along the west coast of India carrying away the rain

Western Ghats ro,md Ceylon to the Bay of Bengal. Another area of 

36 or even 36.51" is at about lat. 300 8 on the eastern side 

Ocean between longs. 800 and 110DE. 

Bay or Bengal, Which is in the same latitude as the Arabian Sea, 

are found because of the influx of large quantities of river 

the lack of influence of water of high salinity corresponding to 

and Persian Gulf waters. No less than six large rivers, viz., the 

, Godavari, Mahanadi, Ganges and Brahmaputra, in addition to a 

of smaller rivers open 1n the Bay; further east the Irrawadi, 
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Sittang, Salween and Tenasserim open into the Andaman Sea. 1he range of salin 

in the Bay of Bengal is approximately from30.0~ near the mouths of the Ganges 

to slightly over 34.~ across the mouth of the Bay. 

Surface current~. 

Unlike other great oceans, the Indian Ocean is subject in places to a 

complete reversal of its currents with the change of the monsoon winds. In th 

tropical and subtropical regions of the Indian Ocean, t,le surface water of the. 

~ southern hemisphere is driven along by the south-east trade winds and in the 

northern hemisphere by the ~lternating north-east and south-west monsoons, so 

that during the winter months the bulk of the surface water tends to conveJ d 

the African coast. The westerly flowing current divides into two streams in th 

neighbourhood of Madagascar, one turning north to form the Somali Current, whil 

the other is reinforced by part of the south-equatorial current an~ these two 

water masses form the Agulhas Stream. The greater volume of the water of the 

Agulhas .stream bends sharply to the south and then towards the east thus return 

to the Indian Ocean by joining the flow from South Africa towards Australia acr 

the southern part of the Indian Ocean. During the north-east monsoon, there i' 

strong flow of water from the Pacific to the Indian Ocean through the Straits 

Malacca into the Andaman Sea and then to the Bay of Bengal, where it l,oins the 

low salinity water of the Bay and can be traced flowing west- ward as far as t 

Seychelles; during the south-west monsoon this flow, from the Pacific to the 

Indian Ocean is either reversed or stopped, but there is, at this season, a st 

flow of water westward between Malay Archipelago and Australia. In the equator 

region between lats. SO and laOS, there is a reverse flow from west to east, 

constituting the Contra-Equatorial Current. 

Distribution of oxygen. 
I 

The observations made by the Discove!Z-II indicate that the oxygen conte, 
• 

of the Indian Ocean decreases from south towards the equator. Although the Red: 

Sea water is characterised by low oxygen contents, increase in oxygen is eviden' 

in the direction in which Red Sea water spreads, indicating a probable mixing oj 

the over- and under-lying water masses. There is a fair supply of oxygen in the, 

upper levels but it diminishes rapidly with depth. At a depth of about 100 met1 

there is usually less than 1.0 cc of oxygen per litre of water and at 800 to 1 

1000 meters the concentration is less than 0.1 cc. Below this minimum, there is' 
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Jnorease until in the deepest depths the amount present may De as much as 2.5 

~.75 cc. per litre. This increase in the bottom levels is attributed to the 
~ 

,enee of the Antar~ctic bottom water which is relatively hi~h In oxygen. 

I! Nutrient salts. ~-r 

f*;~ . 
jiiu The data on the distribution of the nutrient salts in the Indian Ocean 

i"~stlY from the investigations conducted by the John Murray Expedition. 

~gh it is generally believed that tropical.waters are poorer in nutrient 

~. than temperate waters, recent observatio~~ of the John Murray Expedition 

i that there are several places 1.n the Indian Ocean where there are hIgh 

~entrations of nutrients. It is also believed that there is an azoic area 
~; 
~d1ng eastwards from the Arabian Coast into the Gulf of Oman, between depths 

Blbout 250 to 600 meters and about 1500 meters, the upper limit varying on the 
~o.;-' 

ii_ides of the Gul f. Data collected in several stations in the Arabian Sea 
~ 
tteate that the nutrients are always poor in this area. The waters near the 

~lve ridge are, during the north-east monsoon, characterised by relatively high 

"te content, because of the influx of water from the Bay of Bengal and Andaman 
~J:.-
~~1eh 1n nutrients brought down by the large rivers emptying into them. Areas 

lithe Carlsberg ridge and near Mahe and Seychelles ISlands show relatively 
t~,., 

_~percenta~e of nutrients, owing to the upwelling of the Antarctic bottom 
.~. 

~. Table 1 shows the maximum surface values of nutrient salts recorded in 

I&re waters at two places along the east coast. 
:~~ 

Nutrient salts - Maximum surface values 
recorded in inshore waters only. 

Units: ug-atoms/litre. 
(Data from the Central Marine Fisheries Research Station). 

I~·'~ 
E~ 

r.,.~eb. 
iftMay 
liiOAug. 
l!liil'fov. 

Madras Coast 
Lat. 130 lO'N 

NO -N PO -p 
3 4 

4.7 0.;63 
4.4 0.64 

20.0 1.60 
10.0 1.00 

SIO -8i 

19.7 
7.0 

23.7 
21.8 

Gulf of Manaar 
Lat. gO lO'N 

NO -N PO .p SIO -SI 
3 4 

6.5 0.37 9.4 
5.3 0.29 10.7 
4.4 0.40 6.7 
4.0 0.32 8.3 

The slightly higher values obtalned off the coast of Madras than in the 

:"or Manaar are due to the influence of city effluents, a fact which has been 
~-; 

~Antiated by bacteriological investigations. 
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Organic prQductlqn. 

In the Indian Ocean, considerable growth of phytoplankton is initiat~d 

in places where upwelling causes renewal of nutrients. This occurs near the 

Seychelles bank and over the Carlsberg ridge. Calculations of the Phytoplankto 

production in eight stations between lats. 60 and 90N and longs. 500 and 70oE, 

made during the John Murray Expedition, shClw that the production rate is 

14.4 gm/m2/day or 2.2 kg (wet weight) per square meter of sea surface in 150 

days. When, compared with other areas, the production rate is high and except 

for upwelling areas, this represents the major part of the year's production. 

From these observations, it may be assumed that in the waters around In;ia, in 

areas where,upwelling occurs, the productivity exceeds that of any temperate 

sea and that the open ocean i3 by no means as barren as has been commonly 

believed. 



~ARINF. AND ESTUARINE FAUNA 

Introduction. 

The marine fauna of India comprises a large assemblage of species but of 

of organisms that exist, only a fraction could be said 

to science. Most of the larger animals have been described, more 

the vertebrates, There are several groups of lower invertebrates which 

hardly been touched upon. 

The history of marine zoological work in India may be said to begin with 

the Indian Marine Survey Department in 1875 and the launching of 

"Investigator". The successive Surgeon-Naturalists attached to 

ship have really been the pioneers of marine biological investigations in 

The work of the "Investigator" was continued without interruption 

the first world war and after that on a restricted scale till 1926. Many 

have visited Indian waters and have made contributions to some aspect 

Indian marine fauna but two of these at the early part of this century 

They were the study of the Gulf of Manaar and adjacent 

Sir William Herdman in connection with the work on the Ceylon Pearl 

and the expedition led by Gardiner to study the fauna and flora of the 

and Maldive Archipelagoes. By far the most detailed survey made has 

John Murray Expedition (1933-34) to the Arabian Sea led by Sewe11. In 

the reports of these expeditions, many aspects of Indian marine fauna 

in the various volumes of the Records and Memoirs of the Indian 

somewhat comprehensive account of the fauna associated with the 

Gulf of Manaar and the marine fauna of Madras may be found in the 

of the Madras Museum. 

Zoogeography. 

seas form part of the large~ marine zoo-geographical division, 

more specifically designated as the Indo-west Pacific or East 

The faunal elements include (1) species that belong to the circum

marine littoral fauna, (2) species which are common to the Indo-Pacific 

(3) species common to the Indian Seas, Red Sea or the South 

(4) a considerable number of species endemic to Indian waters. 
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There is very close affinity between the marine faunas of the Indian and 

Seas. Of thedlfferences between the marine fauna of the Arabian Sea and 

of Bengal, the most notable Is the pre-dominant euryhaline element in the 

of the of the Bay of Bengal, mainly brought about by the fact that while 

large rivers open into the Bay of Bengal, with the exception of the Narbada 

Tapti there is no large river opening into the Arabian Sea in 

Fauna of the sandl beaches. 

Many regions of the Indian coast have broad sandy beaches, 

the surf-beaten shores of the Bay of Bengal. At first sight this 

appear to be poor in fauna but close scrutiny wIll reveal a number 

tic species. Q£lpoda ceratophthalma, O. macrocera 

Ocypodid crabs, which move about with great rapIdity and are coloured like 

sandy substratum, inhabiting the dry areas just above the surf 

itself in the zone washed by sea water, can be found several archiannelids 

Pisionidae), numerous polychaetes (mostly eunicIds, capitellids and glycerids) 

and well known bivalves like ~, Te1lina, Cucurbitula and Siligua. Still 

fUrther down in the water, some of the commonest Inhabitants are 

Ol1va, Harpa, -Tonna, the mole crabs ~! asiatica and Alb!!lli!..!! symnista and 

crabs Philyra and ~ and the hermit crab ~agurus spp. inhabiting various 

shells covered with anemones of the genus Paracalliactis. Anemones like 

Bunodactis, l!!l!ctis and Actinoporus are found burrowing 

areas not subjected to surf action and in most parts 

and sipunculids are also common in Similar habitats. Two king crabs (Xinh()SU,ra, 

Carcinoscorpius rotundicauda and I!£h~~ ~ have also been noted from 

sandy shores of Chandipore in Orissa and the Gangetic Delta but they 

common in other parts of the country. The mud flats associated with 

in the Gulf of Manaar have dense communities of the 

Balanoglossid, Ptychodera flava, and near the shore it iZusual .. to find 

Cerethidea cingglata often occurring in enormous numbers, 

vestlariumand Natica sp. .Hermit crabs are also usual in simIlar 

of Clibanarius near the water line and sped.es of Diogenes in the dry zone, 

occurring with members of the Scopimerinae (Dotilla and Scopimera). 
r. 

near coral reefs harbour the large anemeries Stoichactis and Discosoma, the 
it ----

Alcyonarians Cavernularia, Virgularia and Pteroides and the Sea Cucumber ~~~~ 
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Rocky coast Fauna. 

shows a richer fauna than that of the sandy beach and is 

The rocks and their crevices give shelter to numerous 

and fishes. Grapsus grapsus in the exposed regions and numerous 

(Tectarius trochoides and Littorina spp.) in the terrestrial region 

Patella (Cellana) in the tidemarks, Thais in the crevices and 

attached to rocks are very characteristic of most regions. 

attached to stones and algal encrustations, may be mentioned 

genera ~!!ia, Syncoryne, ~ria, ~, Plumularia~ 

and Lytocarpus. Species of Bunodactis and Cradactis are found 

to stones in the open coast. In the sheltered rocky areas, numerous 

ascidians (Polycarpa and Diandrocarpa), 

ling polychaetes, zoanthids (Eplzoanthus, Isaurus and Palythoa), numerous 

(Bowerbankia scrupucellaria and Bugula) and sponges (~, Chalina, 

~~==, Callysoongia, Ted!n1!, and Halichondria) are encountered, forming 

encrustratlons and harbouring amongst them numerous polychaetes, crabs, 

, isopods, alpheids and pycnogonids. Large colonies of the green mussel 

the oyster ~ are also found in similar habitats in most parts of 

Level Sea-Bottom Fauna 

areas where it is sandy is usually rich in animal 

dredge will often bring up large numbers of the Cephalochordate 

indicum, together with many echinoderms mainly echinoids 

~~~, Salmacis, Lovenia) and ophiuroids (Oohiocnemis, Ophiothrix), 
c 

of the family Aphroditidae and Glyteridae, solitary corals of the 

Heterocy~ and Heteropsammia, the sand encrusting zoanthid Sphenopus 

Dentalium. The molluscan element and the tube-dwelling 

~hAA~~., such as ammocharlds, terebellids, serpulids, and sabellarians, in 

collections in this dept.h increase in areas of muddy influence, and it 

find there large numbers of sand coated membranfous tubes of Owenia 

small gastropods and bivalves. Star-fishes (Pentaceros, Astropecten, 

brittle stars (Onhiactis) as well as some of the large burrowing 

like Paracondltlactis are common in the same depth ~ut in sheltered 

occurring along with some of the large sized gastrtipods. In deeper 
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areas Crinoids (Tropiometra, Olig~ etc.) are found in places where th_ 

substratum is hard, and the long-spined Echinoid Stomonneustes variolaris 

rocks. 

Deep Sea Fauna. 

The deep sea fauna of Indian waters is mainly known from the work 

"Investigator". The fish fauna is particularly ri;h and similar to the 

fauna of other oceans and includes exa~ples whieh show the various types 

modification in structure of the eyes and luminous organs. Crustacea of 

deep sea, which are predominantly members of the order Decapoda, include 

species which are represented in the littoral marine fauna of the temperate 

waters by similar or even identical species (Ex. Crangonids and Mynida spP.). 

Numerous molluscs and echinoderms have also been described; among the latter, 

crinoid fauna is particularly rich, the majority of species being comatulids. 

Other forms of scientific interest from the deep waters include the glass 1'0 

sponges Elal~~ and Pheronema, solitary deep sea corals, the giant isopod 

BathlRomus giganteus, the cephalapods Nautilu! and Spirula whose shells are 0 

encountered and the brachiopod Lingyl!. 

Fauna of Coral Reefs. 

Coral reefs of the fringing type are found around Southern India and 

and around the Andaman and Nicobar Islands while the extensive coral reefs 

associated with the Maldives and Laccadives are typical atoll formations. 

coral reefs which are built up of the well known madreporarian forms, 

distribution in the Indo-Pacific (Porites, Galaxea Meandrina, Favia, 

Pocillopora and Dendrophyllia), harbour an 

sponges (Spir!!!.-ln!1l!, Suberites, Hirc1nia), Alcyonarians (Lobophvtum, 

phytum and TelestQ), encrusting oolyzoans, compound ascidians, numerous crusta~ 

polychaetes, and brittle stars. Creeping below the corals, are numerous 

gastropods (including Chiton and the rare H!1!2tis) and planarians. Sever~l 

specie.s .of brilliantly coloured fishes belonging to the families Pomaeentridae, 

Chaetodontldae, Pse~doscarldae, Blenniidae and Serranidae are also seen near 

the corals. 

Estuarine and bactwater Fauna. 

Animal life associated with estuaries and backwaters is oartlcularly ric 

on the Indian coasts owing to the high bl01~al productivity of these areas. 
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and almost all marine invertebrate groups, with the exception of 

and brachiopods, are seen in the estuarine regions. From the 

of fisheries, may be mentioned the Crustacea which include the 

of the genera Penaeus and ~~!!Y! and species of the Palaemonid 

The mollusca include the oysters and clams like Meretrix, Tapes 

• Amon? fishes are several clupeoid species (~~, Megalops, Chanos), 

mugils and polynemids. The largest number of species are of 

which are not only very resistant to salinity changes but 

powers of aerial respiration. In the mud flats and mangrove 

with estuaries and backwaters are to be found the air-breathing 

and Perioohthalmus, while burrowtng in the mud may be found 

Ocypodid and Grapsoid crabs of the genera Uca_ (= Gelasimus), Cardisoma, 

Metasesarma and Varuna, amongst which the calling crabs or species of 

the enlarged claws in the male are characteristic inhabitants of back-

interest in the Indian estuarine fauna is the occurrence of 

burrowing anemones in the mud-flats (Phytocoetes, Pelocoetes, 

~~~~~~, ~) which are so far known only from the Indian coasts, the 

~~rzu'.n Acromitus, the hydromedusae Campanulina and Dicyclocoryne, several 

mysids (Rhopalophthalmus, M!£!2B!1~ and Gastrosaccus), numerous 

s, one of the commonest inhabitants of mud-flats being the eunicid 

and the semi-terrestrial and hermaphrodite nereid Lycastis indic!, and 

algae-inhabiting nudibranchs (Cuthona an1 Stiliger). 

estuarine habitat also includes a small,number of organisms of fresh-
t>-1.' 

origin which have become adapted to salt wa~r (Palaemon spp. among 

, Hydrobiid Molluscs and fishes of the family Cichlidae). 

Plankton •• 

The inshore plankton is rich in species and individuals. The Diatom peak 

April-June period at Madras and Mandapam and probably all along 

India,with a secondary peak in the autumn months. On the West 

the plankton peak is during July to September and there does not appear to 

indication of a secondary peak. The oredomlnant phytoplanktonic forms are 

s of Chaetoceros, ~~, Blddulphia and Cosclnodlscus. The copepods 

represented by several calanoids, harpacticoids and cyclopo1es, among which 
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may be mentioned the genera liucalany!, Eucheta, Undinula and Labidocera which 1 
"1 

mainly the larger forms, and species of Oithona, ~, Pontella, Acartia, , 
1 

Centropages, Tortanus, and the irldlscent Sapphlrina. Among the Dinoflagellad 
j 

the phosphorescent Noctiluga is quite typical and widespread as also are severl' 

species of Sagitta. Amongst the larval forms decapod (including Lucifer) and 
~ 

polychaete larvae (including Tomopteris and Autolytus) occ~ at most times of 

year, while smaller numbers of molluscan veligers and all dr~ well known larva 

forms Auricularia, Ripinnaria, Ophiopluteus, EChlnoPluteu~f Actlnotrocha, Pili' 
>~ 

Phyllosoma, Tornaria, Semper's larvae and Arachnactis are:rmcountered in the 

plankton, especially during the colder months of the ye~r. Pteropods of the 
< 

genera Creseis and Cavolina, the Ctenophores, B6roe, Ocyroe and Pleurobrachia,' 

numerous hydromedusae of the genera~, Phortls, Liriope, £!t!1!, Obelia a 

Aequorea, and most of the Indo-Pacific pelagic tunicates (Cyclosalpa, 

!.b!!!!, Salpa, and Doliolum) are represented in indian waters. The larger 

tonic forms include the numerous Scyphomedusae of the genera 1Qbonema, :.:R .. h..;ia.;;;;:;..,;,;:". 

Pelada, Rhopilima, Charybdea and Cyanea and other tropical jelly fishes, and 

occ~sional examples of the Ctenophore ~ amphitrite. The Siphonophores 

Porpita, Physal!a and ~l!, the nudibranch Glaucus, and the Gastropod Ianth 

are often washed ashore after stormy weath~. The planktonic fish Pegasus is 

also occassionally obtained in the townet. 

Among the free swimming marine forms of special interest is the marine 

insect Halobates which is essentially oceanic in habits but, towards the shore 

and in the estuarine waters, its place is taken by the related'Euratus. Speoies 

of Squilla, Lys!osguilla and_Gonodactylus contribute to a rich stomatopod rau 

Swimming crabs of the family Portunidae, marine prawns of the genera :.:H~"",",,",,,-=. 

Penaeus, ~ Leander, Periclimenes, Anchistus and Stenopus, Porcellanids oftna 

genera Porcellana, Callianassa and UpogeQ!! are some among the highly develope 

crustacean fauna. 

Marine Mammals. 

The marine mammals of Indian waters include a few species of Cetacea 

a single species ofStrenia and several of them, ranging from about 38 to 100 

have been stranded on the coasts of Bombay, Malabar, Kanara, Travancore and 

Ceylon. The genus Balaenoptera is represented by threes~cieS. Balaenoptera 

muSCUlUS, the Blue Whale, the largest Whale ~rded, has been ocoasionallv 
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Ceylon, Malabar, Kaaara and Travancore. One specimen of Fin 

~~~~ measuring 41 ft. in length was str~~ded south of Bombay. The 

acutorostrata is reported as having been stranded in the Sittang 

(GloblcsRhalus indicus) appears to have been seen 

lakes near Calcutta and Pseudorca crassiden1! off the coast of Trivan

Whale Physeter msqroceRhalus and the smaller Sperm Whale Cogia 

inhabit Indian seas and both have been captured from the Bay of 

One species of Megaptera,popularly known as the Rump-

, 1s not rare off Baluchistan coast. Of the porpoises, the Indian 

interesting is Pho~aena phocaenoides generally 

rivers, such as the Hughli at Calcutta, and 

the Indian coast. An adult f~male specimen of the Finless 

phocaenoides, was once entangled in the drift net off 

tne Gulf of Manaar and the species is said to be common off 

of Orcella, O. brevirostris and O. fluminalis, occur in the 

The dolphins of the genera Lagenorhlnchus, Delphinus and ~ 

reported to live in the Indian seas but they are not as common as the 

The only Indian representative of Slrenia is the India Sea Cow, 

dugong, recorded from the coast of Malabar, Gulf of Manaar and Andaman 

is hunted for its excellent meat and valuable oil; the species is 

Marine reptiles. 

reptiles include only a small number of species. The leathery 

~J~~~~X!£oriacea, which is the largest of all chelonians, is rare and 

southernmost parts of the country but is more common on the 

where the logger-head turtle Caretta caretta also occurs. The 

turtle Chelone mydas is common in the Palk Bay and Gulf of Manaar 

the Andaman Islands; it is collected and exported to Ceylon where 

for it. The Hawksbill (Eretmochelys imbricata), which 

turtle shell of commerce, is widely distrihuted on the different parts 

Among sea snakes, the two species commonly found are Hydrophi2 

En~ydrina schistosa. 

Fishes: Sharks, Rays & Skates. 

Well over a thousand species of fishes are known from our coastal waters. 
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'[,h~ "las['1obranch ,'1.0'\' !'a:me; i-:; reuresented by 40 species of sharks !inn 33 spec1 

are t.hose also f'Gu'Gd in t:.~e ~ed Sea ar:d .in the Indo-:Oacific but about 8. dozen 

speci.es [;!'pDear to be endemic tc Ind~.an waters. Freshwater elasmobranchs are 

~,~1iclJ2 amon!:' sharks l:"irrate into rivers and estuaries well above tidal 

influence. 

The largp.st shark encountered is Rhinodon typlcus (.l" tr,e Whale shark but 

spf;'c1mens are rather Ta!"e. The common large and ferocious species are Galeocer 

j.ll1:lI!.~ (tiger shark) j and ~!!1:in!!l! melanop1~ (blaek-finned shark). Othe 

s!'larks observe~ belong to species of ScoliodoD., Carcha.!:l!:llu!, Hemlgaleus, Mustel 

'iunvrna (the hammerheaded shark) and amon!,: dogfishes Steg'~ tiprinlli!! is 

nrobably the larpest ann found in deell offshore waters .31'ecies of thE' small 

dogfishes Chiloscyilium are common in the neret.i.e 'If) ne. -:I~~~, the shallow 

waters, are the stiop rays (!~KQD ann HYDolcnhus) and the electric 

a~r ':arc1nel. Of tr.e Uyliobstldae, the bat-rays (Aetcbatis n~r~), the cow-r 

(31' i Rapter!! javani~), the eap'le-ray (Myl1obatis) and the But tarfly-ray PtercDl 

'"tc r~!1! are often cauE'ht in the 10-15 fathoms area. The giant devil rays 

rats. There are also several seecies of skates, the most important being Rhino 

L:l:"i:l!!!:tU:3! Rhll1chc.b"tus. o,ie~oen~':.s an·4 species 

Y-,f' :::ei:;g prls"ls cusplda.!:~, which mi"rates to the shore in large numbers at 

I:. 1s difficult to deal adequately with the teleost fauna but paSSing men 

".ay be r:ac1e of so~e 0f the more important families. Species of special fishery 

~i":DQ!'tar;ce are mentioneo 1n the various Chapters dealing with the fisheries. 

:'he Isospondyloidea are renresented in the Inrllan seas and estuaries by 

a very lar!,e nu"..ber of specips, most of which are valuable food fishes. These 
a.'hd. 

:'~lclude ~, Megalo~~ p.l21.'1~ D'JfT>e"'OllS sardines particularly of the genera 

cardinell&. and Kowala, the well known migratory Indian shad Hilsa, the rainbow 

,,:;!""'r,-,;s)f' ttle /l:eDUS Dussllmier1a, the milk fish ~, which has great importan 

;"s'1 ')""ure, anrl numerous anchovies of the genera Fngraulis anrl Stolenhorus, 

c';' "')i'~:-r are estuarine like the feathertacks (Noto~) belonging to the 
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The. scopelids are repksented by the genera Harpodon, Saurida and 

cat-fishes comprise two well known genera Arius, a few 

the phenomenon of oral gestat1on, and Plotosus notable for 

coloration. There are numerous species of Eels (Anguilla, ~!, 

and GYmnothoroax); various leptocephali have been observed in the 

Among the Synentognathoidea, mention may be made of the several 

gar-fishes (~ and Tylosurus), half-beaks ,lHemirhamphWl spp.) 

(Cypseflu~s spp.). Species of pipe fishes (Syngnathu~) 

(Hipnocampus) are common. Barracudas (Sphyraena sPP.) 

numbers in inshore waters. Mugils are 

numerous marine and estuarine species. The thread fins which 

Polynemus ana Eleutheronema constitute the Rawas, and the Mango 

in coastal waters and entering estuaries and highly esteemed as 

The true perches are very numerous ana mention may be made of Apogon, 

Chrysophtys; Sargus, Lethrinus, Lut\anus, Synagris, Sillago 

15~X£!' The silver bellies (Leiognathus and ~), the rea ~~l]ets 

(Otolithus and Sciaena), stromateids or pomfret! (Stromateu~ 

~~~~~~ and S. sinensis) and the butter fish (Lactarius laccarius) 

very valuable food fishes. The perches inhabjting 

mainly speCies of Therapon and Pristipoma. The percoids are also 

coral reefs and shallow waters being represented there 

forms (Psettus, fl!i!!, Chaetodon, ~anclus, ~hus, Scatoph~~ 

also euryhaline)Drepane, Toxotis, and Teuthis) as also scorpion fishes 

related genera. 

are mainly littoral in habits, but special mention 

species of Petroscirtes in the coast and brackish water and AD4amia 

to the surf-beaten rocks, showing adaptations both for attachment 

ribbon fishes represented by three species of Thrichiurus are shoalinp 

the East Coast. A group of f1shes of great commercial value second only 

el\1peoids are the scombroids which include the maCkerel (Rastrelligg), 

fishes (~ium guttatum, c. commersonii, C. Kuhli and C. interruptum), 

tunnies (Euthynnus and Thynnus). 
i. .4 

!he Gob¥for~ are repreeented by a large number of species on the coast and 
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in the brackish tracts. Glossogobius giuri! is probably the only edible specie 

occurring in both fresh and salt waters. The estuarine and brackish waters 

harbour various species of Gobius, Acentrogobius, Ctenogobius, Oxyurichthys, 

Eleotris, ~iophthalmus, Boleophthalmus and Apocryptes. Taeniodes and I!I~uc 

are inhabitants of the muddy tracts where the visibility is low and include 

species which are either blind or have reduced eyes. ot the Scleroparei, specie 

ot Platycephalus are frequently seen on the sandy shores and estuarine tracts. 

The Pleuronectoidea, although containing numerous species in Indian wate 

do not attain the same fisheries importance they have in the colder seas. Most 

the species are small and the common genera are Psettodes, Citharichthys, pseud1 

~, 22lli, .§znaptura and Cynoglossus. 

Species of the Plectognathoidea are numerous and they are of no economic1 

value, some of them even being poisonbus. The common genera are the trigger fi ' 

(aalistes), the puffers (Tetrodon and Diodon), the coffer fishes (Ostracion) an 

Triacanthus which is also found in estuarine waters. Various species of deep 

sea anglers have been described from both the Bay of Bengal and Arabian Sea. 

Fouling Organisms. -J -, 
I The principal organisms which cause touling of our marine structures ~rel 
! 

the marine bacteria, the young stages of sea weeds of every type, diatoms, and! 
a..s l 

the larval and adult forms of many sessile marine animals such~molluscs, barnac~ 

tubiculous worms, ascidians and polyzoans. 
I The ship worms which are common in _~ 

ship fouling are the molluscan borers belonging to the two genera of Teredinida. 

~redo and Bankia. Another molluscan borer ot importance causing a great deal ~ 

.damage is Martesia striata, a pholadid. These three torms which are abundant a~ 

are resistant to changes in salinity do considerable damage to wooden structure~ 

along with sessile barnacles of the genus Balanus (~amRhitrite and 

B. tintinnabulum), the pedunculate Lepas, and the burrowing isopod Sphaeroma. 

Among the molluscan forms the rock oysters, 2!1!!! £ycullata and among the 

annelids, the tube builders Dasyehone, Hrdroides and Polydora form the majority. 

Compound ascidians of the genus ~oearpa and the small common reddish leathE 

ascidian Polyearpa are the most conspicuous among the tunicates. The organisms 

which are responsible. for the fouling of most harbour installations are molluscs 

crustaceans, annelids ano hyd~ds with Balanus, Bryozoa, Hydrozoa, the green 

mussel, Mytilus vlridl~ and the limpet Patella taking the predominant place. 
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4 

Freshwater Fauna. 

Introduction. 
, 

Owing to the great range of topographical and climatic features prevailing 

subcontinent of India, the freshwater fauna Is not only rtah in individuals 

same species but Is also rich in the varieties of organisms of different 

From near the glaciers in the Himalays to the seas in the tropics, 

or~anisms of varying interest and utIlity have been recorded. For the 

fauna, one has to look to the geological 

undergone by the structure of India in the past and to its relationships 

neighbouring countries. The fossils of the Dipnoan fishes from the Kota 

and the Osteoglossld and Ganold fish fossils 

Intertrappan Beds of Deothan and Kheri remind one of the Gondwanaland 

ia had land connect.1ons with Australia in the east and S. America in the 

Phreatoicid freshwater Isopod, recently discovered from the deep we~ls 

Pradesh is a living fossil probably of the same period. The modern fauna 

have replaced the cretaceous forms in the Eocen~ period but itself 

rate of speciation during the orogenic movements that gave 'birth 

and pre,/Uced the marshy cond i tions of the Siwaliks. There is 

ble evidence that the original home of the freshwater fauna of India 

south China, possibly Yunnan, whence it migrated not only to all parts 

Asia (Oriental or Indian Region of Zoogeographers) but also extended 

remarkable feature of the present-day freshwater fauna of India 

of a large element of Malayan forms In the Malabar sub-region of 

Recently this discontinuous distribution has been explained on II 

s of Hora's Satpura Hypothesis. 

configeration of land and sea during the Pliocene and the 
~- "-

many'marine relicts in the freshwater fauna of India. The 

Dolphin, Platannista gangetica, not only reminds one of the Siwalik 

Indo-Brahm River of the early Pleistocene but takes us back to the time 

Sea began to rise and lagoons were formed which 

tely became freshwater lakes. The freshwater Medusa, Limnocnida~, 

Llttorinid Cremnoconchus Gastropod and the Sting Ray, Dasratis fluviatills, 

rt· some of the other examples of the marine relicts now found In the freshwaters 
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of India. 

The extensive estuaries of the Indian rivers falling into the Bay of 

Bengal nrovide a highway for the movement~ of a number of marine animals int 

freshwaters and vice v~. Among the animals of this category, the anadromo 

Indian :3had, Hi11!.§: llisha, is of the greatest value and forms an extensive f1' 

all alorlf' the rivers flowing in low plains. 

~rief li~ of Freshwater Fauna Groupwise. 

Man,mals.- Reference has already been made to the truly freshwater Gan 

nolphin, Platannista gangetica. It lives in large rivers of northern India a 

fPostly feeds on fishes and prawns. T~.e Otters, Crab-eating Mungose ( ernecte 

~~) and the Himalayan Water-Shrew (Chimarrogale himalayica) freely take to 

water for feeding on fishes, crabs and other aquatic animals. The Fish-eating 

(Prionailurus viverrinus) partly feeds on fishes and molluscs, while in the c 

of the jungJe Cat (Felis chIDll), Civet (~~ z1betha), Fox (~ ben ale' 
" 

Pole Cat (Putorius) and the Hog-Badger (Arctenyx collaris), 

freshwater animals sometimes form part of the food. 

In the Sundarbans (Gangetic Estuaries), otters are used for commerci 

fi shing. 

~.- Among the freshwater birds of Ind1a, the more important are th .. 

Kingfishers, Rails, Crakes, Waterhens, Jacanas, Snipes, Plovers, Skuas, Gulls, 

Terns, Pelicans, Cormorants, Snake-Birds, Ibises, Storks, Herons, Flamingoes, 

Swans, Geese, Ducks and the Grebes. These birds feed largely or exclus.1 vely 

aquatic animals and nest mostly on aquatic plants, or in burrows on the bank 

ponds, rivers, etc., or on trees in the vicinity of water. 

Rfptil~.- The Crocodiles are represented by 3 forms 1n 

two, Crocodllus palust!1! and Gavialis gangeticus, are chiefly 

Haters, while ~ Dorosus inhabits estuaries or muddy rivers and canals 

sea. 

There are 15 genera of freshwater tortoises. Of these, Geoemxda ~~~. 

Har~ella tturg!, Kachuga ~!Ym, K. dhongoka and Batagur baska are much 

as food among a certain section of the neoole. The meat of some of the Mud-Tu 

(Le~~~, Trionyx and ~) is considered of high nutritive value, and a gr" 

del icacy. 

Water-Monitor (Varanus salvator) is the only lizard which is somewhat 
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Its skin is valuec. 

~isc~, a Colubrid Snake, leads a semiaquatic life, chiefly in 

destructive to fisheries. 

Newts (I.rlotri ton verrucosus) are only known from the 

while fro/gs and toads abol1nn everywhere. The tadpoles of 

in torrential streams have underr:one remarkable adaptations for 

(~ afghana) or floating away liphtly curing 

~t~E51£!.!!L spp.). Even the adults are variously mocined for life in hill

trees and other habitats. 

There are approximately 360 known species of freshwater fishes 

which nearly 64% belong to the order of Carps (Cyprinoldea', 

order of Catfishes (Siluroidea). The Carps and tr:e Catfishes are 

true freshwater fishes, whereas the others, sueh as Ray,;, Ch:peo:ds, 

, Mullets, Pipe-~shes, Globe-fishes, Cichlids, etc. have no doubt 

freshwaters by migrating into them from the sea. Some of the Catfishes 

Ketengps, etc.) have in the same way gone out to the sea from 

Some species of A!~ have, however, recolonised freshwaters and are 

the tidal limits. 

species of Trout (~), one species of TaD 1~innow (Gamb£si!~), one 

and some Carps (~rirrll1, Tin£~, etc.) have been 

Indian waters for sport, larvicJc1al and pond cultural purposes. 

the last 40 years, a large number of papers have appeared in the 

on famlistic studies, taxonomy and systematics of 

a large number of new roms have been discoverl 

becol'le abundantly clear that no proper revision of the Indian freshwati 

be attempted unless thE' fauna of South-east Asia is taken as a whole 

affinities worked out against the background of the Indian element now 

of Africa. 

undergone by fishes to differer.t e(;c'::'ogica1 

, such as marshy areas, torrenttal streams, lakes, etc. h9.vE' been 

stud ied by workers in Ind ia. Considerable work has a1 so bf'en done 

the various types of indigenous Top Minnows, Carp Minnows and 

varieties of smaller species in the control of m¥quitoes. The food and 

habits of quite a number of freshwater speCies, used for ponn culture, 
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have been investi~ated. 

There are as many as 50 or 60 sporting fishes in Indian fresh waters 

the art of angling seems to have originated in India, for as early as 1127 

So •••• ,r. wrote .at,ya.inod. (th. Pa.tim. of An,lin,) in h~l~ ___ 'PaediC 

Manasollasa. , 

Of the migratory fishes of India, reference has already been made to 

Indian Shad, ~ .llllll.!!:. The migratory movements of Mahseers (Tor sPP.) ar, 

similar to those of Trout while the Carps of the plains move into shallow wa 

during floods for breeding purposes. The larvae and young of the major carps, 

(Catla catla, 1abeo ~, Cirrhina mrigala, etc.) are collected from river 

for stocking in nurseries or rearing ponds. 

Molluscs.- The freshwater molluscs belong to 21 families, 17 of which' 

purely aquatic. The amphibious forms include the remarkable genera Cremnoc 

(Llttorinidae), Lithotis (Succineidae), Sat aria (Amnicol1dae) and Hydrocena' 

(Hydrocenidae). As carriers of Cestode parasites, common forms like Lymnaea: 

IndoRlanorbis and Planorbis are of medical and veterinary importance. 

molluscs of tbe family Unionidae are fairly common, grow to a large size and, 

of economic importance. They are valued both as food and as producers of 

pearls. 

The forms like Pila, Lymnaea, ViviRarup and Lamellidens are marketed 

food but not in very large quantities. 

One of' the curious freshwater mollusc is Balwantia (Unionldae) of the, 

Mishmi Hills, It has the habit of making deep burrows in sandstones. 

Crustaceans.- The freshwater Crustacean fauna of India comprises a 1 

number of Entomostraca (Phyllopods, Ostracods, COp'pods, etc.) and a relatlv 

much smaller number of higher forms. The Decapods are represented by about 

species of the Potamonid crabs of the genera Fotamon, Paratelphusa and Gecar 

and Palaemonid and Atyid prawns and shrimps. Some species of palaemon, whic 

number 40, grow to a large size and are of economic importance (p.carclnu" 

F.rudis, p. malcolmsonii, P.choprai, etc.). 

Reference has already been made to the Pbreatoicid Isopod of the cret~ 
j 

period. The smaller crustaceans, particularly the copepods and ostracods, ~ 

special value 'as food of fishes or rorming~a link in the food chain of fishs, 

Some of them, such as Ergasilus and Argulus, are paraSites of freshwater fiS~ 
and cause considerable damage to fisheries. 
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All the nine orders of aquatic insects are well represented 

Of these, May-flies (Ephemeroptera), Caddis-flies 

and Midges (Diptera) are the most abundant and form food of fishes, 

In pond-fisheries, the larvae and adults of 

ra), nymphs of Drag~n-flies (Odonata) ~ld Hemipterous Bugs are 

and yoUng fishes. The nymphs of stone-flies 

a few Lepidoptera also enter into the dietry of 

these, Sialids of the order Neuroptera are also found in 

Special mention may, however, be made of a Grass-hoppers 

Scellmena spp. (Acrididae : Orthoptera) which lead a semi-aquatic 

fresh waters of Bengal and Assam respectively. 

fbe adaptations of torrential insects have been specially studied in 

Mosquitoes have also received special attention in view of their role 

spread of Malaria. 

Invertebrates.- There is a great variety of Protozoans found in 

India. Of these, the Ciliates, amoebae ano flagellates form 

into the food of fishes. Some genera of Myxosporidia, such 

Ceratomyxa, Henneguya, etc. are parasites of fishes. 

freshwater sponges of India possess resting bodies (gemmules) and 

the genera Spongille, Trochospongilla, Pectispongilla, Corvosoongill!, 

~, etc. 

and Rotifers are also represented. 

LOphopobdella, Plumetella, 

~~~~~, Fredericella, Victorella and Stotella. They also produce resting 

The freshwater leeches belong to the families Ichthyobdellidae and 

The freshwater Oligochaeta belong to the genera Nais, 

~!!~~~~, Q!!2, Aulophorus, Pristina, etc. The genus Branchlodrllus Is 

India. 
~. yc Free living worms, Planarians, Temnocephaloids and Turbellarlans, are 
A 

~so found in Indian waters. 

Among the parasitic war.s, the Trematode fluke, Isoparorchls hypselobagri, 

18 quite common. The Cestode, Ligula intestinalls has been frequently recorded 

fro. fishes. Other common Cestodes are species of Caryophallaeus. Lytocestus, 

Aaphilina, gangesia. Gymnorhynchus, ProteQcephalus, Ancistrocephalus, Bothrioceph< 
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Bothrio~ephalus, etc. The common ~ematodes belong to the genera Porrocalcum 

Contracaecum. Of the Acanthocephala, species of Neoechinoshynchidae are comn 

found. 

Conclusion. 

The richness of the Indian freshwater fauna will be evident from 

the fact that a pond of averap,e size in Bengal would probably contain more 

varieties of or~anisms than are to be found in the entire freshwater fauna of 

Great Britain. The number of workers being comparatively few, much remains ~ 

be done with regard to the taxonomy, ecolop,y and bionomics of these or~anisms 

on a purely academic basis. 
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Part II - Fisheries. 

-L 
PRINCIPAL FRESHWATER FISHERIES ~~ FISH CULTURE. 

INT\10DUCTION. 

In India there are large-scale freshwater fisheries in rivers, canale 

channels, pools, lakes, lh!ls, beels, tanks, ponds and in low-lyi 

any size whIch contain water, either perennially or for a part of t 

In addi t!on to natural fisheries, pisciclll ture has been practised 1n 

ancient times. In recent years, its practice has been extended 

all the States of India. 

extensive riverine network of the Ganga system in North India, tl 

the Mahanadi system in Orissa, the Narbada and the Tal 

India, the Godavari, the Kistna and the Cauvery systems in Peninl 

the Indus system in the Punjab, form the main sources of freshw~ 
3 

The principal rivers of Indla, including their main tributaries! 

miles. Canals and irrigation channels, < 

form a netwo rk throughout the country. 

the Collair lake in Madras are lar~e fre~ 

considerable fishery importance. The Wular lake in Kashmir and thE 

lakes in the Tal area in Uttar Pradesh are less important. In add! 

t numerous small lakes and beels scattered allover India are of poi 

There are also many artificial reservoirs formed as a result of da~ 

in the courses of rivers and streams. Important amongst these,< 

are the Mettur and Mopad reservoirs in Madras. There are also ceri 

reservoirs in Hyderlbad, Mysore, Madras, Bombay and other State I 

for fishery purposes. Tanks and ponds scatter! 

valuable source of fisheries. Further, the wai 

fields serve as areas for fish culture and there is a growing 

particularly in Bengal, for what has come to be known as pad~ 

PRINCIPAL FISHERIES AND THE SPECIES EXPLOITED. 

importance, the principal freshwater fisheries are thos'J: 

(2) Cat fishes (3) Ljve fishes (4) Prawns (5) Mullets 

backs (7) Miscellaneous, including minor carps, perches, loachel 
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etc. (8) Eels and (9) He~r~ngs ani An~hovlR5. The yield of these fisheries ~ 
terms of percentae€ is tllu~tr&ted 1..0 Fif,ure 4'~ I 

1'1e important spc<,,1es of fisl) c;napr the varIous groups Riven above arel 

1. Major carps 

2. Cat-Fishes. 

3. Feather-backs. 

4. Herrings and 
Anchovies 

5. Live Fishes 

6. Mullets. 

7. Eels. 

8. Miscellaneous. 

9, Prawns. 

Barbels) 

1. ~~~ !Jtu (Bloch) 
2. Ba~ius .bagarius (Ham.) 
3. Pang1!sl~ .I!!!nltasius (Ham.) 
4. Sllonia silond1& (Ham.) 
5. ~stus seenFCSYkes) 
6. ~~yst~ li£O£ Ham.) 
7. Eutr£r!iich!hX~ vacha (Ham.) a. !1TIa rIta (Ham.r-
9. carri~us blmaculatus (~loch) 

Nc-toRterilli ~ (Ham.)' , 
NotqE~e!~ notopterUs (Pallas) 

Hilsa ilisha (Ham.) 
~t1 01 nn!! pha5,! mam.) 

1. C l!!!1illi magui' (Ham.) 
2. HeteroPrleustes fossilis (Bloch) 
3. Anabas testudIneus (Bloch) 
4. 2llh ice nfiiIU'S ~. 

Mug1l (Li~) £2!1illl! (Ham.) 

Ang~illa bengal~nsis (Hem.) 
A!!illl:!lIm2!!.:l cuchia (Ham.) 
Masta~lu~ armatus (Lacepede) 

Cirrhina reba (Ham.) 
Labeo bata [Ham.) 
B'i1rbus ~. 
Chela spn. 
i3arITius'spn. 
Nandus-nandus (Ham.) 
~OIu~ 
Colisa 1!.ID2' 
Palaemog £!!rc1n~ Fabriq1~s. 

1 

With the exception of the statistical information given by the Dlrectorl 

of Marketing and Inspection, MinistrY of Agriculture, Government of India, 

practically no statistics are available with re~ard to fishery, resources, fish 

catches l fish consumption, >3tc. The figures mentioned in the Marketing Re~ 

are neither complete nor absolutely accurate and, compiled as they were for 

undivided India, they do not f'ully reor-esent the present status of the differen 

fisheries. However, the In:'m'mation fUl"ntshed 1n the above report on the estill! 

marketable 5111',,1113 of different fish R!"OUPS in the various oroducflng areas 1s 

;\' rigU!'es 4 and 5 81'8 reproduced from the "Rep. Marktg. Fish, India", Marketing 
series No, 52, 1946, New Delhi. 



INDIAN FI SH PRODUCTION CLASSIFIED ACCORDING 

COMMERCIALLY IMPORTANT GROUPS. 

SEA FISH FRESH WATER FISH, 

SILVER BELLIES 3.0°/. 
FLAT FISHES 2.4% 

BOMBAY DUCK 2.0% 
MULLE:TS 1.9~ 

'----POMFRETS 1.7 % 
'-----. INDIAN SALMON' 1.3% 
~---. DORAB OR SILVER BAR FISH 0.6% 

I'------MINOR SHELL FISHE.S 0.4% 
--_. EELS 0.4% 

I :E:ELS 0.7% 
HERRINGS AND 
ANCHOVIES 0.6~ 



Plate 5 

APPROXIMATE MARKETABLE SURPLUS OF 
FRESH WATER FISH ACCORDING TO VARIETI 
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in Figure 5. For other statlstical information also 

tne Marketin~ Re~rt. 

POND Fl§HERT1';S. 

sta"ted, the cultivable area of st!!.p,nant fresh water in India 

the bU'lk of this area is left uncared for, 1\ large number of the 

village tanks, particularly in Bengal, Bihar and Orissa, are 

with mixed fry collected from rivers. But f1sh-culture on 

is at present not ~~ch practised and the produce from these ~l 

, therefore, been limited. The yield varies from abou~ 800 to as 

Ibs per acre-annum. Harnessing all cuJt1vable piec(;s of water 

culture thus offers immense scope for th& 

ftsheries. 

~::J:::~~!""':;:"::':~=' QUick-growing stlecies of fish with non-p;"edaceous 

generally selected for cultivation in ponds. BeSides, certain 

breed inTentic environments, selected exotic food fJ.shes, a few 

to f~esh water and even some predaceous 

of the country. The following species 

in ponds: 

Catla 
Rthu 

• Fringe-lipped 
Carp 

• Bla.ek Carp 
I\arimul1 

• Bata 
• Mrigal 

White Carn 
Reba 
Carnatic Carp 
European Carp 
Pearlspot 

• Gouramy 
• Milk-fish 
• Grey Mullet. 
• Murrel. 
• Murre!. 

. 
Catla catla (Ham.) 
Labeo rohita (tram.) 

Labeo fimbriatus (Bloch) 
Labeo CiiIbasu (Ham.) 
Labeo kontlus Day 
'Eib6O bata -mam. ) 
ffirhinamr:J,.gala (Ham.) 
Cirrhlna cirrhosa Day 
Grrriiiria reba (Ham.) 
Bapbus carnaticus (Jerdon) 
Quririus-ca:roio(Llnn. ) 
~t2l?11!~ suratensi~ (Bloch) 
Osphronemus gocami (Lacepede) 
ehanos chanos Forskal) 
Mggil-cephaIUs (Linn) 
Ophicephalus r:la~lius (Bloch) 
Ophi£!pq~lus striatus (Bloch) 

POND CULTt~E PRACTICES. 

~.~~~~~' The major Carps of India do not breed 1n confined waters, except 

of tanks in Midnapur and Bankura districts of west Bengal. It is, 

, necessary to obtain their fry or fingerlings for pisciculture from the 

.1 habitats, the rivers. Fry of the major Carps, almost i~ariablY mixed 
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with those of uneconomic varieties of fish, is available· 1n plenty in rivers, 

rivulets and other nuviatile areas in 'Nest Benl!';al, Bihar, Orissa, Uttar Prad 

Punjab, Delhi and Madras. Carp fry ann fingerlings are supplied from these ar 

to other States where they are not known to occur at presen~ __ Major Carps br 

throughout the monsoon months, June-August, when their fry is collected with a' 

special type of close-meshed, funnel shaped 'net, with a tail cloth termed Game 

(Plate 6 ,fig.l). The net is fixed to bamboo poles with its mouth facing 

current in shallow waters. The fry colle~ts in the gamcha from where it 1s 

periodically scooped and transferred, either to a trough-shaped device made of 

cloth (called Hana) supported on poles (Plate 6 , fig.2) in the water or to 

shallow pits (also called ~) dug nearby on the bank, with arrangement for 

water circulation. In West Bengal, there is a flourishing carp fry trade, in 

which, the fry mostly collected by prl vate agencies, is transported to importan 

marketing centres and sold to the public. Fry is transported in earthen hundi 

which have to be constantly shaken during transit for aeration of the water. 

Some alkaline earth is occasionally added to the water.of the l:ll!DJll, probably 

buffer pH fluctuations. In Madras and Orissa, tin containers are used for 

transporting fry and fingerlings. In Orissa, aeration of water in the tins . 
containing fingerlings has been recently attempt~d with attached hand pumps, 

which circulate the water in the form of .a spray. The use of oxygen in sealed 

containers for transport of fingerlings,is coming largely in. vogue. 

the Central Inland Fisheries ,Research Station supplied about 10 lakhs of carp 

fingerlings to different States, about half of which was sent in specially desi 

sealed containers with great success. 

PreparatIon of Pond and Stocking. Construction of new ponds, except in" 

demonstration farms, does not appear to be at present necessary in India, since 

numerous waters of all sizes and depth are naturally available for utilisation. ~ 

Since Carps and salt water species do not ordinarily breed 1n ponds, no speCial) 

spawning and brood ponds are required, but a set of small, shallow nurSery pond' 

(depth, 3' to 5') to ~ecelve fry and a series of larger ponds (depth, 6' to·g,)l 

for rearing fingerlings, are necessary. According to the eXisting practice, 

however, deeper perenniRl ponds, 5' to 8' in depth and one-third to half an acre 

in area, are commonly used as nurseries. 

Traditional methods of preparation are followed before fry are planted in 



PI"t.e 6. 

1. Nets used for the collection of carp fry. 

2. Hapa in which fry is temporarily stored. 
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Fseries. The ponos are thoroughly netted out and the majority of fishes, which 

rten inc1uoe several predators, are removed. Organic manures, mainly cowdung 

~ stable refuse, are then dumped in the ponds, before the onset of rains. Within 

,month, when plankton become rich, fry are stocked. In most cases the fish crop 

prns out to be poor and in certain instances the entire stock disappears. Mortallty, 

~s is very high. Recent lnvestigattons carried out at the Central Inland 

1sheries Research Station at Cut tack have demonstrated that the survival of fry 

.n be as high as 88% ( a month after stocking) in small shallow nursery ponds, 

hen fully drained before stocking, all the predatory forms scrupulously eliminated, 

he bottom heavily manured with organic fertilizers and the density of plankton 

~ntained by repeated application of smaller dosesof manure. 

Rearing. The nurseries are usually over-stocked and within a fortnight to 

i month after stocking, when the fry grow to 1" to 2" in length, the population 

~ thinned out by transferring part of the stock to other nurseries. When they 

[row to 4" to 6", they are liberated in stocking ponds. Usually only Catla,''\ohU, 

fr,lgal and Ca1basu are selected ano stocked together and the rest are discarded 

~ uneconomic species. A combination of 30% Catla, 30% Rohu and 40% Mrigal is said 

~ be generally stocked in ponds in West Bengal. 

Systematic manuring of stocking ponds is seldom done, though small quantities 

Jt organic manure, such as cowdung, paddy straw and green leaves are sometimes 

~pt in the corners of the pond. Though use of sewage is not common in India, 

~markable growth of fish has been reported from sewage-fed fisheries in the 

~dyadharl and the Hanakali in West Bengal. Artificial feedinG of fingerlings is 

bso not generally practised in India. 

~. Harvesting. Harvesting of ponds on the principle that removal of the larger 

~sh will provide more room for the smaller ones and enable them to grow quicker, 

(s still a new technique to the Indian fish farmer. In many cases the entire crop 

if fish in the pond is harvested, regardless of size. The seasonal ponds are 

~Ual1Y fished out completely in summer and the fish are marketed even though they 

~ve grown only to large fingerling size. In some of the well-organised fisheries, 

~wever, fishes below a particular size are not generally captured. 
r: 
t" 
L' 

PADDY-CUM-FISH CULTURE. 

~. In the expansive rice fields of the deltaic areas where water supply is 

nmost unfailing, con(1itions are ideal for the culture of Carps. Similar conditions 
~. 

list in certain parts of Malabar also. Preliminary experiments on paddy-cum-fish 
Ii<' 
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c~lture have been carried out in Bengal. Utilisation of paddy fields for fish 

culture, so lo~g as they hold sufficient water for the purpose, offers good . 
scope for augmenting fish production. 

LIVE FISH FISHERY. 

Live fishes (An~, ijeteropnuestes, Clarias, Ophicephalus) comprIse an 

important group of fishes and account for about 9.8~ of the total marketable 

surplus of tresh water fish in India *. Noted for highly nutritive, recuperativ 

and medicinal properties, they generally fetch a high price. They are predatory 

in habits and thrive in natural weedy waters of a semi-marshy nature. There is 

no well-organised cultivation of these species. 

MURREL CULTURE. 

The predaceous, quick-growing and widely distributed murre1s, Q]b!cephalyl, 

marullus and Q. striatus are highly esteemed as food fishes, particularly in 

peninsular- ~ndia. Q. marulius is known to breed only in rivers from where fry 

an~ fingerlings are collected and stocked in irrigatIon wells and weedy waters 

in certain districts of Madras. O. striatus breeds in ponds. 

EXOTIC AND TRANSPLANTED FISH. 

Introduction of exoitlc food fishes and acclimatlsation of fast-growing 

salt water species to fresh water have been attempted with considerable success 

in some parts of India. Notable instances of exotic fishes in India are the 

following: -

1. Rainbow Trout, Sa1mo irrideus, introduced into Ootacamund, Madras, 
in 1867 from Europe. 

2. English Carp, Carassius carassius, introduced into Ootacamund, 
Madras, in 1874, from Europe. 

3. Tench, ~ ~, introduced into Ootacamund, Madras, in 1874, 
from Europe • . 

4. Brown Trout, Sa1mo farl0, introduced into Kashmir and Kulu Valley 
(Punjab) from Europe. 

5.·Gouraml, Osphronemus gorami, introduced into Madras, in 1926, 
from Maur!tius and Java. 

6. European Carp, Cypriny! carpio, introduced into Ootacamund, 
Madras, in 1939, from Ceylon. 

The English Carp, the Tench and the European Carp have taken well to the 

upland waters of the Ni1giris. Recent experiments have shown that all these 

* Rept. Market. Fish. India, Mktg. ser. No.52, 1946, New Delhi. 
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___ ,rms can be reared at lower elevations as well. The English Carp and 

at the Sunkesula Fish Farm, an~ the European Carp has shown 

growth in the Chetput Fish Farm, Madras. The latter has recently been 

into Bombay and Uttar Pradesh. The Trout, confined to the hill 

the Nilgiris, Kashmir and the Punjab is only a game fish and at present 

fishery value. Gourami has also adapted remarkably to the new environ-

owing to its relatively large size, capacity to breed in ponds, hardihood 

o~ excellent flavour, has become a popular fish for pond culture in 

It has since been introduced into Bombay, Bengal, Orissa and different 

penisular India. 

Regional transplantation of Catla from the Go'davari and the Kistna to the 

Rohu from Bengal and Orissa to Madras has also been carried out 

for acclimatising salt water food fishes to fresh water have 

ied out, notably in Madras, during the last decade. Fingerlings of 

species of Mullets (MUgil cephalus, M. waigiensis, M. troschelii, M. ~li, 
, the Milk-fish (~ chanos), the Tarpon (Megalops cxprinoides), the 

(Lates calcarifer) and the Indian Salmon (Polynemus tetradactylus) have 

acclimatised to fresh water. The Milk-fish ~d the Bekti grow 

fresh water. 

CONSERVATION. 

and destruction of brood fish and juveniles in large quantities 

in allover the country and are largely responsible for 

of some of the freshwater fisheries1 The necessity for 

been~elt as early as 1897, when, at the instance of 

was passed. States like the Punjab, 

further legislative measures to suit 

It appears that as a result of the enforcement of these 

degree of conservation has been effected in these States. 

the projects for the construction of large river dams, fish 

near Hirakud and the Damodar Valley are being carried out with the 

conservation of the fisheries of these rivers. 

on fisheries of the toxic effluents discharged into rivers 

industrial and sewage works in the country are getting 
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increasingly menacing. The Kultl sewage outfall near Calcutta and the efflJ 

from the quinine factory at Mungpoo, Bengal, the Mettur Chemical works, Madr~ 

and Cement and paper factories at Dalmia Nagar in Bihar are better known insd 

Investigations in connection with th~ effluents or Dalmianagar factories havi 
11 

been started at the Central Inland FisherieS Research Station. 
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PRINCIPAL ESTUARINE FISHERIES. • 

Introduction. 

The lop,. coast line of India has numerous estuaries and brackish-water 

lakes of backwaters rich in fishes. On the East Coast the estuaries of the 

Rivers Ganges,_ Mahanadi, Godavari, F1stna and Cauvery and the brackishwater lakes 

of Chilka and Pulicat and on the West Coast the estuaries of the Narbada and the 

Tapti and the backwaters of Travancore-Cochin ar- the most important. The total 
-" 

brackishwater area could be roughly computed afabout 3000 sq. miles. In the 

absence of any reliable statistics or estimatf;~ of fish catches from the estuarine 

watets, a .very"approximate tdea of 

accurate figures available for the 

the yield .-!In 
1 

Chilka Lakf. 

be formed only by the fairly 

This lagoon, with a mean area 

of about 400 S~4 miles, produces a total of ~')ut 88,000 maunds of fish a year, 

giving an average yield of about 27 lbs per at,re. + 
t 

Principal types of Estuarine Waters. 

The estuarine waters may be grouped under two mal~dlvistofts, vlz.,onen 

estuaries and'embanked brackishwaters. ~he first consists of typical estuaries 

or river mouths, bracklshwater lakes and backwaters. The open estuaries may be 

'perennial', as those of the Gangetic delta where there Is flow of water from 

above, all the year round, or 'seasonal', as the mouths of many rivers that dry 

up during the summer months. The large bracklshwater lake of Chilka and the 

backwaters of Travancore-Cochin have always connection with the sea, while most 

of the smaller coastal lakes and backwaters get isolated from the sea by a narrow 

sand bar. 

The second type of estuarine waters, viz., embanked brackishwaters, are 

confined areas of estuaries, lakes and backwaters reclaimed or in the course of 

reclamation for agricultural purposes. In certain areas under cultivation, fish 

form a subsidiary but substantial crop, as during the off season in the paddy 

fields adjoining the Travancore~Cochin backwaters. In Bengal, embanked fisheries 

are mainly in areas under reclamation, and utilisation of lowlyinp. land for 

plscicultural purposes is made only to a very limited extent. 

~ The term is applied to denote bracklshwate~ fisheries in general. 
+ All statistics of fresh flsh from Chllka Lake mentioned in the Chapter are 
A collected by the Orissa Fisheries Department. 
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Principal groups of fishes. 

The fishes (~ l!!Q) constituting the estuarine fisheries are 

marine species which can tolerate considerable variations in salinity. 

speaking, the most important among them are the clupeids like herrings, ~nc 

and sprats, mullets, catfish,es, jew fishes, thread-fins, 

Among fishes of lesser importance may be mentioned the half beaks, gar f 

Bombay-duck, Silver-bellies, eels, sharks and 

shells, etc. Even mackerals and pomfrets are sometimes caught 

reac~es of some estuaries. While most of the important fishes 

distributed in all the estuarine waters, the clupeid li!1!! is rare or absent 

the southern region of the West Coast. Similarly the Bombay-duck (Harpadon 

nehereus) is absent in the whole of the Southern region of peninsular India 

(Hora 1934). 

Clupeids. There are several clupeids in the estuarine areas among 

the most important are H11!! ~ (Ham), Nemat~losa ~ (Bloch), 

sPp., Thrissocles sPp., Pellona spp., Anadontostoma £h~ (Ham.), 

spp. etc. Of these the Indian Shad H11A! is of the highest value. 

Nematolosa ~, affords a regular ftshery in the Chilka and in bulk 

are as large as those of~. Anchovies and sprats are also caught 

quantities for local consumption. 

Hilsa ~ has more or less similar migratory habits 'as ~~American 
...... ,.r' -

shad ~ sapidissima and the European shad ~~. TheJ?lsh is caught 
4':~~ 

large numbers in the Bengal-Orissa region and in the lower sf~etches of the 

rivers on the east coast of peninsular India, in the Narbad~~nd the Tapti on 
l}i~ 

West Coast, and in some of the smaller estuaries and creeksj"on the Kathiawar 

A regular Hilsa fishery exists in the Chilka Lake all rounn the year. 

main fishery is in the flooded rivers after the monsoon rains, • in the 

of the Ganges and the Mahanadi, Hilsa 

summer months also. In the Sundar bans, larget numbeJis 

Ja~ or ~-koira about 5 to 8 inches-in length, are caught during the 

months in the neighbourhood of Saugor Island at the mouth of the Hooghly ( 

Nair 1940). 

The methods employed for catching Hilsa are varied. It is caught in 

• In the Indus the ascent of the fish is in summer when the river is in flood 
by the melting snow. 
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gill nets, seine nets, drift nets and ba~ nets+. In the Mahanadi 

the winter months, Hilsa move~about in great shoals; and large 

is conducted by a combined operation of an 'armada' of 25 to 100 

about 200 to 500 men with nets stretching from bank 

combing a long stretch of the river. The catch during one operation may 

large as hundreds of maunds, depending on the size of the shoal. Most of 

and sun-dried on account of the difficulties of'Ctransport. 

, despite its poor quality, finds a ready market in the interior parts 

of mullet catches from the brackishwater areas are not 

but according to the Report on the Marketing of FiM1n

marketable surplus of mullets from fresh and brackish waters 

ted at 380,000 maunds, ,and from the sea at 166,000 maunds. Figures 

e for Chilka show that_the mullets constitute 10 to 16( of the total catch 

s (includin~ prawns). 

About- 26 species of mullets are recorded from the estuarine waters and of 

to the Gangetic and Mahanadi 

, is the only species found both in the fresh and brackish waters. The 

along our coast is!YK1l cephalus (Forsk.), which has wide distri

in all the~()oical anrl sub-tropical waters. It is not generally found 
~-

the Midnapor;;:coast in the Sundarbans area. 
~~: 

The migration of the mullet fry into brackishwater areas is taken advantage 

for fish farming and its toleration to variations in salinity 

ideal for the purpose. Mullets form an important crop in the Bhasa-bhada 

of Bengal and, together with prawns, in the paddy fields connected,with 

the Malabar Coast. The mullet farm at Narakkal in Cochin is the 

e of a successful saltwater fish farm in India. 

Mullets are usually caught in stake nets, gill nets and seine nets and in 

areas by cast nets. In fresh condition they are tasty but spoilage sets 

in hot climate. A considerable quantity is salted and dried or sun dried, 

on the size of the fish. The small trade in fish-roe that,~isted in 

and Mahanadi areas is now declining. 

particulars of the above nets and methods of operation are given in the 
the Marketing of Fish in India, 1946, Delhi. 
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~ 
Catfishes. Despite the fact that the Catfishes do not come under the categoryl 

of prime estuarine fishes, like the Bektl, Hllsa, Pearlspot, or thread fins, ~~l 
:j 

they exceed any of the above in the bulk of the total catches. Their comparatl 

abundance and cheapness bring them within the buying capacity of the poorer ~ 

classes. A very large portion of the catches goes into local consumption and i 
the mark~table surplus does not, therefore, give a correct indication of the 

actual yield. 

The most important amonp the estuarine Catfishes are Arius ~., 

osteogeh!osus militaris (L), £!rr~~ pangasius (Cuv. & Val.) and ~ 

The largest catches in Bengal-Orissa region are made ,from November 

Arius~~. and Osteogeniosus militaris collect together in large 

breeding, and being sluggish in their movements at this time are caught in 

quantities. 

During the glut season and in places where' tranSport or marketing 

facilities are not availabJe the surplus quantity is salted and dried or sun-
, '., 

dried according to the size of the fish. 

~ 

~!.£h!..:!. Among the estuarine perches, the species "thfit is of the greatest 

economic importance is ~~ S!l£arife~ (Bloch). This is a high class fish an' 

fetches the highest orice in the city markets. The pearl spOt, !1!Qplus 

suratensis (Bloch), 
~~, 

which is indigenous to the coastal backtiters and estuarie 

of South Ind ia, is of considerable local importance. The fry" of this fish ill 

used now for stocking both freshwaters and brackishwaters. Among the other 

estuarine perches are ~nephelus tauvina (Forsk), ~janus spp., ~oplus 

m!£ulatus (Bloch), !mbassis spp., Therapon spp., and otolithus spp. All, except 

Etroplus, come to the estuarine waters from the sea for food and growth, thus 

affording a valuable fishery. 

Thread f1ns. The most important spe,cies is the so called Indian Salmon, 

Eleutheron~m! tetradactylum (Shaw). It is widely diStributed alonp the Indian" 
-. &j 

Coast and the young are found in the lower reaches of the estuaries where they 

probably come up from the sea for food. It is caught, alonp with mullets, 

clupeids and other fishes, in seine nets and drag nets. The other species are 

Polynemus indicus Shaw., which is an occasional visitor from the sea, and 

f211~ ~radiseus L., the distribution of which in India is restricted to 

the Benp,al-Orissa region. The latter is found in fair abundance in tWe estuar1 
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tnd in the Hooghly it ascends up to about 150 miles from the sea for breeding, 

rom about April to June, when it is caught in large numbers. 

Prawns and crabs- Prawns and shrimps constitute a very valuable fishery 

.n estuarine waters (Chopra 1939) and as a group the catches in certain areas 

_1 be more than those of any other singl~ group of fishes. The most important 

;ie the Penaeids and the Palaemonids, of which the former are more predominant 

~an the'latter in the estuaries. A very lucrative industry of cured and dried 

exists in thp. Malabar Coast (Panlkkar 1935). The crabs form a subsidiary 

In the estuarine areas (Chopra 1939) and are usually consumed 

Prawn and crab and Molluscan fisheries are dealt with separately in 

Fisheries of the open brackishwaters-Chilka Lake. 

the absencp of regular statistics of catches of fish from the open 

the figures available for the Chilka Lake,. which are reliable 

The fish eXDorts from the lake, which are controlled by the 

of Orissa, represent more than three fourths of the total catches. 

totals of exports for 1~7, 1948 and 1949 are shown in Text Fig. 7. 

from the lake averages about 67,000 maunds per year ano 

the dry fish exported to outside centres, the marketable 

fish from Chilka comes to nearly 80,000 ma~nds. In view of the poor 

.. 

low buying capacity of the people, the local consumption is 

of the above figure. giving a total production of 88,000 maunds 

the lake. Text Figure 8. indicates the average annual nroduction 

of the principal varieties of fish • 

the varieties with a catch of less than 1000 maunds are included 

the graphs and of these the most important are Gerres 

sp., Hemirhamphus gaimardi (Cav & Val.), Tylosurus Strongylurus 
\ 

spp., Slll!£,2 sltVna (Forsk), GIo;sogobius giuri! (Ham), 

(Brouss) etc. A very small quantity of freshwater fishes 

species that stray into the western and northern sections of 

description of the Lake and its fish fauna see Memoirs of the 
Vol. V. It Is a shallow brackishwater lake with an area of 

.miles in summer &nd 450 sq.miles during the rainy season. A 
14 miles connects it to the sea. The lake receives the waters 
of the deltaic branches of the Mahanadi 1n a"nition to several 

streams. The water in the lake is practically fresh when it is 
condition. 
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"~ 
the lake during the monsoon floods are included in the catches. These are ,11 

than 1)( of the total catch and consist mainly of carps, murrels and some frei 
'! 

water cat-fishes. Most of these are consumed.locally. I 
.~ 

Fisheries of the Embanked Brackishwaters i 
'1~ 

:~ 

Though India has a very extensive coast line, it has no marine or br~ 
iii 

water fish farms comparable to those in Java or in the Philippines. In the1 

estuarine areas of Bengal and in the backwaters of Travancore-Cochin, brackl1 
'i 

water fish-farming is, however, carried on to some extent. j 
In the Sundarbans in Bengal these are known as the Bhasa-~ 

,~ 

fishe!ll 
,,~ 

and have been described by Hora and Nair (1944). Due to the action of the .~ 

the beds of many of the rivers and creeks in the estuarine areas of Bengal ~ 
~ 

gradually sllted up and in due course such areas are reclaimed for agricult~ 

purposes by constructing bunds to keep away floods and tidal water. Some por. 
of such reclaimed areas are too Jow for cuI tl vat10n and these are usually ,"-J 
utilised for fish farming. Many of the reclaimed areas are provided with mI 
addi tional outer bund and the low-lying li;md in between is used for PiSCiC4'j 

purposes. water is let in during high tide through improvised or permanent~ 

sluice gates and the in-flowing water brings a variety of fishes with it. T~ 

is no selective admission and mullets, prawns, perches, Scianenids, thread .11 
Gobl1ds etc. come in. In the channel, inside the sluice gate, .p11t bamboo,j 

screens, shaped like an inverted V, are fixed in such a way that while they~ 
1 

allow admission of fish during high tide, escape of any fish when the water " 

recedes is not possible. Connected with the V shaped screens are box-like J 
~ 

into which the larger fish collect and the useful varieties from them are ,t 
.,~ 

transferred to the stocking ponds. f 

During the summer months, when water is low in the river, some of t~ 

shallow bheries are dewatered or d1'y up. During the monsoon months when the'ij 

salinity is low, water is let in and along with it fry also come in. Fishinl 
,-§ 

is generally done in winter when the fishes have grown to a marketable size~ 

In the nerennial bheries the fish grow to a large size. The Bekti (Lates 

calcarifer), MYgil ~ (Forsk), and Mugil parsia (Ham.) and prawns' are the 
~. -t 

chief fishes obtained from such fisheries. 

Embanked brackishwater fisherles of the MaTabar coast, especially tho. 
--~ .~ of prawns, __ <M'lfe beerl, described by Panikkar (1939). There are extensive 
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low-lying paddy fields, known as Eokkali fields, adjacent to the northern 

.,ection of the Travancore-Cochin backwaters. Cultivation in these fields is 

restricted to a single crop from July to September due to the high salinity of 

the adjacent water during the rest of the year. After the harvest, the bunds 

are strengthened and wooden sluice gates are put up with adjustable planks to 

regulate the flow of water to and fro from the backwater. Water is let in during 

the high tide trom October onwards and the incoming water brings along with it 

a large numbe.r of young Penaeid prawns, 2 to 3 inches in length, and fish fry. 

"~\ng low tide, if necessary, screens of closely-knit twigs are kept inside 

the sluice gates to prevent the escape of prawns and fishes. The stocking 

operations are continued for one to two months and no special manuring 1s done. 

There is a gradual rise in the" salinity of the water up to the advent of the 

next moonsoon rains. Fishing commences from the end of December, by whlch time 

'"~-the prawns are grown to about 3 to 5 inches in length. This is done at low 

Bide with the aid' of bag nets, scoop nets and drag ~ts. Over 80% of the crop 
~.~, 

lionsists of prawns and the rest of mullets, pearlspot and orange chromide etc. 
~" ~ 
~be major portion of the catch is cured and exported to various places in I~dia 

';;.~d to Burma and Ceylon. 

There are few mullet farms on the Malabar Coast except for the one at 

Itt ......... · .... , near Coehin,and the experimental ponds at Ayiramthengu near 

The former has been" described by Pillay (1948). It was originally 

but has now been converted into a fine mulletry consisting of 

with earthen bunds and provided with wooden sluice gates with 

e planks and split bamboo gratings for regulating the flow of water. 

the water level goes down considerably resulting in an increase in 

temperature. Some deep ditches have been dug in the ponds to serve 

for the fishes. The necessary mullet fry is 1et"in, along with the 

the monsoon months from the apjoining backWater and the additional 

ies required are collected mechanically by nets and transferred to the 

Growth is very rapid and Mugil cephalus, which constitutes over 75 per 

length of about It feet in a year. The other 

consist mainly of ~, Etroplus, Polynemus, Therapon and prawns. 

, the yield from the 11 acres of the farm was about 10,000 Ibs of fish 

an average of about 900 lbs per acre. 
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..L 
Principal Marine Fisheries. 

1. SARDINE FISHERY 

The clupeoids, which constitute about a third of the marine fish caughil~ 
in India, are chiefly represented in Indian waters by the sardine,s (sardui!lla,~ 
anchovies (Thrissocles), whi tebai t (Anchoviel1ah Rainbow sardine (DuSSU!Diert.t~ 

White sardine (Kowala), etc. Of these the sardinesc,. represented by-nine spech" 

consti tute an imnortant fishery along the west and South East Coasts of Ind i~.·:~~ 

A few species like S. longiceps, S.fimbr1ata, S.g1bbosa, and a.alballa occurjift'l 
';. --J 

large shoals. 

From very early times, the oil sardine, S.longiceps, has ranked as a 

very valuable commercial fish owing to its 1'000 value and industrial uses. I~ 

is knoWn to occur off the coasts of Arab1a, Iran, Pakistan, Ceylon, Andamans, 

Java and. Bali Straits, but is restricted in its distribution in India to the 

West Coast and ve+y rarely along the East Coast. Large shoals of the species 

known so far only from the Kanara and Malabar Coasts. The fishery star~: 

immediately after the commencement of the South West Monsoon, and lasts from 

August to March, the September-December portion being the best period for the 

fishery. The nets used in the sardine fishery 8;J!e.the seines, inclulUng the 

large shore seines, and the gilling nets. 
l 

Statistics of 011 sard ine landings and its by-products available ftolll'1I:~ 

beginning of this century show an irregular fluct~ation in abun<~ance at~r~i 
ranv,ing from two to six years up to the 1941-42 season, after which the fl~~JI 

has proved to be a complet~ failure. I These fluctuations have made this fi" 

very undependable, with consequent disastrous effects on the oil. and guano' 

tries which flourished during the years of plenty. An improvement ihthe 

fishery was, however, noticed during the 1949-50 season. The fluctuationsit'lE~ 

oil sardine fishery have bean attributed to various causes but t~ Si,nifi~~ 

ones, apart from the adverse factors influencing th: rate of survival and .~ .;; 
recruitment to the stock, appear to be the indiscriminate caputreof shoals of 

small-sized immature sardi~es, during the years of abundance and of the 3-year 

old active spawners during the short spaWning period.Consioer"Il~ the rest~c 

shoaling of the oil sardine along the West Coast antie, .. also 1 ts s1'!«rf l:!e-~'Pe.~~~ 
3-4 years, ~-.t::.:;,.~'n~ .01' allied fo't'ms of other courf.t~ies, t~ df~astroll& effe~ 
• For production of ma;1ne fish in terms of percentagi$., according to comll!6!'t;ll 

important groups, re(erence is invited to figure 4 faCing paget!;. ~." 
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It 
~. indiscriminate destruction of immature fish and the spawners become obvious. 

legislative measures were introduced in 1943 to prohibit the capture of oil 
i,'t: ." 
~ardines during the spawning period of August and September and of the immature 

itSb below 15 cms. This legislation was in force for 4 years but was not continued 

~bwing to practical difficulties experienced in its enforcement. 

The oil sardine fishery appears to have some influence on the other 

~Sheries of the West Coast, notably that of the mackerel. The recOrds of 
."--£ 

;landings of these two fishes show inver-se trends of variations, a good year for 

~~ o~e is generally eoincident with an unsuccessful fishery for the other. 
~J, .. The oil sardine is esteemed as a very valuable food fish but since it 

:~trefles qUickly, only limited quantities are used for consu~ptlon, the major 

.pOrtion ~eing cured with salt •. Canning of 011 sardines was;uccess,t'ully done 
%It;' 

'for many years by a private canner at Mahe, and a state Cannery .as$Ubseque~tly 

~o~ned in 1914 at Chal1yam near the mouth of the Beypore river. The ilc ann inf of 
_~:rJ,:-

~, sardines in different sauces suited to Indian tastes, wastri.d in the Stat~ 
"t: . 

itannery and the products were in demand both in and outside India. Difficulties 

~rienced during the post-war years necessitated the clos1nlr~of the factory in 

,1933. 

During early times, the oil sardines, along with other sardines, were used 

lIty for manuring coconut plantations and tobacco fields, but by the middle of 

~ last century when there was scarcity of animal oils, attention was directed 

'*0 the 011 sardines for the extraction of its 011. This was done ina primitive 

~ crude way by allowing the fish to putrefy in dug-out canoes. The high price 

~~lent at that time sustained this industry up to the end of the centurY~ when 
5~";.·g-~ 

:Jiid.eclined owing to the erratic appearance of 011 sardines along the coast. An 

method of oil and guano manufacture by boiling the sardines in cauldrons 

and pressing them in coir mat bags in indigenous screw presses was 

in 1908 and produced oil of good quality and guano of good m~nuriaf 
. '. 2;~:\".j:-

This success led to the oD8ning of a number of small tactories alont .. ~ 
'e-;:-'. 

of South Kanara and Malabar and the peak figure of 647 rac~les, 
of 32,000 tons of guano and 12,000 tons of oil was reached during 

fel922-23 season. Malpractices in the manufacture of oil and guano, together 

~th the capricious nature of the fishery in subsequent years and its complete 
:o:~. ~ 

~ilure ouring the last decade, has resulted in the CloSlnJ~~~~~lmost all 
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the factories. 

The crude oil was used locally as a preservative for boats. 

quality oil obtained by the improved method was found to compare favourablY~ 

the Menhaden or the Japanese sardine oil and Was used in the leather, 

steel industries, in arsenals and as base for good quality insecticides. 

a century the oil was also exported to Great 

countries. 

The high nitrogen and phosphate contents of sardine guano have made 

valuable manure, which was in demand in coffee, tea, coconut, suggar-can~ 

tobacco plantations and also exported to Colombo and Japan, 

specially preDare~ in factories, was also in demand with livestock owners. 

The fishery of sardine, S.fimbriat!, has come to the 

This is a smaller sardine, the commercial size ranging from 10-15 cms. 

of this sardine also is subject to fluctuations. Very heavy catches are 

obtained from September to January mixed with S. albella, another common 

of ~he West Coast. This sardine is less valuable as a source of 

surplus is largely used in the fish manure industry. It 1s also 

large -quantities on the East Coast, along with another sardine, S.gibbosa, 

is more common in the Palk Strait. 

g. MACKEREL FISHERY 

The mackerel is an important commercial fish of the west coast of 

According to the available statistics, mackerels and perches constitute 

as 2l.7t of the total fish production of India. The Indian mackerel is 

tively smaller than the European species, measuring eight to ten inches 

and weighing about five to the pound. Day has recorded three species 

from the seaS of India. These are Scomber microlepidotus Ruppell, 

brachtsoma Bleeker, and Scomber lanesaba Bleeker. 

The mackerel Scomber microlepidotus, considered synonymous 

k!Dagurta Russell, is the only commercially important species and Is 

the west coast of India from Ratnar,iri in Bombay State to Cape Comor!n 

South. On the east coast, the northern limit of the occurrence of this s 

is as far as Ganjam. 
\ 

The fishing season for macke~el on the west coast is from 

January 8~~?imeS extend to as late as March. ...... ~ 
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break, decrease in number towards April and disappear for a short period of a 

month or so. On the east of Ceylon they appear in Ndvember and December',but the 

fishery is at its height in December. On the Madras coast, the season is in two 

periods, namely July to October on the Andhra coast and from September to April 

. on the Coramandel area. 

The important mackerel fishing areas on the west coast can be divided into 

four zones according to the different types of boats and nets employed to suit 

the physical characters of the coast-line. These areas from north to south are:

(1) Konkan - from Rajeewade in the Ratnagiri District to the mouth of Terkhol 

creek (i.e. to the northern boundar~of Goa); (2) North Canara - from Maja1i on 

the southern boundary of Goa to Bhatkal, near the southernmost coastal limit of 

the Bombay State; (3) South Canara - from the southern boundary of the Bombay 
., 

State to the mouth of Baliapatam river near ~annanore and (4) Ma1.abar - from 
• Cannanore in the north to the southern part of Travancore. The chief mackerel 

fishing centres on the west coast are - Ratnagiri, Malavan, Karwar, Malpe, 

Telli~hery, Calicut and Cochin. J Except for the sporadic occurrence of mackerel, ~ 

there is·no regular fishery of this fish on the East Coast. 

The different types of boats and nets operated in different mackerel 

fishing are~s are classified according to their places of operation. Though 

the fishing methods are efficient, the field of operation is restricted to a 

;2 ..... nge of two to five mile s from the shore. 

'·ffihIiig area 

i· North Canara 
~.area . 

,.' 
~ 

;S9Pth Canara 
It-::aNa 
t"~ 

~:Malabar area ' 

WEST COAST. 

Type of boat. 

Pandi; Hodi 
(Both are provided 
with an out-rigp,er 
equipment) 

~; I2.Qn! 
(Similar to above 
with outrigger) 

Pandi (with out
rigger) 
Dugout canoes 

Dugout canoes. 

Type of net 

Shore Seine 

Drift net 
Cast net 

Shore seine 

Drift net 
Cast net 

Shore seine 
Drift net 
Cast net 

Seine net. 

Gillingnet. 

Vernacular name. 

Rampan net 

PettIe bale 
Pag 

i. Rampan net 
ii. X&DQl or Paya

wada. 
PaRa bale 
£!g 

lll!mruill ne t 
Patte balal 
Deb balai 

I.Odam vala, also 
carre~ru vala 

& Pal thu' vara .-
ii. Alvla kolivala 

Aiyla chala vala 

~i 
.j -, 
c~ 
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On account of transport difficulties only a small portion of the 

catch is consumed in a fresh state, the bulk of the catch being eured. 

introd~ction of Carrier lau~ches has, however, removed the transport 

to some extent and at present there is a fleet of 40 to 50 launches, 

private companies or individuals, engaeed in supplying mackerel from Ma4~~~ 

Karwar waters in Bombay markets. 

The principal methods of curing mackerel on the west coast are: 

1. Dry process: (Mackerel gutted) 

i. Mackerel slit on the abdomen, gutted and gills removed. 
ii. Mona process-Without slitting open the abdomen, but 

pulling out the guts'and gills through the mouth. 
iii. Fish split on abdomen, flattened and Visoera removed. 

2. wet process (without gutting) 

• 3. Tamarind process or the Colombo method. 

That some of the methods employed at present in the mackerel fishery 

very efficient can be judged' from the use of the Rampan net. 

shore seines in the world have such a capacity to catch large shoals of 

inshore waters. In 1949, in one operation alone 25,00,000 mackerel were 

at Chendyie, a fishing centre 5 miles to the south of Karwar. On account • the small size of the boats, the field of operation is, however, greatly 

tricted and the fishermen have to wait for th~ mackerel shoals to c~e to 

waters. Extension of the range of operatlons,br mechanisation, coupled witl!. 

use of some of the existing and new types of nets, appears to be necessary 

improve'ment of the mackerel fishery. The experiment of the Central 

Pilot Deep Sea Station to operate two power vessels with Purse seines 

Karwar during the current mackerel season will probably yield 

results. 

3. SHARI<; AND RAY FISHERIES AND SHARK LIVED On 

Several varieties of commercially important species of sharks 

fishes of the genera Galeocerdo, Carcharinus, Hlpoprlon, Scollodon, 

Chlloscyllium, stegostoma and Ginglymostoma are found ab~dantly in the 

.atoars of India. Rays and skates such as TrYgon, Hypolophus, Aetobatl., 

Ptel'oplatea, Myllobati's, Rhinoptera, Pristis, Rhinobatus and RhYnehobaws 

constitute a considerable part of the commercial catches on 

Most of the species of the west coast are largely identical with or clos~~y 
~ :,~ 

allied to those or the east coast of India. Sharks are avallablethrough6Ut;'l 
the year bu~_ ~~n season of the fishery generally extends from ~u1y to Mi 
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on the west coast and May to January on the east coast, in waters ranging. in 

-depth from 2~ to 30 ~fathoms. Rays are shallow water forms and their optimum catch 

is secured from depths of 10-15 fathoms, though they may occur in fair numbers 

up to 25 fathoms. 
In the Arabian Sea, principally ~jacent to Ca1icut, Te11icherry, 

Mangalore, Karwar and Bombay, the species of Sco1iodon, Carcharinus, Sphyrna and 

Galeocerdo are seasonally abundant and support an important shark fishery. All 

these species are valued for food and oil extraction. On the east coast the 

principal species exploited for their liver are G.tigrinus, C.me1anopterus, 

S. blochii, ~~ and P.cuspidatus. As yet commercial shark fisheries on 

a large scale have not extende~ to the north section of the east coast. 

The majority of the species migrate to shallow waters for breeding and 

the early stages and young forms have been taken from 3 to 4 fathoms. Present 

knowledge in re~ard to their life-history, rate of growth, age at sexual maturity, 

~l'!leding grounds and breeding season is very meagre. Comprehensive investigations 

have been started at the Central Marine Fisheries Research Station to elucidate 
", 

these factors for all the species of sharks ana rays of our coasts • 

.. The chief areas where extensi~ shark fishing is carried on are 
• 

(1) Kathiawar, (2) Bombay, Kanara,Malabar and Travancore coasts, (3) Southern 

and Northern section of east· coast of Madras, and (4) l~est Bengal. The largest 

commercial catches are landed at Kodinar, verava1, Bombay, Karwar, Manga10re, 

Te1licherry, Calicut and Trivandrum on the west coast and at Tuticorln, 

Adirampatnam, Point Calimere, Nagapattinam, Kakinada, Musilipatam, Vtsakapatnam 

and Contai on the East coast. 

The gear commonly used for shark fishing are the long lines and hooks, 

and different kinds of drift nets, rar pets, entangling nets, wall nets and 

all kinds of large nets, when fishing for small and medium sized varieties of 

i.lharks. For larger sharks a more spec ia1iseo type of /!:ear is preferred, like the 

revolving chain hook, which has shown the possibility of establishing a valuable ... 
,~ommercia1 fishery for large species of oil-yielding sharks on the Indian coast. 

The craft used are the large plank-built boats on the Bombay coast, the dug-out 

'canoes on the Malabar and Tl'avancore coast, the catamaran on the Coromanda] 

coast and plank-built boats on the northern section of the Madras coast. 

The most important aspect of the exploitation of the E1asmobranchs is the 

extraction of oils form their livers. In India, manufacture of medicinal fish 
..... "6 
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liver oils, based on shark and saw fish livers, was in existence as early as 

1852. In recent years the extraction of shark liver oil on a commercial basis 

has been taken up by the Madras Governmen~ followed by other maritime states, 

like Bombay, Travancore and Bengal. Befo~ the last war, India imported about 

1,65,000 lbs of cod liver oil every year. Locally produced shark liver oil has 

since been accepted by the medical profession as a suitable substitute for cod

liver oil. Experiments show that many of our sharks are the best and cheapest 

source of vitamin A in concentrated form. Othe~ advankages are the comparative 

largeness of their liver and the more copious yield of oil. 

The principal species of sharks that constitute the shark fishery for 

the livers, mentioned in the order of their importance with reference to oil 

yield and vitamin A potency are:- (1) Galeocerdo tigrinus, (2) C.melanopterus, 

(3) c. gan&!1icus, (4) Sphyrna blochii and S.malleus, (5) P.cuspldatus, 
-

(6) C.menisorrah, C.limbatus, S. pa1asorrah and S.walbeehmi. With the 

exception of a few species like G.rayneri and C.tricu~~, the sharks 

found in Indian waters are gen~ally rich in vitamin A content. Great variatlor 

have been noticed in the vitamin A. content of the livers of different species, 

according to age, sex, season and breeding condition. The vitamin A potency 

has been shown to vary between 24,000 and 10,000 I.U. of vitamin A per gram 

of oil but the average value is 12,000 I.U. per gram. In comparison with cod 

liver oil, vitamin D potency is rather low. 

NO reliable statistics are available regarding the annual production of 

shark liver oil in the country. An output of a*mi1lion and half pounds has 

been roughly computed against the total requirement of 28 million pounds per 

year. At present the annual catch of e1asmobranchs does not exceed 20,000 tons~ 

To meet the shark-liver oil requirements, a 20-fold increase in our shark 

fishery is necessary. But sharks which afford this valuable oil are mostly 

viviparous. Thou~h the problem of overfishing is not of immediate importance, 

so far as sharks are concerned the viviparous habits prodUCing a limited nqmber 

of young at a time, to~ether with long periods of gestation which set a natural 

limit on their multiplication, emphasise the need for judicious exploitation. 

The .Governments of Madras, Bombay and Travancore-Cochin have evolved 

different techniques for the preparation of the liver oil which are marketed 

by their fisheries departments. In addition to production on large commercial 
~-" 
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" .. " ... J. .. , "A~rtl<HJ.\)n tI.lSO 1S carried on by fishermen and prrva""te agencies as & 

t cottage industry. The crude oil received fro.m the private agencies is collected 
r 
~by the fisheries departments, and after dehydration and clarification, the oii 
!f 

~ is blended with-vegetable oil to standard strength of vitamin A. Vitamin 

f concentrates under the trade name 'Adamin', and blended and standardised 

[prlYduct with vitamin A potency of 1500 I.U. and a vitamin D potency of 100 I.U. 
~. 

per gram are pUl; on. the market by the Madras Government. Pure and unbl.ended 

tbrand of high potency oil under the trade name 'Sharliverol' is marketed in 

Travancore. 
~~ 

A comparatively small portion of the sharks & rays caught are consumed 

'fresh as food locally, the bulk are filleted, saltcured and sun-dried. Though 

tsharks and rays are popular as food in Madras and some plrts of Bombay states 
~: 
l there is not much demand for these varieties of fish except by the poore, 

~lasses. Considerable quantities are. used for making fish meal and fish manure. 
\-."< 

;,At present cured sharks are largely exported to Ceylon. Fins of sharks and saw 

fishes are also commercially valuable and are in great demand in China and other 

[eastern countries, exports being mainly from Bombay, Madras and Nagapattinam. 

4. Bombay Dugk Fishery. 

the Bombay duck fishery in India is more or less localised to the Bombay 

coast from Ratnagiri in the south to Broach in the north and· consists exclusively 

of one species, 'namely H!rpodon nehereus. This is a medium sized fish attaining 

a max1mum length of 33 cms. or so. It is also found to some extent on the West 

Bengal, Orissa and Coromandal coasts. The total catch of Bombay duck in India 

,during 1949-50 has been estimated at about 7,250 tons (i.e. about 2~ of the 

total marine fish produced in India). More than 90% of the produce comes from 

tlllf' Bombay coast and the rest from the East coast of India. 

Tbe fishing for Bombay duck begins towards the end of September just after 

:the south-west monsoon and remains in full swing upto the end of January. The 

;t1shing 1s mostly done by means of bagnet locally known as "Dol" oper~ted at. 
a distance 0'1' about 4-5 miles from the shore. Nearly 80% of the total catch 

JS sun-dried. A part or the catch is also sold in the fresh !tate at nearby 

places. The specIes 1s carnivorous, its main food consists of prawns. It seems 
~.. . 
~o be a mfgratory 'fish, since it moves.away from the shore sometime in February-

I-rch and reappears in big ~hoals in October. The fish is p'obablY a ~~ntinuous 
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breeder, with two peak spawning seasons. The spawning appears to be in off-,j 

shore waters as e~~s and larvae have not been obtained in the inshore area. ~ 

5. Ribbon FIsh Fishery 

The ri,bbon fishes or halrtails, belonging to the family Trichluridaei~ 

are represented in the Indian waters by three species, trichiurus haumela, 

T.savala and T.mnticus. These shoaling fish form an important fishery on t~ 

Madras Coast and adjoining areas. 

In Indian waters the three species shoal separately at different pla~ 

On the East Coast, I. haumela predominates in the catches at'Madras. T. say, 

is reported to be more common near Kakinada and in the fishing centres of 

Orissa, while T. mnticus is the most common species in the south near the Gui 

of Mlnaar and Palk strait. T. haumela and T. savala predominate 

in the southern part of the West Coast, between Cape Comorin and 

tM northern part, comprising the Konkan and the Bombay coasts. 

respectivelj 
"j~~ 

Mal pe, and tl 
'i 

These fisbtt 

appear along the coastal waters between the ·months of June and October with! 

peak occurrences in different months. 

Observations so far made at the Cen~ral ,Marine Fisheries Researcb Stat 

indicate that Ribbonfishes spawn in the off-shore waters just before they ape 

along the coastal regions from the month of June or July and that their Spaft 

\)!triod is restricted to a short time once a year. 

Although ribbon fishes afford only a seasonal fishery, they form a~.~ 

major part of the fish landings along both the East and West Coasts of Ind~ 

constituting up to 40-45% of the total landings during the peak periods. B~i 

The common mati soft and ribbon shaped, they are easily sundried with salt. ,-, 
, ]: 

of capture along the East Coa&t are by means of seine nets, locally known a~ 

Vella ~, Pedda valat. Iraga vala!, Allvl V~ll'\foVallU vala9arid Madi .!fJ 
(shore seine) and along the West Coast with Paithu vaia, PachU vala, T~ 

ill.!! (used exclusively for catching ribbon fishes), Veechu!!!! (small'DJiiilt 

~ net operated from a canoe), .f!!:!! vala (shore seine) and Rampani n.t~.;;~l 
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MISCELLANEOUS FISHERIES. 

1. CRUSTACEAN FISHERIES. 

Among the commercially important crustaceans of Indla, prawns undoubtedly 

occupy the first place In virtue of the magnitude and value of the fishery they 

supuort. According to available statistics, they form lO~ and 7.5% respectively 

of the total fish catch from the sea and fresh water. About two-fifths of the 

total production of marine crustaceans come from the state of Travancore-Cochin; 

Bengal contributes approximately 30% and the remainder is produced by the other 

maritime states like Orissa, Madras and Bombay. 

PRAWNS 

With the exception of a couple of species of ~eander (family Palaemonldae), 

which are fished in fairly large numbers on the Bombay coast and in the Gangetic 

delta, all the marine prawns belong to the Penaeid group (family Penaeidae). The 

more important species are Penaeus carinatus, P. indicus, Metapenaeus monocergs, 

M. affinis, M. dobsoni, M. brevlcorni~ and Parapenaeopsis stylifera. All of them, 

except the last, have the habit of migrating into estuaries and backwaters in 

the early post-larval phase of their life-history and, after a period of growth 

extending over several months, go back into the sea where they become sexually 

mature and breed. The rich prawn fisheries of these waters owe their existence 

to this habit. 

P. carinatus is the largest speCies, gI'owing to a length of 10". An 

individual of th~ size may weigh well oveI' 5 oz. Though it is found all along 

the east and west coasts of India, it is seldom' fishe~ in large numbers. 

P. indicus is a slightly s~aller species, reachIng a length of about 8". It is 

·,one, or the most important commercial sMcies anr'! is caught in considerable 

'numbers from the sea as well as from the estuart'es and backwaters. 

All the·4 species of Metapenaeus are much smaller, the largest, M. monoceros 

and M. artlnia, rarely exceeding 6". L...l!!Q!!Q£~ is adapted for life in water 

of comparatively very low salinity and is therefore quite common at the mouths 

of streams and is brackish-water lakes lIke the Chl1ka and Pullcat- lakes and the 

backwaters of Malabar. ~~vicorni! is repo~ted to be the most common Peneld 

~r Bengal, large numbers of th~ occur~ing in paddy fields situated In low lying 
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areas. ~dosoni is found along both coasts of India and if probably th~ most 

important species concerned in the annual prawn fishery --of the backwaters of 

Travancore-Cochin. 

Parapenae0I!sis styllfera is a non-migratoryPenaei~ growing to about 41" 
in length. It is fished in large numbers along the' Malabar coast from Novembe 

to May; but is scaroe during the rest of the year probably because of the 

comparatively low salinity of the coastal waters. 

The fresh-water prawns are mostly species of Palae!l!on and are found all 

over the country. Some like P. carcinus, p. idae, P. malcolmsoni, etc. enter 

brackish water in certain parts of the year, apparently for breeding. 

Prawn fishing is mostly done in shallow water, employinr, various kinds 

of nets like the boat-seine, wall net, cast net, drag net etc. Lar~e quantit 

of prawns are caught by means of long conical nets supported on pairs of stak 

(Stake nets) in the backwaters and estuaries of the South-West Coast where th., 

is one of the most important methods used for large-seale prawn fishin~. It 

however, unsuited to areas which are not subject to tidal action. Several 

hundreds of acres of paddy fields bordering the backwaters and oonnectedoana 

of the northern half of the Travancor~-Cochin State have very valuable prawn 

fishinp grounds. Only one crop is raised in these fields and after it is hal', 

water from the baokwaters and canals, carrying large numbers of prawns, is l8J"A 

into them every day at high tide. Sluices are provided and by clOSing them a~ 

low tide water is prevented from flowing back. Fishing is restricted to a fe

days in a fortnight when the tides are strong and is done by fixing short coni 

nets to the sluices and allowinp. the water to flow out through them during e~,', 

tide. December to April is the season of this fishery. ~. 
In the Chilka lake, the Oriya fishermen capt\1~e large numbers of pra-,i 

:~:e::::YO:ft:::: :::::: ::,:::,':: ::.'h::::·o;b::: :::.:: :;n:::;n,T::on.~ 
the shore at night. The fence leads them into the enclosure formed by ,the trj 

Lar~e quantities of prawns are dried, semidried or smoked. There 1s ~j 
-I 

consideratie export of proc~ssed prawns to foreign countries chiefly to Burji 

CRABS. '''Ii 
.(jl 

The commercially important s?ecies of marine crabs are Scylla serratat~ 
~'5 

Nelltunus pe1ag~,and N. sanguinolentus. The first is mostly fished from '~ 

bracki~;:water, whilLe the other two are caught from the sea also. They occuj 
r~ ,;': ~~ 

a101 -,..-



with prawns and fish, in the catches obtained with the nets generally in 

a few are caught by other devices also. Considerable numbers of the 

s of !!Rtunus are caught from the sea along the South-West coast from 

May, while Scylla is' fished from estuaries and backwaters in June, 

and August soon after the monsoon has started. The largest catches of crabs ~ 

to be from August to October, and. in Kadras, 

best season is from March to June. In addition to these marine crabs, 

les of the fresh-water crab Paratelphusa are also caught for human consumption. 

LOBSTERS. 

Two species of spiny lobster Panulirus pollphagns and P. ornatus and the 

lobster Thenus oriental is are commercially valuable. The last is 

the West Coast of the peninsula; but on the east coast, especi'lly from 

Calimere to Cuddalore, they occur in abundance at depths ranging from 10-30 

The spiny lobsters are caught in fair numbers on the Bombay coast from 

.. veimber to ,M_»eh, using speciaL traps (lobster pots) or by nets like the wall 

SHRIMPS. 

Species of the penus Acetes, which'rarely exceed an inch- in length, occur 

Ftn countless numbers in certaIn months in the coastal waters, when they are caught 
" ~_d marketed. 
~; 

~ ~ 
ii' 

2. MOLLUSCAN FISHERIES. 

The entire littoral and sublittoral zones of the east and west coasts, the 
~i~ 
~umerable reefs, creeks and gulfs, and the multitude of small and large estuaries 

tind backwaters abound in a rich molluscan fauna, whose potentialities as a source 
~-;--L 

'~Or food and as raw materials of considerabl~ ~aJ.J1e in commerce and 

l;~t yet been fully exploited in this country, In India mOlluscfas 
~L g" 
l~ rood mostly by the poorer classes of people. 

PE£UrtISHERIES. 

industry, have 

are utilized 

, 
~ 

The true ~arl cysters in the Indian waters are ~1n£1!9~~lgaris~ 

~l' chemnltzi, P. margaritifera, p. anomioides and P. atropurpurea, of which the 

!'rVst named species forms large beds of great commercial value in the Gulf of, 

illanaar, Gulf of Kutch and also Palk Bay. The pearls produced in them have been 
~J 

~,well'-known, from t1mes 1mmemorial, as oriental pearls. The pearl-banks, or 



tpaarst upon which the oysters live, are situated in 10 to 12 fathoms of water' 

upto about 12 miles from the shore. In the Gulf of Manaar and the Gulf of Ku 

the bottom of the pearl-banks is either rocky or formed of dead coral with 

encrustations of sand, whereas in Palk Bay it is composed of muddy sand. 

oysters grow to a size of about 3t x 4 inches and live not beyond five year8.< 

the Gulf of Manaar and Palk Bay they are fished by divers. 

are reached when they are fUlly exposed during low·water sprin~ tides. 

tion of nearl fisheries is conducted under state supervision. Millions 
used to be fished from the pearl-banks off Tuticorin coast, but at the 

time the banks are barren.Even in the past, productive years have been 

by lone intervals of little 01' no yield. The last fishery that was held off t' 
.;.~ 

Tutic<orlncoast was in 1926. OWing to the high expenditure incurred for the<;C:C;i.C.·.;~ 
inspection of the banks, and to make arrangements for conducting the pearl ~ls< 

the lo.s to the State is enormous if the fishery is not productive. To ~ssure~ 
«< cont1nuous yield of oysters, measures for the conservation of this fishery are'l 

essential. CHANK FISHERIES. 
~ 

~ 
-~ 

The. chank, Xancus pyrum, is restricted in its distribution to the Indian1 

waters, and a closely allied race, which is sometimes rer,arded as a distinct 

species, occurs in the Andaman waters. Charlks are gregarious in habt t and occi 

in large n'\lllibers on the muddy sand bottom up to about seven fathoms. They aNt~ 

fished by diving in the Tinnevelly, Ramnad, South Arcot a."Id Tanjore Districts ~ 

the Madras State on the east coast, and in Travancore and Kathiawar on the we~ 

coast. The chank shells are largely used in the manufacture of banl'les, an ,< 

industry thriving in Dacca (East Pakistan). The rare sinistral shell is pric~ 

very high as it 1s befieved to bring r,ood fortune to its possessor. Five tho~ 

rupees is not too much for a sinistral shell of ,oodshape, size and quality.~j 
,,~ 

EDIBLE SHELLFISH FISHERIES.J 

Oysters, olams, mussels, cockles and a few ~astropods and cephalopods :1 
used as food tbraughaut tho countfy. Of the edible oysters, the most importan, 

a~e the backwater oyster, ostr!! madrasensis, .hich abounds in all the estua~1 

and backwaters of tho east and west coasts, theIrock oyster, O. cucullata, ~ 
is marine and oceurrs on rocks all alOnR the entire coast, and the disc Oyst" 

O.dlscoides, of the littoral zone of Sind and Bombay coasts. That the oys:er 

is an excellent artiele of food has not been realised in this country, and hel 



yster culture is not practised. The Indian backwater oyster lends itself 

admirably to culture on a large scale. 

The green sea mlssel, Mytilus viridis, occurs along the Madras, Malabar, 

tanara, Cochin and North Travancore coasts. In Cannanore, Tellicherry and Mahe 

large quanti ties are sold in the markets. 

The clams, Meretrix meretrix, M. casta, ~ and Velorita cochinensis form 

~st beds in the estuaries and backwaters of the country and are of considerable 

~od value. Another edible bivalve in the backwaters is A!£! granosa. The cockle 

[lam, Circe g1bb~, of the mud flats in the shallow waters of Kundagal point near 

'amban ann of Palk Bay near Mandapam and Rameswaram, where it occasionally occurs 

,n thickly populated beds, is extensively fished by the local population. Donax 

!Deatus, and D. scortum from the wave-beaten sandy beaches allover the coast, 

~sodesma (Panhla) glabratum from the intertidal zones of the isla~ds of the Gulf 

;r Manaar, species of Tridacna from the reefs, Cardium, ~ and Tapes from the 

Ittoral zones are seme of the other bivalves occasionally used as food whenever 

hey occur in large numbers. Of the fresh water bivalves, only the mussel finds 

'avour with some as an article of food. 

Of the marine gastropods, Xancns pYrum, Pterocera lambis, Oliva gibbosa, 

urbo marmoratn~, ~~, Thais rudolphi, Umbonium vestiarium s Tonna dolium 

nd species of Melongena, ~ and Strombus are utilized as food. The meat is 

snally extracted out of the shells after boiling the animals and used in curries; 

n the chanks it is removed with a knife in the fresh condition, sliced and dried 

or future use. The land snails are not known to be eaten in this country, and 

r the fresh water gastropods only the apple snail, Pila globosa, is utilized for 

bis pU!rpose. 

Among the cephalopods, the squids of the genus Lollgo, the cuttlefish Sepia, 

00 the devil-fish Octopus are of value as food, more partioularly in the Ramnad 

lstriet of the Madras State whe're they occur in abundance in the Palk Bay. 

LIME FISHERIES. 

In the coastal distrIcts where limestone deposits are rare, the only sources 
r 
r lime are the corals and shells of molluscs, of which the latter yield the best 

laiity of lime tlsed in the construction and upkeep of buildln~s and other masonry 

)rks. From the estuaries and bacRwaters, consioerable quantities of shells are 

lthered of which the major part is composed of Venerid bivalves and Cerethidea. 
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A small amount of shell is collecte4 from the surf-beaten sandy beaches of th~ 

entire coast. By far the bulk of the shells comes from the sub-fossil deposl~ 

as in the Pulicat lake near Madras, Surla near Ichanur, Vembanad lake in 

Travancore, and Tuticorin. 
~ 

The deposits occur in thick layers several feet b~ 
,-'0 

the surface and consist of a variety of shells, such as Xancus, Rapana, ~tj 
-, 

Cerethidia, Natica, Umbonium, thais, Tonna, Arca, Cardita, Placenta, Meretrix'l 

Pectunculus etc. 

3. SEAWEEDS. 

The Sunderbans, the Chilka Lake, the deltas of Godavari and Kistna, the 
~, 

rocky shore of Viaagapatam, Pulica-' Lake, the rocks of Mshabal1nuram, the estu. 

of other southern rivers, the relatively calm Palk Bay, the turbulent Gulf of 

Manaar \Vith islands fringed by coral reefs and many other areas in India are_ 11 
in algal growth. Many at- the dominant species are brown or red algae of consi~ 
able economic value. 

-i 
-j 

During World War II ,agar was needed for medical and J(ubl1c health work,·~ 

the cutting on of imports from Japan gave the impetus for marchalling ourl 

agaroJbYte resources. Thus i~ 1940, agar was for the first time processed in 

India aiJllUltaneously at the Labortatory of the Scientific and Industrial Researi 

Board .. Delhi, and by the Department of Research or Travancore. The results wert 

encouraging, considering how difficult it \Vas, then to obtain filter-aids, freet 

plants, and other machinery for the purpose. When peace returned, imports of~. 

came from the United Kingdom where agar had been made on a commercial scale durt 
, 

the war; more recently imports from Japan have restarted, but the supply of aga, 

is still insufficient, for Japan is now using the major portion of the output f4 

food purposes. 

Research on the resouces of aga~ophytes in India, carried out at the Cent' 
, !.ii 

Marine Fisheries Beseareh Station, Mandapam, bas brought to light the tact that~ 

Q!lidium micropterum which had been overlooked in previous \Vork on agar manu fact 

is a very valuable source. This seaweed is prolific on the coral reefs on the 

Pamban area and is probably found on all other coral reefs near the Indian short 
~ 

and in the Laceadives and Andaman Islands. In the Pamban area fifteen other 

species of red al"ae, including Gracilaria have been shown to be sources of a~a~ 

Tbe weight of fresh Gracl1aria that could be collected from the Chilka LaJij 

during the year 1946 was estimated to be 100 tons. The total annual tonnage of ~ 
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all the agar-yielding species of the Pamban area also is rou'ghly calculated at 

100. The total resource of India may possibly be 3000 tons, which represents 

12 tons of agar or about one-third the tonna~e imported from Japan in 1937. The 

estuarine species of Graci1aria and Hypne! will give additional tonnage, and, 

further, they can be artificially propagated. 

Work on the brown seaweed, Sargassum, shows that the Coromande1 Coast, 

Travancore and the Kathiawar Coast have considerable resources of the seaweed, 

that of the last (taking into account only the seaweeds cast up or. the shore) 

bein~ roughly estimated at 100 tons per annum. 

Experiments on algin extraction from the brown seaweeds are in progress at 

the laboratory of the Madras Government Fisheries Department at Krusadai I., 

in the Gulf of Manaar. Experiments on seaweeds as fertilizer, conducted by the 

same department, showed that Sargassum, Turbinaria and Graci1aria, compos ted 

with fish offal and shark-liver oil sediments for three months, yielded an 

It above average" fertilizer. 

In Japan the relatively crude gel of Graci1aria and other agarophytes , 
is extracted and used in various foods. G. 1ichenoides and G. crassa are 

occasionally used on the Coromande1 Coast also in food preparations. An abundanG! 

of vitamins has been demonatrated in Porphyra, a red alga eaten especially in 

Japan and China but also found in considerable quantities in certain parts of 

our coast. 
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Part III - Research 

.JL 

PROBLEMS OF FRESHWATER FISHERIES. 

Since the freshwater fisheries of India alr'eady yield a large crop, both 

in respect of bulk and value, the solution of its various problems is bound to 

ensure a substantial improvement in the matter of food production. The avail

able statistics do not show the enormous quantity of fish caught from small 

streams, ponds etc., scattered allover the country, which is mostly consumed 

locally. Though the marketable surplus of freshwater fish in India was esti

mated in 1.948 at 29% of the total production of 142.1 lakh maunds, its value 

was Rs.92.7 million, against Rs.86.8 million of the remaining 71~ of marine and 

estuarine p~oduction. 

The iniand waters of India, excluding Andamans and NiQobars, fall mainly 

the following five geographical systems, as shown 1n the accompanying map. 

1. The Ganga system, one of the greatest river systems in the world, 

~ra1ns the southern slopes of the central Himalayas and covers the Uttar Prade~ 

We,st Bengal and ,i0rtions of Bihar and Madhya Bharat. The rivers of· this system 

have a combined length of about 5000 miles + and a catchment area of about 3.75 

lakhs of square miles, with a rainfall ranging from about 2Fi" to 77" (average 

43") and an average annual run-off of about 20" and 397 million acre feet. Lyinl 

between the Indus and the Brahmaputra system, it embraces various types of 

freshwater habitats from the icy-cold Himalayan streams to the warm waters of 

the plains. There are numerous lakes and ponds and jheels both perennial and 

seasonal, some at high elevations like the Kumaon lakes. This system contains 

the richest freshwater fish fauna in India, ranging from the mahseers and 

loaches of the hill streams to the cuI turable carps, prawns and other fishes of' 

the plains. 

ii. The East Coast System drains the whole peninsular India east of the 

Western Ghats and the Southern Section of the Mahadeo Hills and Maikala Range 

of Central India and the Chota Nagpur Hill range, right up to the branching of 

the Bhagirathl (Hooghly) from the Gfu~ges. The rivers of this area, excluding 

those shorter than 200 miles, are about 6400 miles in total length. The total 

catchment area of the region is about 4.7 lakhs of square miles and the rainfal 

+ These figures have been kindl~ furnished by the Central Waterpower, Irrigatio 
and Navi~ation Commission. 
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The freshwater fisheries proper relate mostly to the perennial and 

seasonal inland waters above the tidal innuence of salinity. Rich and varied 

in nature, they comprise chiefly the major carps such as Cat!!, ~, Cirrhina, 

Barbus etc., Catfishes like Wallago, Silonia, Mystus, Pangasius, Bagarius, 

Callichrous, Eutropichthys, fi!!!, etc., air breathers like Qphicephalus, AniR!!, 

Heteropneustes, Clarias, etc. featherbacks such as Notopterus, certain euryhaline 

fishes like Hilsa, Setioinna, Mugil, Etroplus ete. freshwater pra.n Paleamon, 

and a few exotic and miscellaneous species including eels, minor carps etc. 

The problems of the freshwater fis'heries of India are typical of an industry 

that is very old and has yet remained restricted to certain traditional 

practices. These problems fall under two categories, viz., those relating to 

conserving, enhancing and harvesting more fully the natural fish corps in rivers, 

canals, lakes, reservoirs etc., and those dealing with fish farming in smaller 

confined waters. 
NATURAL CR<tP. 

Conservancy.- Conservancy measures based on certain general observations 

have been attempted in some parts of India as in the Godavari and the Cauvery, 

inclliding the Nllgiri waters, in Madras; the Kabbani, the Thunga, the Palar 

and the Cauvery in Mysore; the Beas, the Ravi and the Sutlej in the Punjab and 

the High Range waters in Travancore-Cochin. Some of these attempts have 

succeeded to a certain extent, but they have not been really effective, as our 

knowledge about the actual nature and extent of crop fluctuations, possible 

depletion and the species biology, with special reference to the breeding habits 

and the migratory movements of the fishes, is still incomplete. Further, in 

addition to biological information, particularly about the movements of fishes 

between their natural habitats and the restricted summer pools, dam aprons and 

other areas of congregation, collection of a large mass of accurate statistical 

data about various aspects of freshwater fisheries is necessary before suitable 

measures of conservancy can be formulated. Some efforts at gathering inland 

fishery statistics have begun to be made by some of the State fishery depart~ 

ments and the Central Ministry of Agriculture, but on account of the magnitude 

of the task, the widely scattered nature of the crop and the paucity of collect-

ing personnel, progress so far achieved is somewhat meagre. 

Protection of the freshwater fisheries from the effects of pollution due 

to industrial waste and Mtmicipal sewage is another measure of conservancy 
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which has not yet received due attention in India. With increasing indus-
~ 

trialisation of the country, this problem has begun to assume a serious propor

tion. A special Committee of the Indian Council of Agricultural Research 

appointed in 1944 recommended that definite data be collected on (i) the 

location of the centres of pollution, (ii) the factors responsible for pollution 

and (iii) the effects of such pollution on the fisheries of the area. Some 

information on the first of these"has now been gathered from different State 

Departments. Distilleries, paper mills, textile mills, sugar mills, cement 

factories, iron and steel works, cinchona factories, glue works etc. are 

reported to be the majoT sources of pollution through industrial waste in a 

large number of States: The range of pollution, the injurious principles 

involved and the extent of their adverse effects on the fisheries have all to 

be studied, at least in the more important cases, before any remedial measures 

can be formulated. The possible transmission of diseases through the agency of 

fish affected by sewage is another problem requiring investigation. 

The effects of dams on fisheries is a subject which has gained special 

importance with the formulation of several multi-purpose river projects in India.

For fishery requirements, the need for the proviSion of fish passes, lifts etc., 

in the construction of the dams and wiers, clearance of boulders and tree 

trunks from the prospective reservoir beds, adjustments in the manipulation of 

sluices and regulators, etc. has to be carefully examined. In this connection 

a thorough knowledge of the feeding and breeding movements of at least the ,more 

important fishes in the area, their leaping capaCity, the hydro-dynamics in 

the region, the value of the fishery resource of the river system likely to be 

affected by the d~, the economics involved and a host of other problems is 

necessary. Preliminary biological investigations in connection with the Hira

kud an~ Damodar Valley projects have been started by the Central Inland 

Fisheries Research Station. 

Enhancing.~ In addition to enriching the natural crop by protective 

measures, it can also be enhanced by regional stocking as has been proved by 

the introduction and establishment of the Catla from its sources in the north 

into the Cauvery system and of the exotic forms such the Mirror Carp and the 

Trout in the Nilgiris, etc. Recent observations on the occurence of the Mrigal 

and the Rohu in some of the peninsular waters have indicated the possibility 

of the extension of these fishes in the waters of the south. 
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Efforts at augmenting the fluviatile crop through artificial hatcheries 

has not revealed any tangible results in the case of Hilsa. Artificial 

hatching of major carps on a large scale has not been successful so far, but 

minor carps have been found to respond well to artlcicial propagatl(m. At 

present the work of any importance in this line is virtually confined to the 

trout, which is 'cultured for sport. 

Regional manuring in streams and lakes has not been practised. in India, 

with the exception of stray attempts at dumping bones and corals in the Nilgiri 

ri~rs with a view to increasing the calcium content of those upland waters. 

Fuller harvesting. Apart from certain regions of the hill streams and 

other riverine areas which may not be easily accessible,· many deep inland 

waters are a problem for the fishermen. Weedy waters and those with submerged 

boulders and dead tree trunks are particularly difficult to fish. Deep water 

fishing experiments with modifications in local implements, like the night line~ 

and the introduction of new implements, such as the Rangoon net, Oosavalai, 

etc. have led to some increase in catch. Effective fishing methods have, 

however, still to be devised for the different kinds of deep and difficult 

inland waters with due reference to the substratum, depth, contour, flow, 

weedage and the fish species concerned. 

FISH FARMING. 

~. - The supply of fish seed obtained from the small number of 

known riverine fry collection grounds and 'bundh' type of tanks is inadequate' 

to meet the seed demand which is rapidly increasing with the expansion of fish 

culture among public and private bodies. As a result of the partition of the 

country, the majority of fish seed collection grounds are now in East Pakistan, 

and the seed problem has become so acute in India, that the price of spawn ,ro,se t 
to Rs.502/- per ~ + in 1950. Bengal and the adjoining areas are practicallf 

, -~ 

the only part of India where a regular fish seed trade has existed from ancien~ 
,41 

days. Of late, efforts have been made to discover and exploit local sources 
'~ 

of seed in other States also, specially in Orissa, Madras, Bihar, U.P. and 

Delhi. In the Bengal area, the practice is to collect eggs anp larvae of major 

carps from rivers and to some extent from 'Bundhs' and transport them to 
.... 

+ Measure employed in West Bengal and some other States, generally containing 
approximately 1,00,000 spawn. 
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stocking tanks and other waters, usually after a period of care in nurseries. 

Considerable quantities of spawn, fry and fingerlings are now exported from 

Bengal to meet the requirements of other States like Madhya Pradesh, Bhopal, 

Hyderabad, Bombay and Tripura. In places like Madras and Orissa, fingerlings 

are collected instead of, or iq addition to, fry. 

Unfortunately, some of the methods emnloyed in the seed trade are 

exceedingly wasteful; sometimes the majority of the seeds perish in the course 

of the operations. As much as 95.7% mortality was reported last year from the 

Zobra Farm in Orissa. An analytical study of the existing practices and a 

series of laboratory and field experiments have revealed that this high 

mortality is the cUDlulative effect of faulty methods of collection, condition

ing, transporting and stocking etc. By the application of suitable methods, 

it has been possible to reduce the mortality by nearly half. 

Tr_nsport of fish seed and seedlings has become a problem of immediate 

importance, especially since distant states have begun to indent .-for fish seed 

on West Bengal and other seed yielding areas. Aeration in the "Thuma" type of 

live fish transport truck is satisfactory for short distance road transport, 

but is expensive both in capital cost and running charges. A cheap and handy 

adaptation of this type of aeration has been success~111y worked out in OrIssa. 

Transport by air and rail over long distances has been attempted at Barrackpore, 

and over ten lakhs of fry have been thus despatched during the last season 

from Calcutta to Madhya Pradesh, Bhopal, Hyderabad, Tripura and Bombay. While 

sealed oxygen containers have been found to be of considerable help in redUcing 

mortality during transport, the technique has to be perfected, so as to ensure 

maximum survival and economy in long range transport. 

Side by side with improvements in the methods of collection and transport, 

etc. of-fish seed, sources of seed supply have to be greatly extended in order 

to cater to the increasing requirements of stocking. While, througb survey 

work, new fields are gradually being added to the collection grounds of spawn, 

try and fingerlings, the essential/cOnditions of spawning are still imperfectly 
£ 

known. After the necessary conditions for spawning in the actual spawning 

grounds have been fully understood, it may become feasible to construct breeding 

'bundhs' for augmenting seed production. 

The use of saltwater fish seed for culture in freshwaters has been tried 
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in some parts, but still remains to be systematised. The cultural possibilities 

of saltwater fishes like Pearlspot, Chanos and Mullet 1n freshwater have yet to 

be taken full advantage of'and'their farming requirements worked out in detail. 

As mullets have been found to stand direct transfer to water that is nearly 

fresh, their extensive seed grounds in the coastal areas need to be fully 

exploited. 

Another problem relating to fish seed is the recognition and separation 

of seeds of various species. Not only have seeds of predaceous fishea and of 

uneconomic forms to be eliminated, but the different culturable species should 

also be distinguished in their early stages and segregated for selective 

stockin~ in prooer combinations. While considerable amount of information on 

the distinguishing characters of young stages of our fishes is available, a 

simple and reliable key for the use of the fish fa~mer in the field is an urgent 

necessity. Some experiments in timed skimming of seeds in lots, as commonly 

done in China, carried out at Barrackpore have indicated the possibilities of 

segregating different species with reference to their different oxygen require

ments and other hydrological needs. 

Survey of Cultivable Waters.- An essential step towards the extension 

of fish culture in the country is to take proper stock of all our actually and 

potentially productive waters. Statistical information on the cultivable 

waters of India is at present meagre, though efforts at systematic survey of 

inland waters have begun to be made in a number of States, notably Madras and 

Orissa, where elaborate forms for collecting the necessary physical, hydro

biological and other data are being used. The Fisheries Statistics Committee 

of the Central Ministry of Agriculture has devised standard forms and suggested 

means for carrying out a general survey of this nature on a uniform basis 

throughout the country. 

Preparation of waters._ A good deal of general information has become 

available on the factors of aquatic productivity and fishery requirements in 

ponds, but the optimum conditions to be promoted and maintained 1n each kind 

of water, with regard to its hydrological factors have still to be worked out. 

In farming practice, very little is done towards the preparation of waters 

before stocking, nor 1s much attention paid to the maintenance of suitable 

conditions after stocking. Predatory fishes are generally netted out prior to 
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Ie 
,toCking and a small quantity of organic manure is sometimes added to promote 

rankton growth. 

Stocking. - As a number of species of major carps are generally stocked 

~gether, the proper combinations of suitable species and their desirable 

8ensities are matters of considerable importance. Though certain combinations 

and proportions are already in vogue and a few others have been sugpested by 

$Ome workers, there is great need for experimentation in this directton. 

Pond upk2ep. - While a piece of water is usually over-stocked to begin 

dth, the crop is regulated by timely thinning out as the fishes grow in size, 

and by introducing fresh juvenile stocks whenever necessary. This regulation 

of numbers requires much discretion, as on that depends the possibility of 

obtaining yearly more than one harvest, especially from perennial waters. 

One of the most vital problems of pond upkeep is that of fish food, and 

~are is needed to maintain the aquatic food chain continuous. Though in West 

Bengal and some other States, adequate nutrition is provided for the crop 

directly and indirectly by the selective use of farmyard refuse and other 

organic manures, in many other parts of the country no manuring is done. 

~hemical fertilizers are seldom used, though experiments on their use in 

~ifferent doses and combinations, in connection with brackish water farming are 

being tried in Travanc()re. 

The potentlal1 ties of sewage and night so11 as aquatic manure ann fi sh 

food, which have been well proved in China and have also been indicated by 

encouraging results in stray attempts in India, have yet to be tried on a larre 

scale in this country. 
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PROBLEMS OF MARINE AND ESTUARINE FISHERIES 

Introduction 

The problems confronting the marine fishery investigator in India are 

mainly those inherently connected with the geographical and oceanographical 

features of the Indian coast, the physi.ological conditions prevailing in the 

tropic?l seas as against the temperate znes and the rich and varied nature of 

the tropical marine fauna. The ultimate aim of all fishery research is to 
rind means of inc-reasing the available supplies of fish. The gap between the -~1! 

~ 
their appl1catlOJ! collection of scientific data on fisheries on the one hand and 

to direct practical use is unfortunately large; the procedures of tact-finding 

and implementation are slow and often unimpressive in proportion to the vastne • .. fi'E 

--
of the problem. Organized attempts at scientific studies on Indiawmarine I 
fisheries date only from 1947, although investigators at several centre$, no~ 

Madras, have worked on subjects of local interest. On most aspects of Indi~~ 
f~ 

marine and estuarine fisheries, scientific information is deficient or non- JI 
existent, eXcepting a knowledge of the predominent species that comprise the 

catches. Fisheries of East & West Coasts. 

The fisheries of the West and East Coasts of India are strikingly 

different as judged by the yield of the narrow inshore belt, not exceeding 

5-7 miles from the shore, which is all that is fished at present. 

thirds of the total landing comes from the West Coast, where the water 

are of an oceanic character and are influenced by the Bottom Antarctic 

as well as by the SOlllali Current which moves northwards from the 

Africa and sweeps round at the head of the Arabian Sea and moves 

the West Coast of India. It seems likely that the productiveness 

Coast fisheries is brought about by the nutrient salts carried by 

and the upwelling of coastal waters under the influence of the strong 

West Monsoon Winds.. The East Coast of India, on the other hand, with the 

numerous large rivers opening into the Bay of Bengal and with the large n 

of tidal creeks, salt marshes, inlets and the two large coastal lakes, the 

Pulicat and Chilka, with feeble monsoon winds and less pronounced oceanic 

circulation, presents conditions which are very different. The marine and: 
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cestuarine fisheries are consequently different in composition from those of the 

West Coast. 

Principal F1sheries of the different coastal ZDne~. 

West Coast. Notwithstanding the broad demarcation mentioned above, the fisheries 

of either coast are not uniform In character throughout the length of each 

coast. This could De seen from the following enumeration of the chief 

bio-geographical zones as understood from the fisheries point of view. Starting 

from the North Western part of India, the Coast of Kathiawar has, in common 
0.-

with the Pakistan coast, an extremely valuable fishery of Scienids ~ Ghols, 

which appear in large numbers at certain seasons of the year, considerable 

landings of Polynemids or R!!!!, Clupeids and sharks and rays. The Gulf of 

Cambay and the strip of the coast north of Bombay share many features with 

the Kathiawar Coast, but owing to the influence of the Narbada and Tapti there 

is a development of the estuarine fisheries as well and, further down, the) 

fishery for Bombay Duck, Harpodon nehereus, is well marked. Both the Ghol /~ 

and Bombay Duck are not pelagic 1n the sense we understand the mackerel and 

sardine fisheries which are best developed to the south of Bombay. The Konkan 

Coast is noted for the mackerel, Raetrel11ger kanagurta, enormous shoals of 

which appear during the October-January period. Mackerel 1s a most important 

fishery throughout the West Coast of India from the Kookan to the Travancore 

Coast, but shoals are not encountered to the south of QUllon. On the Kanara 

and Malabar Coasts, the mackerel, although important, 1s partly eclipsed by 

the Clupeoids- more part1cularly the oil-sardine of Malabar Sardinella 

longic~, and the related forms S!rdinella f1mbrlata, Kowala thoracata, and 

species of anchovies. Several Carangids, Cynoglossids (Cynoglossus 

semifasciatus), sharks and rays also contribute to the high annual yield of 

the Malabar Coast. Polynemids and pomfrets are found in considerable numbers 

throughout the West Coast. The prawn fisheries, composed of Penaelds are also 

well developed in the coastal belts of Malabar, Bombay and Travancore-Cochin. 

The general features of the Malabar Coast, with a rich productive season during 

the period September-February and a lean season during the following months 

ending in total inactivity during the monsoon months, June to August, are in 

evidence up to about fifty miles north of the Cape Comorin the southernmost 

point of India. 
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The nelagic fisheries composed of sardine and mack~!rel disappear in the 

Comorin area but their place is taken by midpe~agic or demersal species, mostli 

perches (species of Serranus, Lethrinus), pomfrets (Stromateus sPP.), the 

butter fish (Lactarius lactarius), sharks, rays and species of Cybium in 

considerable numbers. The Wadge Bank near the Cape is one of the richest 

fishing grounds for percoid fishes and may well prove to be a lucrative 

trawling ground like some of the waters off Ceylon. 

East Coast. The Cape area has much in common with the East Coast between the 

Cape and Point Calimere, where the fisheries are composed of numerous species, 
e 

each contributing to a small scale fishery consisting of Silver Bell~s 

(Leiognathus spp.), pomfrets (stromateus spp.) and Carangids (Caranx sPP.). 

The waters of Palk Bay and Gulf of Manaar have consi~erable yields of ~ 

and Hemirhamphus and the smaller Clupeoids Dorosoma, Stolephorus, Dussumeria 

and Sardinella and the large Clupeid Chirocentrus dorab. High yields are 

noticeable in this area of numerous perches of the genera Lethrinus, Serranus 

and species of CYbium. The waters between Tuticorin and Point Calimere are; 
.". 

noteworthy in the nossession of extensive chank beds, which yield a lucrative i 'f# 
and unique fishery, as also the pearl cyster in the Tuticorin area. The palk~ 

Bay is a valuable fishing ground with considerable resources in leiognathlds, ~ 
.% 

elasmobranchs, cybiids, clupeids, and carangids but the fisheries do not appea~ 

at present to be exploited adequately. From Point Calimere to Adirampatnam 
-.4 there are good grounds for sharks and rays and, during June to August, shoals: 
;~ 

of flying fishes appear off the coast of Nagapattinam and Cuddalore. In the ' 

same area there are also unexnloited fishing grounds for perches and the lObstJ 

Thenus. From Madras to Vishakapatnam, the bi~gest shoaling fishery is that ot~ 
A! 

the hair-tails or species of Trichiurus. This important area on the East C08Stj 
:i 

The Andhra Coast appeail 
.~ 

is also noted for CYbium, Leiognathus and Lactarius. 

to have numerous valuable grounds for shark fishing, especially to the south t 
of Kakinada with considerable yields also in Engraul1s, Pellon!;! and Sttomateul1 

~ ,,,, 
Between Godavari and Ganges, there are numerous small-scale fisheries, the -A 
predominent forms being snecies of ?ellona, Sardinella, Engraulis and stole~ 
with subsidiary fisheries of species of Arius and Cybium. On Viest Bengal and'~ 

;:~ 

Orissa Coasts, Hilsa also apnear in large numbers. 
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The most noteworthy feature of the East Coast marine fisheries seems 

to be the absence of large shoals of mackerel ann sardine, although small 

numbers of them are noticed; their place seem to be taken by the less valuable 

clupeoids, horse mackerels and leiognathids. 

It will be obvious from this survey that the fisheries of the East Coast, 

which now yield only about a third of the total, are more diversified 1n 

character than those of the west. It is probable that the smaller output is 
\ 

.cO'rrelated to socio-economic factors- not least of which is that the West Coast 
V " 1.., 
fisherman is a better s"eaman and that conditions of transport and utilization 

are not as well developed as in Malabar. While the West :oast will be suitable 

for industrial exploitation of fewer fisheries like the clupeids, mackerel and 

prawns, the East Coast would, if developed, substantially increase the supplies 

of sea fish for consumption in the fresh state. 

Estuarine Fisheries. 

Euryhaline groups of fishes are of great importance throughout India but 

more on the Eastern Sector. The mullets, which include numerous species of 

Mueil, are essentially coastal forms which are highly adaptable and are often 

found in estuaries; the bulk of the fisheries of the Chilka Lake is contributed 

by mullets. These, and the well known Clupeid 'lil~ and the percoid Bhekti 

(~ calcarifer) are of great value in the Deltaic system of the Ganges

Brahmaputra, as well as at the mouths of Godavari and Kistna. There are several 

other clupeoids which thrive in the estuarine waters of the Ganges. The 

estuarine regions, backwaters and the coastal lakes also provide nurseries for 

the quick growth of young prawns of the Penaeid group, giving high yields in 

the Pul1cat, Collair and Chilka Lakes and in the Sundarbans area of Bengal. 

Crab fisheries, mainly consisting of ~lla serrata, and Neptunus spp. are also 

v~luable in estuaries and lakes. 

Srecial Problems of.Trooical FisherIes. 

Fisheries Science paving developed largely on the basis of work carried 

out in countries where the winter and summer perloCls in the sea are sharply 

demarcated, many of the well known tools of research utilize the effects on 

fishes of the dormant period when growth is arrested owing to inactivity of 

absence of food organisms. It remains to be established as to What extent 

credence could be placed on growth rings observed on scales and otoliths in 
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tropical waters. Similarly, owing to the high, and uniform temperature, fairly 

steady supply of food throughout the year, extended spawning periods and high 

rate of growth, it is with considerable difficulty that year classes could be 

separated and the rate of annual recruitment to stocks determined as a guide 

to the estimation of total populations. These factors, combined with the fact 

that in several fisheries instead of a single fish, many closely related specie. 

are involved, which even the trained systematist often finds difficult to 

separate in the younger and juvenile stages, have created problems not 

encountered in the colder seas. At the present time, an appreciable part of 

research effort has to be directed to the development of suitable procedures 

to tackle the problems presented, in addition to the framing and stud/ing of 

individual problems. The taxonomist, whose interest is in species, will find 

a wealth of material in the rich fauna of India, but it has added difficulties 

to the fishery worker. Investigations on plankton, analysis of bottom fauna 

and evaluation of organic production in the sea are all rendered difficult 

by the multiplicity of organisms, both plant and animal. Correct understanding 

of populations contributinl1' to fisheries, as to whether they are widely 

distributed or local, would help a great deal in deciding whether there is any 

danger of overfishing; any measures for the conservation of fisheries, that may 

be necessary, can only be based on full knowledge of the biology of the fishes 

involved. In all this work we have made only a beginning. 

Scientific Exploratory Fishing. 

In India, the development of marine fisheries at the present time is 

primarily. one of increased exploitation of the resources already existing in Cl 

nature. But it has to be made sure that such expansion of effort will not 

adversely affect the stock as has occurred in many parts of the world. Our 

idea of these resources at present is purely based on the fishing carried out 

in the inshore waters, where there are already complaints in certain areas 

that there has been large scale diminution in stock, but it is not now known 

whether such fluctuations are natural or produced by intense local activity. 

To begin with, existing production has to be closely studied in relation to 

the effort expended so as to formulate ideas regarding regions which could be 

more intensIvely fished than at present even by the extended use of indigenous 
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There is every reason to believe that the present Inshore stock of 

eral fisheries is coextensive with re~ions at present untapped. One of the 

nt needs is to carry out exploratory fishing in the areas immediately 

, present zones of fishing, eventually lead ing t.o the charting of 

lhe fishing grounds, so that commercial ventures could rely on the availability 

if fishes 1n definite areas at definite times of the year. This is all the 

Lore necessary since the bulk of the commercial species are pelagic and 
r 
~asonal. Full knowledge of their distributlon 7 movemen+;s, factors governing 
1' .. 

~e movement of shoals and estimates of abundance of their populations are 

~ssential so that organisations started for larp:e-scale exploitation will not 
E 
t'be faced with lack of adequate supplies, but will be able to follow a working 
l 
l,lan which would reduce periods of inactivity to the hare minimum. This is 

~particularlY so with forms Which promise to develop into large-scale industries 

i11ke the sardines, the mackerel, and the prawns, all of which are fished in 
i 

/quantities far in eXCess of local demands and at the same time can give 

~ .. t1Sfactory canned prodl.1cts. 

High Sea Fisheries. 

The discovery and utilization of high sea fisheries, like the tuna and 

! the swordfish, will contY'ibute substantially to increased nToduction as shown 
!" 
. by the history of these fisheries in the Pacific. Small tunnies, probably 

species of Euthynnus, are landed in several places in both East and West Coasts 

of India, more particularly on the Malabar and Travancore coasts. A few 

hundred miles away, around the Laccadives and Maldives, large populations of 

tuna are believed to exist and are partially utilized. Nothing 1s at present 

known accurately of the different species, races and populations that contribute 

to this fishery. 

untapped Resources. 

The discovery of untapped off-shore resources will be of practical benefit 

only when means of utilizing them by efficient mechanized methods of capturing 

and bringing them ashorE; in good condition are available. But information on 

habits and movements of fishes along the coast would be use~ll for increased 

exploitation even with the existing gear by the introduction of untried methods 

which will tap a usually untouched ground in any area or by the application of 
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existing methods in what is normally off-seasons for fishing owing to 

of craft. Introduction of small scale mechanized craft, which would enable 

tr.ese variations on the existin~ methods to be practised without considerable 

clipital outlay, ma~' be expected to aup,ment the supplies considerably in 

a,ld i tion to throwing new light on the biology and habits of these numerous 

species. This type of work appears particularly necessary for the east coast 

0f India where there is urgent need for a close study of the fisheries now 

consldered as only of small-scale importance. 

Hydrology. 

Our knowleQge of the water masses of the Indian coasts and their movemen~ 

1s extremely meagre and, at present, it is not possible to correlate these 'dtbi 

the fisheries. Extensive studies on the hydrology of the Indian Ocean would 

help in thf> study of both on-shore and off-shore fisheries but this is a line 

'J f work which cannot extensively be carried out wi thout research vessels. Datl' 

relating to coastal waters at .landapam and Calicut are now being obtained and 

it is hoped to extend this work to many other regions of the Indian coast 

th~ough the cooperation of the Naval Vessels patrolling Indl.an seas. 

Plankton Productivity. 

It is wi~ely held that the productivity of tropical so as is low as 

compared with the tempe~ate waters owing to the low percentage of available 

nutrient salts which supports only a poor plankton. The data obtained for 

coastal waters indicate reasonably high values of phosphates and nitrates with 

well marked seasonal variations contributing to diatom-maxima and occasionally 

tc ur,usual inco-ease in orvanisms inimical to fisheries like Trichodesmium and 

N(>ctllu~~. The inshore waters, at any rate, could be expected to support a 

ri ch pI ankton conhi buting to productive fisheries and it seems probably that 

an-as of high Ciologtcal productivity exist in both the Bay of Bengal and the 

Ara~jan Sea, ooposite the mouths of large rivers bringing into the sea large 

vclumes of fresh water anrl with it both in organiC and organic nutriments. 

3i miJarly, it may be expected that valuable fishing grounds exist in areas of 

o~eanic or coastal upwelling or vertical mixing which bring nutrient-laden 

wdters to thf> surface. 

The 1011 productivity usually attributed to trppical waters probably naeds 

re-examination as has been pointed out by a few recent workers, because the 
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distinction which 1s based on standlnp crops of plankton is more apparent than 

real if the rate of organic turn-over for thp whole year is taken into account. 

An integrated programllle of plankton aDd hyarolop,ical lnvestigation in relation 

to fisheries becomes necessary as also the aspects of plankton studies to 

correlate the presence of certain organisms as indicative of factors influencing 

the fisheries. Researches in this connection have already been initiated. 

In many estuarine fishes, like Hilsa, the fisheries problems are 

complicated by factors affecting the physiology of soecies durin.F the various 

stages of life history, probably affectin~ their migratory movements. The main 

points connected with estuarine fisheries are dealt with in another Chapter. 

Marine Fish [arming. 

Increased fish production through marine fish farming, utilizing the 

fallow coastal lagoons and salt marshes, is a distinct possibility that deserves 

study. The earliest phase in such practices 1~ the utilization of marine fry 

for stocking the coastal areas, captured by simple trappit~ during favourable 

tides and employed in the prawn cultivation in the paddy fields of Travancore-

Cochin. The next stage in development is the collection of fry from the sea 

in such seasons as are favourabl& and stocking them in coastal waters until 

they are grown to appreciable sizes and are ready for the market. It 1s on 
~ !.' 

these lines that the culture of ~ chanos 1s developing. The practice of 

collecting favourable fry and stocking them could, with advantage, be extended 

to the penaeld prawns, more especially to species of Metapenaetls which survive 

diminution in salinity much more than the related Pe~ indicus and 

~inatus, equally suitable for cultural purposes. Many Mullets could 

likewise be employed, but more details of species and degrees of tolerance are 

badly needed. Succ:ess in fish farming operations depends upon the correct 

selection of speciE;s to suit the peculiar physical and chemical condi tions 

under which farminr. is carried out. The chief factors concerned apnear to be 

temperature and salinity and the species chosen ShOUld be both euryhaline and 

eurythermal. In Q~ ~, these characters are fortUnately combined but 

a great limiting factor in this species is the dependence on naturally occurrlnp; 

fry for stocking pl.lrpOSes, which are aV3.ilable only in certain seasons in 

restricted areas of the coast. Further exploration of sea fry resources for 

stockin~ is an urgent necessity. In the matter of marine fish farming Ii clear 
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picture of the fauna and flora of the coastal areas and the physiology of the 

organisms would be of great value. 
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MARINE FISHERY PROBLEMS £F THE ~...§1 ~OAS..1 

IIfTR012~· 

The marine fisheries of the West Coast are among the most important 

in India. A large proportion of the population is either directly engaged in 

fishing operations or employed in one of the subsidiary industries. Any 

visitor to the coastal area, especially to the rural parts, will be struck 

by its intense fishing activity. ~et, judged from modern standards, the 
\ 

fishery is in a very backward condition and there is great scope for stepping 

up f~sh production along the coast if suitable mea.sures are undertaken. 

j!SODR..g. 

The West Coast fishery has a coastline of about 1,500 miles from 

Cape Comorin to the north of Kutch and the fishable area on the continental 

shelf up to the lOO-fathom line may be roughly estimated at 65,000 square 

miles. The continental shelf slopes gradually outwards and is much wider 

than that on the East Goast. The fisheries along this coast vary considerably 

from region to region in respect of the species of fishes, their relative 

abundance, the physical nature of the sea, nature of sea bottom and in the 

fishing methods practised. On these considerations, the West Coast fishery 

may be broadly divided into three zones: (1) Travancore Zone, from Cape 

Comorin to Cochin (about 200 miles), (2) Malabar - Kanara Zone, from Cochin 

to Malvan (about 350 miles) and (3) Bombay Zone, from Malvan to the north of 

Kutch (about 950 miles). The sea along the Travancore and Bombay coasts, 

being open sea, 1s comparatively rough while that along the Malabar-Kanara 

coast, which is a part of the Laccadive sea, is calm, except during the south 

west monsoon months. The fishery of the Malabar-Kanara zone is comparatively 

more productive than those of the other two zones. The richness of this 

fishery is mainly due to the presence in this area of two commercially 

important shoaling species, the oil sardine and the mackerel. The oil 

sardine, which once formed a very rich fishery along tMs coast, has been 

practically non-existent as a commercial fishery for the past few years. 

There are, however, signs of its recovery indicating the recurrence of its 

cycle of abundance. The deficiency caused by the failUre of the oil sardine 
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fishery has been made good by increased yields from the mackerel fishery. 

P~SE~T_FOSJTJON OF TH~ FISHERIES AND Tffi~ 
FISlIING INDUSTRY. 

Though the West Coast fisheries are vast and rich, the present level 

of fish production is low. The fishing operations are at the level of a 

cottage industry, as fishing effort is confined to a very narrow strip of 

the sea, from the shore to about IO-fathom line, a distance of only 5 to 6 

miles. Fishing in the inshore area is well organised and has practically 

reached maximum efficiency consistent with the craft and gear used. The 

practice of the fishermen has been to wait for the fishes to come to the 

inshore area and not to go after fish shoals in the open sea. Both the 

catamaran of the S. Travancore Coast and the dug-out canoe of the Malabar

Kanara Coast are small, light boats which are operated with oa~-and sails. 

There is hardly any working space on them and they are unsuited for staying 

out on the sea for more than a few hours. Each of these boats requires six 

to seven persons to ope rate_ it and often much time and energy are spent in 
.~ 

rowing it to and from the fishing ground. On the Bombay Coast, the fishermen 

go a little farther in larger Ratnagiri boats to conduct drift-net fishing. 

In ];:alabar, long line fishing is done to some extent for sharks, rays and 

catfishes in 16 to 20 fathom area whenever the winds are favourable. 

Several types of nets - boat seines, shore seines, large drift nets, 

gill nets. and cast nets - are used along the coast. In Malabar particularly 

there is a special net for almost every type of fish. These are quite 

efficient for small-scale fishing and well suited in relation to the crafts 

nsed. The fishermen are robust, hardy and possess a good knowledge of the 

fishes, the fishery conditions and the seasonal changes in the physical 

conditions of the area of the sea where they fish. Economically they are 

better off than those on the East Coast, but most of them are indebted to 

the capitalist money-lender who generally owns the boats and who keeps them 

under his control by a system of advance payments. 

About 50 to 60 per cent of the fish caught is utilized in fresh 

condition and the rest is sundried, salted and sometimes converted into manure. 

All along the coast there js a ramification of distributional organisation 

for the supply of fish to markets for a distance of about 10 miles from the 
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coast. The method of curing varies from place to place. The fish salted 

and dried in the Fish Curing Yards of the Madras and Bombay States are known 

to be of better quality than that cured by fishermen outside the Yards. 

During the months of October and November, when fishing is good, a number of 

instances of large scale fish spoilage have been noticed. This is partly on 

account of the inability of the fishernen to handle large quantities of fish 

and partly due to the north-east monsoon rains hampering the sundrying of 

fish. Efficient sho~' organisations for'the handling, assembly, transport

ation and marketing of fishes are generally absent. 

In recent years efforts have been made by the Madras and Bombay 

Governments to improve the socia-economic conditions of the fishermen and to 

organise the fishing industry. A large number of fishery schools, fisher

men's co-operative :~ocieties and fish curing yards have been established 

along the coast. There are at present about 50 carrier launches in Bombay 

transporting fresh :fish from the far off fishing grounds to the Bombay 

markets. This has greatly stimulated the production of fish in that Stat~. 

The Government of Madras have U!1der execution, with financial assistance 

from the Central Government, a number of schemes for distribution of yarn, 

sail cloth and timber for boat building among fishermen at subsidized rates, 

building of small sized, suitably designed power vessels for fishing 

operations and for sale of salt in the Fish Curing Yards at cheap price irt. 

order to bring about improvement in the curing of fish. Two cold storage 

plants, one at Cali cut and the other at Mangalore are being constructed. 

QAUSES OF BACKWARD CONDITION OF THE FISHERIES. 

The chief causes of the backwardness of the West Coast fisheries, 

as already indicated, are the low socio-economic condition of the fishermen, 

their lack of initiative and ability to organise large-scale production and 

to effect efficient distribution of fish and fish products, weakness of their 

fishing effort and their inability to cope with situations arising out of 

abrupt fluctuations in the fisheries. 

Many of the important fishing centres along the coast are more or 

less isolated from the mainland. There are not many road communications in 

the coastal areas. Even the few roads that are there are cut every few miles 

by a number of rivers and streams which have to be crossed'by ferries wit~ 
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tbe result that it takes a long time to transport fish even a few miles. 

Further, there are no easy communications between the narrow strip of the 

low lying c7astal area and the mainland of the Peninsula as t.he t.wo are 

separated by the Western Ghats from Bombay to the southern end of the 

Peninsula. Railway communications are almost absent along the coast except 

over a short distance in Malabar and South Kanara districts. The better 

organization of the fishing industry in these districts is in a large measure 

due to the railway comrrunication there. Lack of adeqU3to communications in 

the coastal areas is a serious hindrance to the quick transportation of fish 

to the interior markets. 

PREREQUISITES fOR EFFECTIVE PLANNING. 

An accurate knowledge of the different species of fishes which 

support our fisheries, their periodical migrations, and concentrations in 

different areas of the sea, their growth and behaviour, spawning areas and 

seasons, their relation to the environmental factors and the fluctuations of 

the fisheries and their causes, and of the statistical data on the extent of 

fish catches and their compos1tion along different parts of the coast and the 

craft and gear used and their measure of catching ability, is very es~ential 

for a rational planning of fisheries development. In India, marine fishery 

research and fishery statistics have received very little attention in the 

past, except by the Madras Fisheries Department who have been collecting 

valuable data for many years. There are at present two Sub-Stations of the 

Central Marine Fisheries Research Station, at Calicut and Karwar, engaged in 

investigating fishery proble~s of this coast. The research staff of these 

Sub-Stations have for the past two years collected some valuable information 

on the biology of certain food fishes and prawns and their relation to the 

binlogical and physico-chemical conditions under which they live. 

SCOPE FOR FUTURE DEVELOPMENT. ===== =-======= 
There is considerable scope for stepping up fish production on the 

West Coast, if suitable measures ure adopted. In addition to the sea, the 

vast backwaters and salt water lakes in Travancore can be made to yield large 

quantities of fish and prawn, by treating them with fertilizers and stocking 

them with suitable species. While the present fishing effort is effective 

for exploitati.on of a limited area of the fishery, it is unsuited for large 
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scale production of fish. 

Any attempt at greater production of fish can be effected only by 
,"'" 

the mechanization of the fishing operations and their extension into the 

offshore area. One of the urgent and essential needs for greater 

exploitation is to build suitably designed small power bDats., The deep-sea 

fishing experiments cDnducted by the Madras Fisheries Department with such 

vessels pDint out that fishing is good up to 30-fathom area and that, under 

suitable cDnditions, it can be made a commercial propositiDn. A modest 

estimate Df the requirement of such boats on the West Coast would be 500 and 

it should be possible to reach this number within a few years. The fishing 

nets that are now being used are well designed and can be enlarged and 

improved to suit the needs of fishing with motDr vessels. The results SD far 

obtained in trawling experiments with large trawlers in different parts of 

our seas, the absence of precise knowledge of the offshore fisheries beyond 

30-fathom area ane the present economic set up of the fishing industry seem 

to suggest that small motor vessels are likely to be successful for commercial 

fishing operations over large parts of the West Coast. 
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!: ISH E R Y S TAT 1ST I C S. = 

'lhe collectlon of accuratF fishery statistics for the whole of India is a 

necessary pre-requisite for 3 proper sclentific plan of exploitation and 

development of marine and inlond fisheries. Until very :recently, different 

constituent States were collectlr.g SOtl8 statistics without any central agency 

to rationalise the u;ethods of collection and to give a co-ordlnated and 

integrated picture of variou.s aspects of fisheries for India as a whole. 

Recently, a Technical Committee on the co-ordination of F'isheries Statistics 

was appointed by trie Government of India to examine the existing fishery 

statistics and to recommend suitable forms and annexures and the methods of 

collection of such statistics. The comrrittee has published its report and the 

different institutions of the Central and the State Governments are making 

efforts to imrleroent these recommendations. 

C The fishing industry in India is still in a primitive stage and is in 

the hands of a large number of illiterate fishermen. The degree of develop

ment and organization of the industry vary from state to State. Hence it is 

clear that any Single method of collection of statistics may not be applicable 

to the whole country but at the same time multiplicity of methods in compil

ation has to be avoided. 

The various types of statistics required to be collected in the present 

stage of development of Indian fisheries fall into the following categories:

(1) Potentialities, including a survey of resources, 
personnel engaged and equipment possessed by them. 

(2) Production,including catches and manufactured products. 

(3) Utilisation,demand and supply, including processed fish, 
market arrivals, trade and prices. 

(4) Biometrical data including population studies,growth rate, 
migration etc. 

MARI~~ FISHERIE§ 

The data relating to potentialities are such as could be obtained by 

complete census only. The ~i QD th~ MarkeiiD& of Fish, in the 

Agricultural marketing sl'r1e5 No.52, contains information relating to 

approximate number of vessels used for sea fishing and the number of persons 
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engaged. The 1931 census report gives an estimate of persons engaged in 

fishing. Besides, the State Government of Madras collects some statistics on 

fishermen employed, fish curers, fishermen families, fishing villages and 

boats. In 1948-49, the Survey Section of the Central Marine Fisheries Re

search Station made a preliminary effort to collect statistics relating to 

the number of marine f1 shing villa ge s, tota 1 fi shing popu1at iOll. the number 

of different types of boats and nets. Excepting for Kathiawar coast, the 

data are complete and are given in the a~pendix. 

The data relating to production are very meagre. Through the ageneies of 

fish curing yards, the State Government of Madras collects data re1atinb to 

landings of fish but it is difficult to assess the relative accuracy of such 

data. The great length of the coastline dotted with innumerable fishing 

villages and the illiteracy of the fishermen rule out of consideration the 

possibility of complete enumeration of fish landings in India. The only 

method that can be suitably employed is the technique of random sampling. 

The Indian Council of Agricultural Research has recently undertaken a pilot 

survey along the Malabar coast with the object of studying the possibility of 

applying this method for estimating the total catch of marine fish and for 

studying the seasonal variations in the catches of important kinds of fishes. 

The tentative plan is one of systematic sampling in time with the landing 

boat as a unit of sampling. The Central Marine Fisheries Research Station 

is also trying, since the beginning of 1949, to estimate the total landings 

of fish and the distribution of different varieties of fishes by the sampling 

method at some important fishing centres on both the East and West coasts of 

India. In this case the boat-net combination has been chosen as a sampling 

unit. It will thus be seen that at present, data on fish production are not 

available for any year for the whole of India but concerted efforts are being 

made to perfect a reliable method to obtain such data for each year with a 

suffie ient de gree of aCCUI'acy. 

'he statistics of utilization include prices and market arrivals in 

addition to data on cured, processed and canned fish. Exports and Unports 

of fish also fall within this category. Both sampling and complete enumera

tion technique can be employed in the collection of data in this field. The 

Marketing Report gives approximate figures of imports and exports of fish and , 
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fish products. As part of the general import and export trade statistics 

collected through the agencies of the Customs Department and published by 

the Department of Commercial Intelligence and Statistics, quantities and 

values of imports and exports of fish are available for" a series of years. 

These statistics are fairly complete. The Directorate of Economics and 

S1;atistics in the Ministry of Agriculture in their monthly journal 

Agriculiyr-al Situat12D in IndiE publishes the weekly wholesale prices of 

important varieties of fish prevailing at Bombay and Calcutta and retail 

prices at Calcutta and Madras. 

The fourth category of data required relates to studies into the 

biological factors of fisheries involving continuous biometric analysis for 

a period of time. These factors include the rate of growth, age-determination 

mortality, food habits, gonad conditions, spawn:l.ng habits etc. These require 

continued observations for a number of years. The appropriate statistical 

techniques have to be worked out before they are finally applied for a 

correct interpretation of the data. Workers of the Central Harine Fisherier 

Research Station and s~e of the state Government Departments dealing with 

fisheries are new engaged in collecting such data with regard to d1fferent 

commercial speCies of fishes. 

INLAND FISHERIES. 

The scattered nature of the inland waters throughout the length and 

breadth of the country renders the task of collection of inland fisheries 

statistics extremely difficult. It is essential that, in the first stage, 

statistics re1ating to potentialities should be collected by the complete 

enumeration method. Excepting for the piecemeal efforts of certain State 

Governments, no concerted efforts have been made so far in this direction. 

Once this is done, suitahle sampling processes should be evolved to estimate 

the product ion side of the fishe rie s. The position relat ing to stat istic s 

of utilization is the same as on the marine side. Th~ biometrical side of 

the inland fisheries is being tackled by the Central Inland Fisheries 

Research Station and Fisheries Departments of some of the State Governments. 
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the logs 'ire pegged to one another wit!] wooden pieces. The cost varies 

from Rs .150-300. 

(b) Vi~th~tngID_~~ - This is larger than the former,being 

fro~ 15' to 21' in length an~ is made with heavy wood. The hull consists of 

two halves lashed together at each end,when in use. Each half is a long log 

bearing a wash board sewn upon the outer edge and a wooden plank fixed to 

the side to give it the shape of a hoat. In large ones about 24' long, a 

med ian log with a pointed stem-piece tied and not pegged is somet ime s added 

in between the two halves of the hull. The cost is about Rs.400-700. 

(c) £Q~~~1-~~ - This type consists of a variable number of 

carefully shaped logs of definite relative proportions, lashed together in 

a certain order. To these are added a number of accessory pieces in the 

shape of stem parts and rowing ralls. There are various sub-types,of which 

special mention may be made of Kola~m or flying fish catamaran, used in 

Tanjcre di strict north of Point Cal1mer_e during June-August at 20-25 miles 

from the shore for fly"ing fish fisheries. It consists of seven logs with an 

accessory one lashed upon the star board and costs about Rs.l,OOO. 

(d) ~oat-catamar~n - It is in use from Mukkur in Ramned district to 

Cape Comorin on the East coast and from Cape Comorin to Colachel on the 

West coast. It consists of three logs fitted in such a way that the median 

one, which is stouter than the rest, fits keelwise at a lower level than 

the other two. The logs are held in position at either end by a transverse 

two-horned block of wood, to which the logs are lashed by means of rope. 

The length varies from 18' - 25 and the cost from Rs.500-1,OOO. 

(e) Raft - This is a small catamaran of primitive form and consists 

of four to five logs tied together in raft fash!en and used on the West 

coast bf'tween Colachel and Quilon. 

Masula boat. Next to catamaran, this boat 1s much employed for 

fishing wj th inshore drag nets along the East coast. The geographical 

distribution is from Orissa southwards to Point Calimere on the East coast, 

with a break in a small strip from Kakinada to Masulipatam. This is a non

rigid boat, con5tructed with planks only, without ribs or frames, so as to 

stand the severe knocking of the surfs. The planks are sewn together with 



Plate 9 

Fig.IO. Padava - a Masula boat of Telegu coast. 

g.ll. Dinghi ~ a carvel built boat of North Orissa. 
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Fig. 12. Odam - a dugout canoe of Malabar. 
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coir rope and the inter-spaces hetween them are filled in w:!.th dry straw. In 

Orissa these boats are calle~ ~~ boats, or. Tele~u coast Fa£~ and on 

Coromandel coast Pad~. There are variolls sizes, the biggest one being 37' 

in length and others varying between }fi' and 30'. The cost is about Rs.250-

450. In the strip between Kakinada and Masulipatam, a boat of the same design 

as Masula boat but rigid in type is used. This has strong ribs inside as a fr~ 

and on it wooden planks are nailed water-tight. Three or four wooden planks 

are fixed across the boat to accommodate crew for rowing. Its size is 

generally 30' x 5' X 3' and it has a displacement of 3 tons and costs Rs.750. 

Other t,¥Qe s - BPsides the above two main types of craft, a few other 

types,suitable for particular regional waters, are also seen on the East 

coast. The Dinghi and Nauka of West Bengal and North Orissa are carvel built 

boats, the latter with a dimEnsion of 42' x lO~-' x 5' is more spacious than 

the former. The Tuticorin type of boat, about 36' x 6' x 3' in size and also 

carvel built, is used at Tuticorin, Pirmakayal and Tharuvakularn. The patti~ 

of North Orissa is a clinker built boat. The Muthupet type of boat in use at 

Ramnad and Tanjore districts is a flat bottomed boat with an average dimension 

of 37' x 5' x 3'. The §ho~honi~ of Telegu coast betwepn Kakinada and 

Masulipatam is a peculiar type of boat, so called becausE' of 'its shape like 3 

shoe. 

Craft of the West coast. ==--===--===--===== 

12ggout ca!l~~ - As the name implies, thp canoE' is marie by scooping out 

material from alar ge log of wood. The kee 1 port ion is Ie fi thic bor tha n the 

sides. There are VArious sizes of dugouts with a displacemc'nt of about 3-5 

tons. They are mainly operated on the West coast from eolachel in the south 

to K!\thiawar in the north and also in some parts of Ramnad and Tanjore 

districts on the Ea~t coast. 

The largest sized dugouts, known as Odam~ or Van£hi, are 32' tc 40' in 

length ar,d are used for operating large boat-se inp" on the Travancore-Cochin 

and Malabar coasts. The cost is about Rs.l,OOO. Canoes,measuring from 28'-32' 

and called Thoni~lh are generally used for gIll 2lr:d dr 1ft net fishing in 

adJ1tion to small boat-seine .9perations in the same waters. It costs about 

Rs.700. The smallest dugout 25'-28' in length and called !l2l2uthoni is used 
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for long lines. It costs Rs.500-600. The ~~ll~ihQDi~ of South Kanara 

and Paga!:. of Karwar and Ratnagiri districts are var iations cf the above canoes, 

with no ribs like the others, but having at regular intervals a ridge of wood 

to give strength. 

Plank!lyill....£l!n2~§.- These are essentially dugout canoes, except that 

they have some planks stitched on to the sides. There are several local 

variations. Chembok~ or Thanga~m is a flat-bottoruedplank-built canoe 

with dimensions 30' x 2t' x 2'. It costs about Rs.EOO and is used for the 

operation of small boat-seines and drift nets in Travancore-Cochin State 

north of Quilon. The same type is also seen north of Bombay and in Kathiawar. 

The Ghol~~! boat of South Kanara is also similar but is used for operating 

bag net. The Bampanl boat of Malabar, Karwar and Konkan coasts, used with 

outrigger arrangpment,is a built-up canoe with a narI'OW keel and the upper 

planks spread1ng out more. Its d1rnensions are about 50' x 6' x (J' and costs 

ahout Rs.2,500. Plank-built cHnops, with narrow keel bnt planks built up in 

the fashion of Chembo15!l and USed with outrigger, are found in large number 

between Bhatkal and Majali. 

~ilt~-boat2 - These are plank-built boats, built in the carvel 

fashion. In between two pl&nks, cotton soaked with glue is packed to make the 

boat '"atert ight. T his type is uSf'd on the We st coast fror.' the Ratnagir i 

district northwards. There are several variations of this type according to 

differences in the keel, stem or stern. The Ratnagiri type, having a dis

placement of 15 tons, has a pointed bow,straight but narrow keel,and low 

gunwale. The Bassein type locally called ~~ has a broad hull,pointed bow, 

straight keel with gunwale not so high. The Satpati type, popularly called 

Galbat and having a displace~ent capacity of S.to 30 tons,has a medium point

ed bow,broad beam,straight keel and high gunwale. The Broach type 1s a flat 

bottomed boat used in the inshore waters and estuaries. 

Tackle == 
Though the fishing implements are of various types, they can be 

conveniently class1fie~ under the following broad groups:

(1) Fixed or statJonary nets. 

(2) Bag nets an5 Boat-seines. 

(3) Shore-seines and inshore drag nets. 



Plate 11 

Fig. 14. Paithu vala - a boat-seine of Malabar. 

, Fig. 15. Mada valai - a bag-net of Coromandel coast 
(After Hornell) 



Plate 12 

Fi g. 16. Dol - a bag-net of Bombay coast. 

Fig. 17. Pedda vala - a shore-seine of Te1egu coast 
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(4) Drift nets and gill nets. 

(5) Cast net s 

(6) Long lines and Hand lines 

(7) Miscellaneous 

The small nets are generally made of cotton and the bigger ones of hemp. 

Long lines used for sea fishing are made of cotton. The nets are prepared by 

hand and are commonly preserved by treating them with a bark decoction. In 

some parts of India, specially Bengal and Orissa ,coal tar is used for preserv

ing the net s. 

Some important types of nets under each group are briefly describea 

below :-

':.. Fixed Qr ~i12.D&U-Il!U!i - These are mostly rectangular in shape with 

different sizes but in some cases they are conical. The Panch Kathia !toQl 3d, 

panch kathia ber l~ and ~hYndi or gn~ni jal of West Bengal and North 
\ 

orissa are conical nets. The BaXd or ~l....i21 of West Eenga,l and North Orissa, 

the Barnada~l of North Orissa Ka~yglal of Tanjore District,~l!m~ 

ula.! of Gulf of Mannar, Kond.!LJ!!U!! , Thorku va la , ~&12.Lhl and ~ggu!!1 

or 'patt~! of Kanara coast and ~1 or Magh jal of Gujarat and Kathiawar 

coasts are rectangu.lar nets of various sizes and meshes. The principle of 

operation of thi'i type of net is that it is fixed in the tidal regions of 

inshore waters during the low tide periods with stakes or with floats and 

sinkers. The high tide water passes over the net ,but when the tide recedes, 

, the fish that cl)me with it are trapped in the net. Excepting the nets of the 

Kanara coast which are kept in vertical posHion by sinkers and tin floats, 

most others are fixed by stakes or poles. The ~-Dllndi or Ghurni jal is fixed 

in such a way that it turns round the pole 'olith the change in direction of the 

tide and thus four collections of fish are made in a day with this net.In the 

~.a valai of Tanjore district, when the high tide co~es, many fishes going 

against the current are gllled 1n the net. Main catches from these nets are 

sharks, rays, mullets and §n&!aYl1~, E!llona, E2l~~ and Late1i-§~. 

~~. ~~and Boat.se1D~ - In general , this type is a conical net with 

or w1tho).lt wings. The Dlesh usually increases from the bag portion towards 

the outer end of the flanks. The bag nets with long tapering flanks are l.!:!!.g! 

or ~-1-!i~ of Telegu or Coromandel coasts,and all the boat-seines of 
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Travancore-Cochin and Malabar coasts. Two catamarans or canoes operate such a 

net where the fishes are trapped in the bag portj.on. The Madas'y~la, operated 

along Palk Bay, resemhles the Ir2ga val~ but the method of operation varies. 

Before the season starts, trees are planted in the sea bott~m with cement bags 

and the fishes take shelter under these trees,from where the net operated from 

two cano~s on dark nights collects the fishFs. The Kol~lai of Corom~nnel 

coast and ~!iL'y.§.la of Andhra coast are also long-winged bag nets ojJerated 

in the same way as Ir~....!@.la but differing from it in having 100 wooden rods 

set at 2 feet intervals to keep the heael and foot rope apart. The !:1~ or Hara 

y.!!1ai of Coromandel coast is a shallow bag net wi th a square mouth and no 

wings. It is operated from four catamarans for catching pomfrets taking 

shelter under conconut leaves moored previously. The £;ddaval!al, Nida valai 

and E..!nd~1!l are only variations of this net. The Dol net which is a big 

bag net fixed in the sea by stakes or buoys, is operated in Bombay and 

Gujarat waters where the currents are high enough to keep the net in a 

horizontal position. 

). Shore-seines and Inshore· drag n6ts - Shore-seines and Inshore drag nets 

of two designs are in use in India. The first type contains a bag with two 

w~ngs and is l'''presented by the Ber ill of Orissa, Pedda and Aliv.!2ill of 

'Ielegu coast, the Pe!:.~al!al of CorotT.andel coast and Kara vala !!ladi of the 

Gulf of Mannar. The other type includes the biggest shore-seine used in 

India, viz. Rampan net operated along Konkan ~nd Malabar coast. This is a 

wall net of e norrnous length. Wooden float s and stone sinker s are at tached to 

the head and foot ropes of the net respectively to keep the npt in position. 

The method of operation is the same for both the types described above. One 

extremity of the net remains on the shore,while a boat carries the rest of 

the net and pays it out in a semicircular way and brings the other extremity 

to another point on the shore and then the two ends are slowly dragged by 

two parties of mell. Hainly shoaling fishes like sardine, mackerel ,white bait 

etc. are caught in them. 

These are wall-like nets either made of hemp 

or cotton of various 5iz,es and meshes. The material, mesr, and size differ 

according to the type of fish caught. Generally wooden floats and some 

sinKers are attaChed to the head and foot ropes of the net respectively.Drift 
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nets are generally intended to catch big varieties of fishes and are therefore 

made of strong material with large ~esh. The o~eration of the net consists in 

paying the net in the fishing ground "lith one end of the net secured to the 

boat. Then the boat and the net are allowed to drift in the current and the 

tide. The fish while moving about are gilled or entangled in the net. After a 

few hours, the net is hauled up and the fish collected. Gill nets are generally 

made of cotton with comparatively smaller meshes. The net is paid out in the 

course of shoaling fishes which are ~ventually gilled. There are innumerable 

vernacular names of these t",o types of nets. 

~. Cast nel - Two chief varieties of cast nets are in use in India m. 
(1) stringed cast net and (2) stringless cast net. The method of operation 

consists in throwing the net fully spread over a collection of fish which gets 

trapped as the circumference of the net closes due to the weights attached.All 

kinds of small fishes are caught in this net, which is extensively used all 

along the coa st. 

Lines are generally made of cotton.Several 

hooks of numbers 1 to 3 are left hanging from t.he line with baits attached. 

A nUffiber of floats and sinkers are used at regular intervals to keep the line 

in a particular position. The line is generally operated only in the offshore 

waters for catching big fishes. Chain hooks are also used. The main catches 

are sharks, rays, perches, ~iu~, klllj§n~ and Cybi\~. Sometimes in the Gulf 

of Ma~ar while the boat sails at a great speed,the baited line is allowed to 

trail behind. The hooked fishes thus got are IhYnng~, £horin~Q§, Caranx and 

;.~cell~QY~ - Two kinds of tackle deserves speCial mention 

sangoo rope -- This consists of a long rope with chanks attached at regular 

intervals. 1211&~ and Sepi~ get into the chanks for shelter. It is used at 

Tuticorin. 

tlatQQQn -- It is occasionally used for catching very large fish on the 

Malabar Coast: 
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POWER FISHING -== = 

Though India has extensive marine fishery resources, fishing is 

confined to only a narrow coastal be. It , generally not more than 10 miles in 

width. This is mainly due to the fact that the indigenous craft and tackle 

used by the Indian fishermen is not suited for offshore and deep water 

fishing. As a result of this, the inshore waters are fished intensively. 

sometimes a little too intensively as on the Travancore coast - but the large 

potential resource in the offshore waters is left practically untouched. 

Commercial sea fisheries, like those responsible for the bulk of supply in 

many countries of Europe, America and in Japan, have not been developed at 

all in Indian wate rs. 

For the exploitation of our offshore waters, it is necessary to 

extend the range of operations of our fishermen. Though some of the nets and 

other tackle used in India are eminently suited for inshore fishing, 

improvement of the existing gear and use of modern mechanised methods of fish 

capture are also essential. Range of operations can be extended, among 

others, by the use of powered vessels, rr.echanisation of the existing craft 

and towing of indigenous fishing boats to and from the fishing grounds.' All 

these three methods are being employed to varying extent in different parts 

of lndia. 

Attempts at fishing with mechanised vessels have been made since 

1907 along the coasts of Bengal, Bombay and Madras. For this purpose, Steam 

Trawlers "Golden Crown", "William Carrick" and "Lady Goschen" were employed 

by the Governments of Bengal, Bombay and Madras, respectively. These vessels 

were, unfortunately, unsuited to conditions in Indier! waters and at the very 

initial stage heavy expenditure had to be incurred in connection with their 

reconversion. In the absence of Inrlians td'ained in the methods of 

mechanised fishing, expensive European technical pprsonnel had to be engaged. 

As no data regarding the location and extent of fishing grounds were available, 

the work done be' these vessels was more or less of the nature of a survey. 

In view of the heavy expenditure involved and somewhat slender prospect of 

their proving an economic success, these trawling experiments were discontinu

ed before very long. 
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In addition to the lack of information regarding the suitability of 

different types of vessels and gear under Ind1an conditions, of trained Indian 

pf'rsor.nel and data regarding fishing grounds etc., another great handicap to 

the develoDment of offshorB fishing is the abs,:nce of harbour facilities for 

berthing, repairs and maintenance of powered vessels. Except in three or four 

major Port:'!, these facilities are practically non-existent in India. A few 

cOIl"J11erc1al concerns started pOVier fishing after the last war but have bad to 

suspend their operations, partly for lack of adequate finances and partly on 

account of the djfficultiEos referred to. The Government of India, therefore, 

came to the conclusion that before the St.ate Governments or private enterprise 

could be expe cted to take up the deve lopment of marine fisheries, it was 

necessary that pilot offshore and deep-sea fishing in different areas should 

be carried out by a Central Government agency, for determining suitable types 

of craft and gear and methods of work, collecting essential data regarding 

fishing grounds and fishing seasons, training personnel and, in general, 

demonstrc.til".g the poss:lbilit1es of commercial fishing in Indian offshore waters. 

A P11 at Deep-Sea Fishing Station was set up in Bombay in 1946. As 

suitable fisbing vtissels were in very short supply in India and abroad at the 

end of the last war, the Basset Steam Trawle r "Berar", which had become surplus 

to the needs of the Indian Navy, was acquired. After extensive ~lterations, 

this vessel started operations in January 1948 under the name of S.T. "Meena". 

The Skipper and other officers had to be recruited from Britain and some 

difficulty was experienced in the early stages even in the recruitment of crew. 

This vessel was in commiSsion for 513 days, but on account of berthing 

difficulties partly due to congestion in the Bombay Port, was Dut at sea for 

212 days only. In addition to dOing charting and other exploratory work, 

mostly in waters north-north-west of Bombay, she was able to land 4,400 maunds 

of fish, giving a catch of 20 maunds per day's absence from Port. 

S.T. "Meena" was a single-screw vessel, 153'-5" in length and with a 

net registered tonnage of 159.85 tons. An ice making and cold storage plant 

was installed on the ship. As the maintenan('e and operation costs of this 

large coal turning vessel were unduly high, she was decomm:).ssioned in June,1949. 

The work that S.T. "Meena" had been doing, is being continued with two 

Dutch Motor Cutters, M.T. "Ashok" and M.T. "Pratap", and two Reekie Boats, 
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M.F.V. "Bumili" and M.F.V. "Champa". Each Gutter has an overall lengthlof 

38'-4" and net registered tonnage of 23.44 tons. The Reekie Boats, which were 

built in the United Kingdom with Indian teak specially sent for the purpose, 

are 50' long and have net registered tonnage of 10.01 tons each. The diesel 

engines of the Cutters are of 240 B.H.P., while those of the Reekie Boats are 

of 100 B.B.P. One of the Cutters .is pro'Jided with a small cold storage unit. 

The Gutters and the Reekie Boats started operati ons in the winter of 

1949-50. The catch of "Pratap" has averaged 22 maunds per day's absence from 

port while the corresponding figure for M.T. "Ashok" is 17 maunds. The catch 

of each of the Reekie BDats has averaged about 10 maunds per day. 

The Two Dutch Gutters and the two Reekie Boats have mostly been work

ing in the area that I;ad been previously charted by the Steam Trawlers"William 

Garrick" and "Meena". In the current fishing season, however, fresh areas are 

being.explored. It is proposed that one of the Gutters will operate in waters 

off the coast of Saurashtr"" while thp other will fish around the Angria Banks 

south-west of Bcrnbay. ;.s there is a very rich mackerel fislJery off the ccast 

of north Kanara, the two Reekie Boats will be operating off Karwar during a 

part of the current fishing season. 

The steam Trawler "Meena" and the Motor Trawlers "Ashok" and "Pratap" 

have mostly been operating the Peter Garey type of Otter Trawl. For the Cutte~ 

this type of gea:' has pro,'ed to be a bit too heavy and a smaller trawl, common

ly known as the "Hoover" trawl, is now being experimented with. Tile Reekie 

Boats used the Danisl1 Seines and Drift-nets during the last season, but, for 

various reasons, their results were not altogetOr satisfactory. During thE'! 

current season, these Boats will be working with the Purse Seine for mackereJ 

fishing and with other tYPE;S of gear for other fisheries. 

The composition of the catch landed by S.T. "Meena" and the Dutch 

Cutters shows that Sharks, Rays and Skates con~itut;e a considerable proportion 

of the catch. Of th€ 4,400 maunds landed by "Meena", these bottom, and some

what uneconomical, fishes constituted as much as 23.73 per cent. The percentage 

composi tion of the total catch of "Meena" 

Sharks. 
Rays and Skates 
Jew Fishes. 
Threadf1ns. 
Catfishes. 
Eels. 
Perches 

iffWgil1l5neous 

1s given below :-

2.41 
21.32 
33.44 
16.16 
11.47 
8.27 
2.36 
~:§~ 



In order to train personnel for working on power vessels, the 

Government of India sent a batch of young Indians for six months' preliminary 

training to Grimsby in the United Kingdom. On returning to India, they were 

given two years' practical training on the "Meena" and other vessels of the 

Pilot Deep-Sea Fishing Stati on. Five of the trainee shave s ucce s sfully 

completed their course and are at present employed in responsible positions on 

these vessels, two as Second Officers (certified) on the cutters, one as Bosun

in-charge of one of the Reekie Boats and the remaining two as Bosuns on the 

Cutters. One of the Second Officers was even in charge of one of the Cutters 

for some months. It is expected that these trained officers will be able to 

take full charge of the vessels in the very near future. 

After a lapse of many years, the Government of West Bengal have again 

undertaken offshore fishing in the Bay of Bengal with two Danish Cutters. 

These vessels are manned by Danish crew, who are also training Indian Officers 

and deckhands. In addition to trawling, the Danish Cutters are undertaking 

surfac& and mid-water fishing with different kinds of nets and gear. The 

vessels have recently started operations and the results achieved by them are 

not yet available. 

Other means for extending the range of fishing operations are being 

tried by the State Governments of Bombay, Travancore-Cochin and Madras. In 

Bombay a beginning has been made with the mechanisation of indigenous craft 

and a number of sailing boats have been fitted with motor engines. In 

Travancore-Cochin and in Madras. fishing boats, using indigenous nets and other 

tackle, are being towed to a-nd ".'om the offshore fishing grounds with the help 

of motor fishing vessels. This enables the fishing boats to go farther and 

fish longer and results in larger catches than previously. This has specially 

been the case in Travancore-Cochin, where 8 to 10 boats are taken out and the 

catcb per boat per day has been nearly double the previous catch. 

From what is stated above, it will be seen that, in spite of several 

serious handicaps, a beginning in power fishing on modern lines has been made 
• 

in India. The results of the work carried out in this connection by the 

Governments of India and other States will be of interest not only to India 

but to many other countries of South East Asia also. 
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Refrigeration and CY!1ne. 

Though ice 1s extensively employed for preserving fish, no information 

1s available in regard to the quantity used in India for thl s purpose. The 

total production of ice in the country is at presF!nt ab(lut 10,000 tons per day, 

but a large portion of this is utilised fo!' purposes other than fish preserva

tion. Since the end of the last war, the number of ice factories and the 

sUp'ply of ice have been showing a gradual increase every year. In several 

parts of the country, private enterprise has put up ice plants near the fish 
" 
a'ssemblY centres. The Government of !ndia and the State Governments concerned 

have afforded special facilities for the erect! on of these plants. The Govern

ment of Bombay have sanctioned a five-year scheme for establishing one ice 

factory and one cold storage plant every year. When complete, these will be 

transferred to Fishermen's Co-operative Societies. The Government of Madras 

have also acquired three ice-plants. 

Refrigeration and cold storage facilities for the preservation of fish 

are available to a very limited extent only in Bombay, Madras and West Bengal 

states. 

The Government of West Bengal are undertaking the construction of a 

100-foot Lighter fitted with a refrigerating plant with 10 tons freezing and 

50 tons cold-storage capacity. It is proposed to use this Lighter as a mobile 

assembly centre for coastal and estuarine fisheries. 

The Government of Madras are putting up two ice-cum-quick freezing 

plants for fish at Mangalore and Kozhikode. Each of these plants will daily 

produce four tons of ice and will have the storage capacity of 25 to 30 tons 

ot coillee. ns'n and 4() tons ot frO'1.en nsh. 1.t 'fin.1. f-ree7.e 4\ tons of fish 

-per day by Carrier dry air blast method.. The Government of India have also 

just completed the installation of an ice-cum-cold storage plant at Bombay. 

The ice plant will produce 20 tons of ice per day and have a storage capacity 

of 50 tons of chilled fish and 250 tens of frozen fish. The plant will freeze 

15 tons of fish per day. 

Private enterprise has also taken up the establishment of quick-freez-

ing plants. A Prawn freezing plant has recently started operations in Cochin, 
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and a frozen-fisn plant is soon to be installed at Trivancrmn. A few smaller 

units are being erected at Surat, MaIda etc. Some private fj rms are also 

reported to be putting up srnall "powder-ice" plants as this offers a decided 

advantage over crushed 'block ice' in the preservation of fish for short 

duration. 

In the absence of adequate supplies of ice, faci1ities for cold 

storage and rapid transport, a large quantity of surplus catches from the sea 

is dried and cured all along the coast, usually under conditions that are not 

altogether hygeinic or economical. It is estimated that nearly 50% of marine 

fish catches are at present being processed, resulting in products that are 

often, of a poor quality. Curing of fresh water fish is not practiced on any 

large scale. 

DHferent methods of fish curing are employed in different parts of 

the country. The main principle involved in almost all.the methods is the 

removal of waters from fish muscle, partly by osmosis, as a result of the 
• applications of salt, and partly by drying. The addition of indigenous 

preservatives and spices in the cure o.r1>ickle further enhances the keeping 

qualities of the preserved fish and provides an agreeable flavo~r. The follow

ing methods of fish curing are generally employed in different parts of India. 

Viest..££m (~mbay) 

1) §un drying. The fish are dried on the beach on mats for 2-3 days with an 

occasional turning over. By far the largest quantities of fish are cured by 

this method. Comparatively small and lean kinds of fishes, like Bombay Duck, 

Ribbon fish and Pra-.ns are cured in this way. 

2) §~~n&-g~g\ Very small fish, like Silver Bellies, Sales etc. are 

salted without gutting. Medium sized fish, like Mackerel, Sardine, Seer and 

Pomphret, are gutted, slit open from the back and salted. Large fish, like 

Sharks, Rays and Skates, are gutted, slit open and deep incisions made in their 

flesh. These are packed in layers in a tub or cement tank with a sprinkling 

of salt in between each layer. The proportion of salt to fish is 1.6 to 1.8, 

depending on the size of fish. After 18 to 24 hours they are removed, washed 

in self-brine and dried in the sun for 2-3 days. 
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West Coast (Madra~, Travancore-CQchin). 

1) Sun drying. This metnoa 1S employed for small and lean fishes like ribbon 

fish, soles and prawns. 

2) §emi-drying. This is employed chiefly for prawns where the moisture content 

of the product is brought down from about 80% to 40% by an initial boiling in 

weak brine followed by deshelling and immersion in concentrated brine and then 

drying lightly. 

3) §sl11ng~n2-dr~1ng. This method is similar to that employed in Bombay, but 

occasionally Malabar tamarind (Qorukatmll1) is also employed while salting. 

This is said to enhance the Quality of the cured prodUct. 

4) Ratnagiri method. This is employed at Malpe, mostly for curing Seer fish 

intended for Bombay markets. The Seer is gutted, split, incised and cleaned 

and salt in the proportion of 1:3 is employed for curing. The application of 
• 

salt is made in three stages. On the first day half the total salt is used 

end well rubbed into the incisions and the fish are packed in rectangular heap~ 

upto three feet high, on a cement floor. The next day, the fish are re-packed 

and a quarter of the salt is used for rubbing and repacking. On the third day, 

the remaining quantity of salt is used and the fish repacked. The stack is 

left undisturbed for a week or ten days and then sold in the market without 

any further drying. 

5) Pickling or Colombo method. T,his is practiced only to a limited extent by 

Ceylonese fishermen who visit Cochin and other centres during mackerel fishing 

season and is employed mostly for mackerels. The fish are gutted, cleaned and 

rubbed with salt and pack~ in a wooden barrel in alternate layers of fish and 

salt. Malabar tamarind (GorukaQulli) is also mixed with salt. The barrel is 

packed to the brim and weighted down. After two or three days, shrinkage is 

observed and self-brine forms. This self-brine is drawn off through a hole at 

the bottom of the barrel which is again filled with more fish and brine of the 

same cure from other barrels. The bung hole 1s then tightly corked. These 

barrels of cured fish are exported to Ceylon. 

6) Fish Pastes or 'Padda' fish of Malabar. This is mostly a domestic method 

of preservation. Vinegar, chillies, mustard, cumin seed, tamarind and turmeric 

are made into a paste in ghee or oil and the fish in slices is dipped into the 

paste, and after cooling packed in jars. Another type of domestic paste, 

called MOlli!, is also prepared in Coch1n. 
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7) Light or Madura curing is employed mostly for mackerels. The fish 1s 

salted slightly and dried in the sun but not so hard as in other methods. The 

cure is intentionally 1mperfect to suit the taste of the labour classes. 

§lli~ (Madr~~ruLQt.ual. 

1. Sun drying as de scribed above. 

2. Sa~i.nK-in_~li is practised from Muthupet down to Tutieorin area. The 

fish are rubbed with salt and piled in pits, lined and covered with leaves. 

After a stipulated period the fish is removed and dried in the sun. A similar 

pit-curing method is also employed in Andhra area. The product is very 

inferior, but finds a ready market among the poor classes. , 

Smok!ng. No regular smoking of fish is done, though prawns of the Chilka Lake 

are smoked, more for the purpose of drying them than for curing. 

Pit curing with salt is employed as on Madras coast. 

2) Sun dry:!ng. This method is also similar to that employed in other parts, 

Dut large fishes are cut into slices for easy drying. Smaller varieties are 

partially dried and then their entrails rem~ved by squeesing or trampling. 

Drying process is again continued for about 10 days. Prawns are sun dried and 

shells are ~emoved by beating them in gunny bags. 

3) Fish pastes and fish in oil preparations are produced on a purely domestic 

scale. 

From the above description of methods employed for curing fish in 
, 

India, it will be observed that there is a wide range in the degree of drying 

and intensity of salting. As a rule, the quantity of salt used is inadequate 

and the product generally liable to insect attack and putr1faction. 

In order to improve the qual1ty of cured fish, the Governments ot 

va.t'ious maritime States have established fish curing yards at princ1pa1 fish

assembly centres. In these yards facilities are provided for curing fish under 

hygeinic conditions. In order to induce the fisheImen to pring their fish into 

the yards and cure it under proper supervision, duty-free salt was, ~,til 

recently, supplied in these yards. With the abolition of salt duty in 

December, 1947 and the availability of salt in the local market at the same 

price at which it is supplied in the Government yards, the curing within the 

yards has been showing a steady decline. The Governments of Bombay and Madras 

are, however, reviving the supply of salt at concessional rates. 
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Fish curing yards were first established in Madras in 1874 and their 

number has been increasing ever since. In 1948, there were 187 fish curing 

yards along both the coasts of India. Of these, 163 were on the west coast 

and only 24 on the east coast. Of the west coast yards, 96 were operated by 

the Bombay Government, while 53 and 14 yards were under the charge of the 

Governments of Madras and Travancore-Cochin, respectively. All the 24 yards 

on· the East Coast were in Madras state. The fish curing yards in Orissa which 

~were previously managed by Government, have been handed over to fishermen's 

co-op~rative soc1eties. Bombay has no yards north of Ratnagiri District and 

tbere are no fish curing yards in Saurashtra and Cutch. 

From the available information, it appears that more than 26 lakhs 

maunds of fish is brought into fish curing yards every year, but c~nsiderable 

quantities are also cured outside the yards. Every effort is being made by 

the Government of India and the State Governments concerned to induce the 

fishermen to improve tpe quality of cured products, a large proportion of which 

is exported to Ceylon, Malaya and Burma. 
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~ARKETING OF FIS!! 

~-£f Produc~. 

The annual catch (excluding quantities taken by non-professional 

fishermen) was estimated in 1948 to be 142.1 lakh maunds (1169 million pounOs), 

valued at nearly 179.6 million rupees. Of this quantity,nearly 71 per cent 
I 

comprise sea and estuarine fish,valued at Rs.86.S million against Rs.92.7 

million for the remaining 29 per cent caught from fresh water resources. 

The supply greatly falls short of the potential demand. The shortage is 

increased by the Wide variations which exist in the catch in different 

localities and in the catch from season to season. The seasonal fluctuation 

appears to be the greatest 'on the South West Coast of India where 3.4 per cent 

of the sea-fish catch is taken in May and 17.4 per cent in September. 

Fluctuation of this kind is characteristic of the fishery and has con~iderable 

effects on it in every way. There are geographic differences as well; for 

instance, of freshwater fish nearly 72 per cent were estimated to come from 

West Bengal,Bihar and Assam and of the sea fish 48.3 per cent from Madras 

coasts, 27 per cent from the United State of Travancore-Cochin and ~.5 per 

cent from West Bengal. However, in the absence of reliable statistics regard

ing production by units of time, of area (length of coastline and so forth), 

the number of boats and gear employed, the number of men who fish,etc. it is 

not possible to measure the amount of effort employed by Indian fishermen and 

compare this with the data available for other countries. 

IMPORTS AND EXPORT§. 

India imports annually an average of about 49400 cwts. of preserved 

and canned fish valued at Rs.l.8 million. This is, how&ver, offset by exports 

of preserved fish averaging 567,000 cwt, valued at Rs.2.96 million. In 

addition, India also exports about 63,000 tons of fish manure.The bulk of the 

exports goes to Ceylon, Burma and the countries in the Far East. There appears 
"'-

to be good dema~a for the cheaper qualities of cured fish in the importing 

countries particularly from Indians who have settled down in them. 
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DISTRIBUTION OF THE CATCH. - ==== 
There are three principal channels of disposal of the catch:fresh 

(which includes alive), dried and salted (with a wide range in the degree of 

drying and intensity of salting) and conversion to manure. Little care is 

taken of the fish between the points of capture and landing or, beyond the 

latter to the point of marketing or of processing. Ice is seldom carried in 

fishing vessels; even when carried, the quantity of ice taken is generally 

'insufficient and methods of its use are careless. Gutting and cleaning are 

never done in the sea. There is a great prejudice in the country against 

buying gutted fish. In the conditions of extreme heat which preva±l in the 

fishing areas of India and of the uncleanliness in the fishing vessels,the 

catch is some times landed in a poor or putrescent condition. 

TRANSPQ~. 

From the point of landing the catch is transported by a variety of 

methods to the consumers, market, storage or processing point. The commonest 

method of transport is by the head-load employed for transport to retail 

markets or direct to consumers for roadside sale. The use of bicycles and 

other simple modes of transport has developed in some large fishing areas to 

supplement the head-load traffic. When motor roads are available,trucks are 

employed for the cartage of fish over long distances. Such transport ranges 

from 9artage of baskets of fish in buses and public utilities, the use of 

special trucks for the carriage of baskets of fish and the fisherwomen by whom 

the fish is to be sold and in a few instances special insulated trucks. The 

railways are also used extensiveiy for the carriage of fish from landing 

points to markets. Carrier vessels have been in use in the Bombay area for 

some years and also for river transport in West Bengal. On the whole, the 

transport facilities in India are not adequate in so far as the quantity 

which they can handle, the speed with which they carry the traffic and the 

means at their disposal for preserving the fish in good condition. 

~ONTAIN~. 

The principal containers in use are baskets generally made of bamboo am 

a wide assortment of wooden boxes. Gunny bags, nets and matting are also used. 

Very little attention is paid to keep these containers clean and hygienic. 
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STORAGE == 
Storage facilities of a reasonable standard are noW available only in 

the chief cities of India. Flants for qUick-freezing and cold storage of fish 

at Bombay,Kozhikode and Mangalore under Government auspices and one at 

Trivandrum by a private company are noW under erection. 

PER CgIlA CONSUMPTW. 

The average annual ~~~ consumption in 1948 was estimated to be 

3.36 lb. The actual consumption in different tracts varies widely, the 

highest consumption being-in the maritime tracts of the West Coast. 

MARKETING OF FRESH FISli. 

It is estimated that nearly 43 per cent of the total production is 

consumed as fresh fish. A small proportion of the catch is sold by the 

fishermen's family, who remove the catch in baskets of various sizes, 

frequently as head-loads,and take it direct to retail markets or otherwise 

dispose of it. But the bulk of the catch is taken over from the fishermen 

by middle-men who either sell direct to cons\.lllers in retail markets or convey 

lt to markets where it is auctioned. Very often the auctioneer is himself a 

middleman. The bulk of the catch passes quickly from the fisherman's control 

because firstly, he is anxious to be rid of it and get cash and secondly on 

account of his financial arrangements with the middle-men. From the whole

sale markets the catch is taken in baskets to retail markets. The "markets" 

are of an assorted nature. Invariably they are part of a general market 

building; sometimes it is an open space on the beach or on the river bank. 

Some markets in urban areas have facilities for displayin~ the fish. But most 

fish markets lack cleanliness. 

AVAILABILl!X OF ICE. 

There are ice-making factories in prinCipal towns, but their output is 

generally insufficient to meet even the existing undeveloped demand. The 

cost of ice is high. Facilities for delivering ice to fishermen in remote 

fishing centres are absolutely inadequate, Ice is practically beyond the 

buying capacity of individual fishermen. Only middlemen handle the trade in 
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"iced fish" and the quantity of ice used by them for packing the fish and the 

method of applying it, are often unsatisfactory. 

!:ROCESSIN!i. 

The chief methods of processing are drying and saltl ng,and conversion to 

manure. In 1948, it was estimated that 7.2 million maunds of fish (represent

ing 49.3 per cent of the total production) wag cured in India; the bulk of 

this was sea fish and most of it was sun-dried. The methods employed include 

wet and dry-salting and sun.drying and there are variations in the techniques 

employed in the different areas. Smoking is not favoured and canning of fish 

has not so far been undertaken on large scale. The preparation of dried and 

"semi-dried" prawns is an industry of considerable present and future 

importance. There are some minor industries such as manufacture of fish-oil, 

shark-fins, isinglass, etc. In 1949, nearly 6.6 per cent of the total catch 

was converted into manure. 

There 1s general agreement that the methods employed for processing 

fish are not satisfactory in so far as efficiency 'or hygiene is concerned and 

that the products can be improved to increase their appeal and extent of 

demand. 

Processed fish is generally marketed through wholesalers and commission 

agents in their oWn stores. Retail sales take place in retail markets. 

PRICES. -
The value of fish landed was estimated at Rs.12!lO per maund in 1948. 

This average comprises a wide diversity of prices in different areas depending 

on the water, species, season, facilities for marketing available locally,etc. 

Average price for freshwater fish is about three times that of sea f1 sh. 

Between the producing centre and the consuming centre the wholesale price 

increases greatly depending upon the distance and other factors. This increase, 

to a large extent, depend s upon the spec ies also. The price spread in the se 

cases consists of charges in despatching from one centre to another (freight, 

ice, packing materials, etc) and the commission agent I s charges at the selling 

end. 
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~GANIZATIfl!!. 

The fishing industry in India, it has to be admitted,has neither a 

structure nor organization. Co-operatives have very little influence or voice 

in it; there are hardly any large companies. There are numerous fishermen who 

work alone,owing cast-nets or lines singly. From this simple unit, there 1s 

progressive increase in complexitY,with numbers of men making use of boats and 

gear owned by a single person or a group of people and the catch (or the 

return obtained for the catch) shared among the workers and the owner of the 

gear in accord ance ¥lith various pract ice s or prior agreement s. The se pract ices 

are linked w1th arrangement s for finance. The fi shermen consequent ly rflce i ve 

a wide diversity of treatment. An organization to eliminate the middlemen 

Should be in a position to render to the fishflrmen all the services that the 

middlemen now provide, besides additional facilities like cheap ice,transport, 

storage and so forth. The fishing industry in India may be said to consist 

of innumerable separate units operating ¥lith little regard for one another and 

virtually in competition in respect of fish to be caught, finance,supplies to 

be purchased and of market for the catch. ~melioration for this situation 

comes in the activities of state Governments and co-operatives. 

The progress made by the Governments of BOIr.bay, t-',adras and Orissa states 

for the improvements of the condition of fishermen in recent years are note

worthy. 
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Part v- sQ~- ~on2m1** 

II 
Fishermen's Co-operatives 

According to the census Report of 1921, th~ fishing population constituted 

about 0.5 per cent of the population of India. On this basis,and not taking 

into account any change that may have occurred as a result of changes in the 

economic condition of the community, the present fishing population in the 

Indian Union may be estimated to be in the neighbourhood of 1.7 millions. The 

economic problems of fisherman, like those of the petty artisan and the small 

farmer, concern his methods of production, purchase of domestic and production 

requisites, provision of credit, a~d the sale of his produce. The crafts,gear 

and other equipments which he uses are primitive, inefficient and wasteful. 

The middlemen, to whom in many cases, his catch is sold in advance, generally 

supply him with his domestic and production requirements, and with other credit 

accommodation which he needs. He is, therefore,compelled, by the circumstances 

of his trade and liVing, to buy dear and sell cheap, and thus sinks irretriev

ably into debt. Belonging to an economically and socially backward community, 

ignorent and ill-educated, he has generally neither the will nor the means to 

organize himself for self-emancipation. 

~eneral ~~ess of Fishermen C~-operative~ 

Co-operation makes very little eff~ctive appeal to the desperately poor, 

as also to the very rich. The one is too weak to successfully evoke any 

measure of self-help; the other is too strong economically to need any 

collective aid, and as the fishermen community in India belong, for the most 

part, to the former category, co-operation has not made any appreciable pro

gress among them. Only in a few states, like Orissa, Bombay, Madras, Madhya 

Pradesh, West Bengal and Assam, has some attempt been made to organize them 

on co-operative lines. The progress made in these six states at the end of 
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the Co-operative year 1948-49 was as given below: 

Progress of Fishermen Co-operat ive s 

~~g 

Sta~ No.Qf. ~llill:.:: Shar!!. Total work- __ Tr ansact iQ!l.L __ 
Socie- ship capital Iqg capital m::: ru~ Loans 
ties (In '000) nn 1000) chases 

---rIn lakhs) 

l.Orissa 39 5,487 19 172 10.84 4.42 

2. Bombay 45 13,464 344 832 21.38 20.79 

3.Madras 178 17,582 205 488 16.22 3.02 3.03 
(value of (esti-
food st uff s ,mated 
yarn etc. value 
distribut- of 
ed) fresh 

water 
fish) 

4. Madhya 3 152 N.A. 10 0.05 0.16 
Pradesh 

5.W.Bengal 244 10,128 36 174 0.80 2.02 0.72 

6.Assam 16 628 43 81 0.06 0.61 Nil. 

Credit-Co;Q~kati~ 

As in other fields, the first type of SOCieties to be started for fishermen 

was mainly the credit co-operatives. Little attempt was made to pool, process 

and sell the member's catches. This was largely owing to the difficulties of 

accqu1ring.fish curing yards, where salt could be had at concessiona1 rates, 

limited availability of godowns, where the stock could be stored, absence of 

ice-plants and cold storage facilities, and inadequate transport arrangements 

for marketing fish in distant areas. There were in Madras 178 societies at the 

end of June, 1949, but most of these societies generally catered only to the 

credit needs of their members. 

It has, however, been realised that credit by itself will not be a 

solution of the problem,and unless the fishermen are organized both for the 

purchase of their necessaries, as well as the sale of their catch,their 

economic condition will not materially improve. Increasing attempts are, 
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therefore, being made to link credit with purchase of requisites on the one 

hand and sale of the produce on the other. 

~elp in-production and purchase. 

One of the commonest ways in which the fishermen have become indebted 

is by having to purchase their necessities from unscruplous local merchants. 

Some of the societies, therefore, have, in addition to the supply of credit, 

undertaken the purchase and distribution of domestic requirements to the 

fishermen members. In Orissa, the Government have organized consumers' stores 

attached to each fish curing yard in the coastal villages. Seven such stores 

were functioning in 1949 with a membership of 2,070 and transactions amounting 

to Rs. 1.5 lakhs. These stores have been formed into a Union with working 

capital provided free of interest by the Government for a period of three 

years. The Union makes bulk purchases of the requirements of their members, 

distrubutes them and conducts inspections to ensure that the sales proceeds 

are duly returned. In Madras, ~ome of the societies undertook the distribution 

of foodstuffs and other requirements to their members valued at Rs.16.22 

lakhs in 1948-49. In Bombay, the societies sold food grains and other rationed 

articles and fishing gear of the value of Rs.20.78 lakhs in 1947-48. In Madhya 

Pradesh, two of the five societies which are actively functioning in the state, 

have undertaken the distribution of foodgrsins, kerosene oil, sugar and other 

necessaries to the members. 

Many of the societies are also actively helping the members in the 

purchase of their production requirements. In Bombay, the societies have 

undertaken the supply to their members at cheap rates of the raw materials 

required by them such as hemp, hook, tar, yarn, cloth for sail, etc, and also 

to educate them in the use of improved technique of fishing according to the 

instructions given from time to time by the Director of Fisheries. The 

Government have also given subsidies for the purchase of improved types of 

fishing boats fitted with oil engines for deep sea fishing. In Madhya Pradesh, 

the societies supply the members with yarn for repairing old nets and making 

new ones. In West Bengal, the Bidyadharl Spill Fishery Co-operative Society 

owns its own set of fishing appliances, which are hired to members. 
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Jjgistance in marketing. 

The model bye-laws for fishermens Co-operative societies in all the 

States, lnter-alia, contain provisions for the joint sale of the members 

produce. The principle of 'controlled credit', so successful in the field of 

agricultural credit, is being in a away extended to some of the fishermen's 

societies also. In the Ajanur Fishermen's Co-operative Society in South Canara, 

Madras, loans are granted by the society generally to only such of the members 

as undertake to sell their catches through the society. In Bombay and Orissa 

also the same method of linking up credit and marketing is being pursued in 

some of the societies. The Ajanur Society has also attempted to pool the 

members' catches and sell them either as fresh or cured fish or converted into 

manure through other co-operative sale societies. 

It has, however, been found difficult for small primary societies of 

fishermen to purchase the heavy equipments needed by the industry, to keep 

them in a proper state of repair, to own curing yards, ice-plants and cold 

storage depots and to transport fish to distant ma rkets for sale. It has been 

felt that for ·all these purposes, it is necessary to organize the primary 

societies into unions which could provide the funds, purchase and distribute 

the equipments needed, supply necessary technical advice and undertake the 

proceSSing and sale of fish. Such Unions have been formed in some of the 

States, like Orissa, where the Chilka Co-operative Union controls a substantial 

part of the fish trade of the Chilka Lake. Steps are also being taken in 

Bombay for the fprmation of federations of fishermen's primary societies,which 

would help the member societies in securing modern fishing appliances,and in 

transport and marketing of fish. Middlemen are also sought to be eliminated by 

the SOCiety establishing direct connections with purchasing centres, as is done 

by the Union in Orissa, or by entering into agreement with the merchants for 

settling the price for the season, as in Baroda. Fishermen-producers are thus 

endeavouring to exerCise some control over Wholesale prices. These co-operati~s 

are also receiving active support from the State. Twines for sail cloth,yarn 

for net, fishing hooks, timber for boats, etc., are being supplied at cheap 

rates by government through the societies in Bombay. The societies are also 

being helped by loans and grants for the purchase of motor launches,fishing 
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boats, tackle, etc., and for meeting their administrative cost. With 

financial assistance of the Government of India and the States concerned, 

schemes have been sanctioned in Madras and West Bengal for the supply of 

fishing requisites at subsidised rates to fishermen through Co-operative 

Societies. The possibHity of erecting cold storage plants is also being 

explored in Some of the states like Bombay and Madras. In Bombay, some 

societies are endeavouring to put up ice-factories with the financial 

assistance of the Government. 

Welfare activities. 
-;r. 
~ In a co~nity 50 backward in every respect, and depending ordinarily on 

such a precarious and narrow means of livelihood, it is hardly to be expected 

that self-help organizaticns will be able to find either the resoruces from 

among themselves, or the necessary personnel to undertake welfare work on 

anything like the scale required by the community. Such work like education, 

provision of housing, medical welfare,health and sanitation arrangements,and 

other ameliorative measures, have,therefore, to be under~aken by the state or 

other public bodies. One or two co-operatives have, however, done something 

in this direction also. The fish curing yards which were started under 

Government auspices in Orissa were later handed over to the co-operative 

stores and converted into centres for the welfare of fishermen. These centres 

have served very useful purpose in the distribution of daily necessaries to 

fishermen and providing places where meetings and other community activities 

of the fisherfolk could be held. Another Society in West Bengal, the Captain 

Bherry Fishery Society, is maintaining a primary school for imparting 

education to the boys of fishermen. Some of the fishermen co-operative 

societies started in Madras in the wake of the enforcement of prohibition in 

the state, have, in addition to granting small loans, undertaken recreational 

activities. 

The working of the fishermen co-operative societies has shown the 

possibilities in this direction, and with more propaganda, careful planning 

and spread of education, there appears to be very good scope for the setting 

up of new societies and expanding the activities of those already in 

operation. 
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1.§ 

FISHING Cm(MUNFIES. 

The fishing profession in India is mainly confined to the fishing 

communities living in villages scattered along the Indian Coasts, rivers and 

backwaters. As fish capture is almost entirely in their hands, any attempt to 

improve the fishing industry has to take into consideration the socio-economic 

conditions of the fishermen. At present the fishing population is illiterate 

and occupy a very low position in the social scale. Consequently, they are 

highly conservative and reluctant to adopt new ways and methods in their 

profession. They are heavily indebted to the middlemen who control the trade 

or to the capitalist who owns the boat and gear which they are allowed to use. 

These aspects have been briefly discussed in a previous chapter, but some 

details of thE: chief communitiE:s in the different parts of the country and 

their social anthropology are given below. 

Over eight million of the population of India are returned as fishing 

co~~unities, though large sections of these no longer follow this calling. 

While their hereditary profession was fishing, boating, sea-faring and allied 

occupations such as salt-making or selling chunam (burnt lime), they have 

gradually merged with other castes and professions. Being inured to hardships 

of the sea and of the coastal and riverine regions, they are naturally strong 

and sturdy in physique and easily take to other callings; most of them in 

Northern India and the Deccan have taken to the profession of water-carriers, 

porters, and palanquin bearers. Though fishermen in India have a very low 

status in the caste hierarchy, they have succeeded in raising their status by 

following other avocations, such as water carrying and domestic service. Thus 

the ~andu, Machi, ~dbhunJa and Bbatiara castes of cooks and domestic servants 

were originally of the fishing communit:ies. Again the Kahru:, Jhinvar &ond Dhimar 

of Northern India are fishermen, who have elevated themselves to a higher 

position as domestic servants and water carriers. 

In South India, large numbers of the fishir.g co~munlties have 

embraced Islam on the west coast ::md Christianity on the east coast, on account 

of their 'inferj or I caste status, while those who are Hindus sti 11 occupy a low 

rank. 

In many places where fishing could not support them, the co=unities 
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have taken to other pursuits such as hunting, fowling and the collection of 

forest produce as in tbe case of the ~, .l!Qtl and :!2~ of the Deccan, and 

agriculture, weaving, and commerce as among the ~1, Kahan, Haliva and 

Talabda of the Nortb and the Canarese Kabberas and Tamil and Telugu Pallis of 

the south. 

The Kahar, Machis and Bhois are the principal fishing castes of 

northern and weste rn India. Most of them speak Marathi or Guje rati. Be sides 

fishing, they follow other professions such as agriculture, trade, domestic 

service, and cooking. The ~ have no endogamous divisions or exogamous 

septs. They allow polygyny. They usually cremate their dead. The ~h1i are 

both river and sea-fishers, boatmen, cultivators and labourers. They prohibit 

cross-cousin marriages. 

The ~, M2l£, lli.!il: and Eatn1 are the principal fishing communiti

es of Bengal, Bihar and other eastern parts of the country_ The Mallah include 

various fishing and boating castes. The Malo appear to be a tribal people with 

totemistic survivals. They are largely hindllized. They are Vaishnavites, 

practise clan exogamy and cremate their dead. The 1~.!il: include both fishers 

and cultivators. They have three hypergamous divisions; also have a tribal 

organisation. The Patni are a low caste of fishers and boatmen. They include 

traders and cultivators. They are Hindu Saivites and have. exogamous septs. 

The ~, Boya and Ealll are the princ1pal Telugu f1shing castes. 

The ~~ are also porters and cooks. The Teillgu Bo~ is probably identical 

in origin with the Canarese ~sr, thougb the former are fishers, porters and 

labourers while the latter are hunters, fowlers and nomads. The ~~ are the 

Telugu division of the Great Tamil .£s.lli caste who are agriculturists. Both 

these divisions, however, claim to be superio!' and call themselves illni Kula 

Khatriyas, wear sacred threads, imitate Brahmins, prohibit meat-eating and 

widow re-marriage to raise themselves in the social scale. 

The Kabbera or Amlllli and the MQgtl or M~ are the fishing castes 

of Canara. They are both fishermen and cultivators, the former speaking 

Canarese and the latter Tulu. The ~abb~ have two endogamous divisions, the 

children of Gowri (~m2kkala) and the children of Ganga (Gangi makkala) and 

each has exogamous septs. They are Yaishnavites. Th tali is tied by the 

Brahmin purohit during marriages. They have the Basavi system among them. 

The' MOEfI or MQgayar are Tulll fishemen who have taken to other professions. 
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Their settlements are called Fattana, like those of the Tamil fishermen. They 

are superior to the Malabar fishermen or ~kkuvans. The Moger have exogamous 

septs with animal names. They are also matrilineal. 

The Mukkuva.ns are the fishermen of Kerala. They are boatmen, 

palanquin bearers, cultivators and ~ sellers. They have hereditary chiefs 

called Arayans. They are matrilineal in the north and patrilineal in the south. 

Bhadrakali is their chief goddess. They work side by side with the Mappillas 

and are largely islamised. The women wear orn8ments on the helix of the ear 

like Muslims. Some children were brought up as Muslims and married to Muslims 

for fulfilling vows. The Maharajah of Cochin on h1s coronation receives a bag 

of salt as a present from a Mukkuva chief. 

The Sembadavans and Pattanavans are the chief Tamil fishing castes. 

The latter are sea fishers, and live in maritime villages. They are considered 

to be inferior to the former who are river fishers. Another caste of seafar1ng 

people in the South called the Sayala1karans are ,superior to Sembadavans. The 

Pattanavans are mainly Hindus though there are some sections who are Christ~~ 
.:-.;';;"-~"-- ." 

They have a right to carry the idol during temple processions. The §emb8dayans 

are 1n many places pujar1s or priests of temples of mother goddesses 1n the 

villages. 

During the early epochs when the Andhras, Pallavas, Cholas and 

Cheras were important mar1t1me powers, the ancestors of the present f1shing 

communities of the Indian coast provided the navigators who manned the. large 

sea-going vessels, big enough, 1n some cases, to take a number of elephants. 

Later, when seafaring became a lost art, the f1shermen lost their importance 

as navigators. During late medieval times, the Zamor1n employed Arabs in his 

navy; even in other regions of Southern India, navigation and coastal trade 

passed into the hands of Muslims. But in the fishing communities of India 

today, we have the best recruiting ground for our navy and merchantmen. 
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